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ABSTRACT 

This study analyzes reciprocal labor exchange in Sinhalese 

agrarian settlements in Sri Lanka. Reciprocal labor exchange is here 

defined as the exchange of labor in which labor assistance has to be 

more or less precisely reciprocated by labor assistance of the same 

kind and quantIty in a short time duration, for instance, one day 

assistance in plowing for one day assistance in plowing during a 

cuI tivation season. 

Labor exchange in peasant agriculture is usually organized by 

individual households to achieve an optimal mobilization of labor for 

certain agricultural operations. This mobilization results both in 

minimizing the costs (drudgery and wages) of peasant production and 

in maximizing the exploitation of household labor. Except in a few 

cases, any symbolic expression of particular socio-cultural messages 

between host and helper is of secondary importance. Labor exchange 

is thus a kind of economic exchange in a neoclassical sense. However, 

since the rate of exchange is institutionally fixed at one for the 

precise reciprocity, it is of course not governed by market mecha

nisms. In other words, although exchange labor Is a scarce resource, 

particularly during the times of peak demand for labor in peasant 

agricul tural production, the difference between demand and supply of 

exchange labor is not mediated with varying rates of exchange. As a 

consequence, the following two questions must be examined to under

stand labor exchange behavior. The fIrst is how the difference be-



tween demand and supply of exchange labor Is medIated at Individual 

household level. The second is how flow of exchange labor is deter

mined in a locality. However, few studies in anthropology and main

stream economics have examined these questions, because their models 

and concepts have not been developed to analyze reciprocal economic 

behavior, such as labor exchange discussed here. It is in this con

text that labor exchange in Sinhalese agrarian settlements is exam

ined in this thesis. 

I attempt to analyze labor exchange behavior as a maximiza

tion (or economization) process in peasant agricultural production 

wi thin a wider ecological and socioeconomic setting of Sri Lanka. 

The empirical focus is on the decision making process regarding labor 

exchange and complementary labor mobillzation, in order to under

stand the causes and consequences of the choices that the peasant 

households make to meet the demand for labor mobilization. For this 

purpose, the natural decision making approach is employed here, 

together with ethnographic observation. The bulk of empirical analy

ses on various phases of labor exchange shows that at the individual 

household level the difference between demand and supply of ex

change labor is largely mediated through exploration for exchange 

labor, in which each household forms a relatively fixed network of 

labor exchange and (often competitively) organizes it within the 

network. It further shows that the relative degree of tolerance of 

imbalance in labor exchange affects both the medIatIon between 

demand and supply of exchange labor at the individual household 

level and the flow of exchange labor in the locality. Based on the 

above analyses and findings. this thesIs argues that in contrast with 



the debate over rational vs. moral peasants, pea:sant behavior is 

neither rational nor moral but "realistically ethical" in empirical 

level. This next argues that labor exchange, rooted in history and 

custom as a pre-capitalist mode of labor organIzation, cannot be 

regarded sImply as a cultural lag or hangover from a pre-capitalist 

economy; labor exchange Is rather an adaptive response made by 

peasant households to their current ecological, social and economic 

condItIons. ThIs further suggests that the model presented here, al 

though an empIrIcal model of labor exchange in SInhalese peasant 

agricul ture, will guIde research endeavor on various kinds of recip

rocal economic exchange yet to be examined. 
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NOTE TO THE READER 

The name of the people and places recorded in this 
thesis are the actual names recorded by me in the field. 
The mention of a name is usually accompanied by a code 
number, for instance, A.G. Siriwardane (M-4) , H.M. Sumana
pala (A-l2), B.W. Heenbanda (N-12) and so on. Every code 
number is divided in the middle by a hyphen. The letter to 
the left of the hyphen indicates where the individual lives. 
The letter "M" indicates Madumana, "A" Aliyawala, and "N" 
Nuwara Yaya, respectively. The number to the right of the 
hyphen indicates the household number set by me in each 
settlement. Wi th certain exceptions, the genealogical 
posi tion of the householders who have been given code num
bers is shown in Appendix I. Further, the relationship in 
labor transaction between the two households who have· been 
given code numbers is shown in Appendix II. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a study of reciprocal labor exchange in three SInhalese 

agrarian settlements!, located in Matale District, Sri Lanka. Recipro

cal labor exchange (or simply labor exchange) in peasant agriculture 

is usually motivated by the individual peasant's need to secure extra 

household labor in certain agrIcultural operations. Any symbolic 

expression of particular social message to the host cultIvator is of 

secondary importance. However, even though labor exchange Is thus 

a kind of economic exchange, it is not governed by market mechanism 

in any sense. This is because the exchange rate of labor exchange 

is institutionally fixed at one, according to the cultural rule on the 

precise reciprocity, even during the times of peak demand for labor 

in which exchange labor is a scarce resource. Here. there are two 

key questions to be answered, although related to each other. They 

are: how the difference between "demand" and "supply" of exchange 

labor at the individual level is mediated or interacted without the 

function of market mechanism; and how the flow of exchange labor in 

the locality is determined. However, few studies on such aspects of 

labor exchange behavior have appeared in anthropology and main-

1. The term "settlement" is used in this thesis to connote not only "new 
colony settlement" but also "old settled or traditional village". As I 
shall discuss in Chapter II, Sinhalese village or colony settlement is 
a simple aggregate of the households in the locality rather than an 
integrated body of the households in the locall ty. The term "settle
ment" is then chosen here rather than the term "community". 



stream economics. This is because their models and concepts have 

not been developed to analyze reciprocal economic exchange such as 

labor exchange In peasant agricultural production. Labor exchange 

hence provides a signifIcant opportunity to empirically analyze one 

of reciprocal economic exchange and develop the models and concepts 

of such exchange behavior. It is in this context that labor ex

change in the three Sinhalese agrarian settlements is studied in this 

thesis. 

This thesis attempts to analyze labor exchange behavior as a 

maximization (or economlzation) process in peasant agricultural pro

duction. The empirical focus is on the decision making process 

regarding labor exchange and complementary labor mobilization in 

order to understand the causes and consequences of the choices that 

the peasant cultIvators make to meet the demand for labor mobiliza

tion within Sinhalese socia-cultural setting. For this purpose, the 

natural decision making approach is employed here together with 

ethnographic interpretation and observation. Through the bulk of 

the empirical analyses on various phases of labor exchange in the 

three Sinhalese settlements. I shall show that at the individual level 

the difference between "demand" and "supply" of exchange labor is 

largely mediated through exploration (often strategically and compet

Itively) for exchange labor, that is. through tactically organizing 

exchange labor within a relatively fixed household network of labor 

exchange. I shall further show that the relative degree of toler

ance of Imbalance in labor exchange largely affects both the media

tion between demand and supply of exchange labor at the Individual 
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level and the flow of exchange labor in the locality. 

Examining these empirical findings, I shall finally argue that 

labor exchange, rooted In hIstory and custom as a pre-capItalist mode 

of labor organization, cannot be regarded sImply as a cultural lag 

or hangover from a pre-capitalist economy; labor exchange is rather 

an adaptive response made by peasant households to their current 

ecological. economic and social condItions. I shall further discuss 

the above two key questions of labor exchange so as to clarify the 

distinct characterIstics of reciprocal labor exchange in particular 

and then explore some implication of this study In the theory of 

"balanced reciprocity" In general. 

In this Chapter. I shall first discuss the aim and the empirical 

focus of this thesis in detall. and go on to describe the analytical 

approach employed here. I shall further state the conditions of the 

field work and the data. and finally provIde the organization of thIs 

thesis. 

The Aim and Empirical Focus of this ThesIs 

In this section. I shall examine some distinct characteristics 

of reciprocal labor exchange in peasant agricultural production and 

argue that labor exchange is a kind of economic exchange but it is 

not governed by market mechanism. This discussion will clarify the 

theoretical significance of labor exchange behavIor in economic 

anthropology and help to state the aim and the empIrical focus of 

this thesis. 

3 



Reciprocal exchange of labor has commonly been seen in many 

peasant societies characterized by small-scale agricultural production 

organized in household units and dependent largely on biological 

source of energy (Moore 1975). Reciprocal labor exchange is here 

defined as the exchange of labor in which labor assistance has to be 

more or less precisely reciprocated by labor assistance of the same 

kind and quantity in a short time duration, for instance, one day 

assistance in plowing for one day assistance in plowing during a 

cultivation season. Labor exchange is hence a kind of exchanges 

based on "balanced reciprocity" (Sahllns 1974 : 223-224). In contem

porary peasant societies, exchange labor is being replaced by wage 

labor under the impact of certain widespread changes in the socioec

onomic environment (Erasmus 1956, Moore 1975; Gunasinghe 1976). 

But, many peasants still prefer to recruit exchange labor rather 

than wage labor. ThIs is because, through labor exchange, they can 

meet demand for labor mobIlIzation without any cash cost of wage 

labor and at the same time enjoy the maximum use of their household 

labor, which seldom has any other opportunities for subsistence or 

earning cash than the agrIculture. In addItion to exchange labor, 

there are varIous other forms of labor co-operation, often based on 

kinship relations, in most peasant societies. But, although these 

forms of labor co-operation are recruited especially at times of 

crisis, they do not usually contribute much to satisfying the dally 

labor needs due to their less capacities for labor mobIlization. 

Labor exchange is consequently stIll the important form of labor 

mobilization in peasant agricultural production. 

4 



One of the distinct characteristics of labor exchange in 

peasant societies is that it is not a social exchange but an economic 

exchange of labor assistance. Here. in order to clarify this point, 

I shall introduce a simple typology of exchange behavior. In gener-

aI, every exchange behavior can be classified into two categories: 

social and economic exchange in terms of the nature of items ex-

changed (cf. Ekeh 1974 : 200-201), although some exchange behavior may 

be placed in both categories1. Social exchange is defined as one 

type of exchange behavior which is motivated by the exchange actor's 

desire to express socio-cultural messages about particular social 

relationship such as kinship and friendship, whether such behavior is 

enforced by morality or social institutions. Items exchanged in 

social exchange have symbolic values rather than material or econom-

ic ones and such items are sought for, not because of what they are 

worth in themselves, but rather what they symbolically represent 

between exchange partners. In contrast, economic exchange is defined 

as the other type of exchange behavior which is motivated by the 

exchange actor's desire to acquire items exchanged themselves. In 

this sense, items exchanged in economic exchange are sought for, 

because of their own material or economic worth but not what they 

symbolically represent between exchange partners. With the above 

typology of exchange behavior, labor exchange can be classified into 

a kind of economic exchange rather than social exchange. This is 

because labor assistance is exchanged by individual household to 

1.Exchange behavior placed in both categories is discussed theoretically 
and ethnographically by Barth (1966), Bourdieu (1977), Holy and Stuchllk 
(19B3) and so on. 
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satisfy demand for labor mobilization to agrIcultural operations but 

not primarIly to express any social messages carrIed wIth labor 

assIstance. Although labor exchange practIce often results in the 

symbolic communIcatIon of the idea about egall tarian socIal relation

shIp between particIpants. such symbolic communication is not the 

primary motivation of labor exchange but merely a result of the 

economic motivation to satisfy IndIvidual demand for labor mobiliza

tion. In order to clarify this characterIstic of labor exchange, it is 

necessary to examine actual relationship between social structure 

(especially kinship relation) and labor exchange In various ethno

graphic writings, and also the economic significance of labor ex

change in the peasant agricultural prodUction in general. 

Demand for labor mobilization in peasant agricultural produc

tion often exceeds over the capacity of individual household, so 

labor exchange needs to be organized in diverse social forms at 

higher levels than the household. However, especially in the peasant 

societies lacking united corporate kInship groups. the organizational 

principle of labor exchange is. except a few exceptions, not derived 

from kinship norms but from individual pragmatism for labor mobIliza

tion. Such a tendency of labor exchange has been reported by many 

anthropologists in the context of Sinhalese peasant society as well 

as elsewhere. In a monograph on the land tenure and the kinship in 

a Sinhalese dry zone vlllage, Leach (1961) shows how the work organi

zation is not derived from the morality of kinship itself but from 

the various practical 'reasons for agricultural operation. Although 

he found clearly structured patterns of kinship relations in the co

operative work teams at the threshing floor, he empirically demon-
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strated that such statistically structured patterns were derived from 

land holding patterns (whIch were closely related to the inherItance 

patterns) through indivIdual practical choices in the agricultural 

operations. It is thus argued by Leach (1961) that the beautifully 

structured pattern of kinship relations at the threshing floor is an 

epiphenomenon of the land use pattern in the village. The follow-

ing statement of Leach summarizes the character of the work organi-

zation in the village. 

Kinship alone does not determine who shall join in a common work 
team ... all I would emphasize the element of choice that is present. 
There is no clear-cut jural obligation that a particular individual 
should contribute his labor to one group rather than another. On 
the contrary, every individual is subject to a variety of such 
[debt) obligations and he chooses that course which appears most 
advantageous or convenient to himself (Leach 1961 : 280-281). 

As Leach made clear the principle of the work organization at agri-

culture in the Dry Zone village, Robinson (1968. 1975) also demon-

strated the relationship between kinship and labor exchange in a 

Sinhalese village of the Kandyan highlands. Showing the statistical 

tendency of the correlation between the frequency of labor exchange 

and the genealogical distance. she stressed that most of exchange 

labor were given to the villagers not by their close kinsmen but by 

their distant or non-kinsmen in the locality. These two studies thus 

showed that the organization of labor exchange in Sinhalese peasant 

society is derived from the villager's practical choices in agricul

tural operations but not from the logic of kinship relations itself. 

even if structured patterns are sometimes seen in the work place. A 

similar tendency has been reported by many anthropologists who 

studied other peasant societies such as the Lamet (Izikowitz 1951), 

the Land Dayak (Geddes 1954). the Iban (Freeman 1955). and the Lower 
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Burme (Pfanner 1969) of the South East Asia, the Ndondeul1 of East 

Africa (Gulliver 1971) and the Merina of Madagascar (Bloch 1973). 

From these ethnographic writings, it is thus obvious that labor 

exchange In the peasant agricultural productIon Is not motIvated by 

kinshIp norms to express partIcular social messages but by practical 

necessity for labor mobIlization. 

However, it is still not very clear how labor exchange is 

motivated by practical necessIty for labor mobilization and also how 

labor exchange can be said to be an economic (or economizing) ex

change. Because it is a common sense that the practice of labor 

exchange does not increase the size of the labor force or the 

amount of the work done as long as the precise reciprocity is main

tained. In order to clarify these points, I shall here examine the 

economic significance of labor exchange for peasant cultivators from 

a different angle. With peasant agrIcultural production, there are 

several basic components: land (and water), certaIn technical rules, 

tools and labor. Organizing labor force is hence one of the most 

important phases in production process. All the cultivators notice 

that various conditions (technical and psychological) at each stage of 

cuI tlvation process often demand a proper mobilization of labor which 

may bring various advantages. Such advantages derived from a proper 

mobilization of exchange labor are not directly material but practi

cal and psychological ones, since labor exchange results in no in

crease in the size of the labor force or in the amount of work done. 

Although they are not directly material ones, however, practical and 

psychological advantages are considerably important for peasant 
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cultivators. This Is because these advantages derIved from labor 

exchange reduce cultivator's "drudgery" whIch Is the main cost of 

peasant agriculture. In fact, to reduce the drudgery is important 

for peasant cultIvators as Donham (1981: 519) clearly pointed out in 

comparIson to the cost of capitalist productIon that 

Costs to a capitalist are, for example, monies spent on wages, raw 
materials and machines; for a peasant householder, in contrast, 
costs are primarlly defined in terms of the drudgery by his or 
her own labor. 

Thus, labor exchange in peasant agriculture is motIvated by practIcal 

or psychological needs in work process to obtain various advantages. 

In other words, labor exchange can be said as an economic behavIor 

to economize the cost of peasant agricultural production (I.e. the 

drudgery of the cultivators)l. 

I have so far examined one dIstinct characterIstic of labor 

exchange as a kind of economIc exchange in peasant agrIculture. 

In addItion to such a characteristic, there is another distinct char-

acteristic, which dIstinguishes labor exchange from various kinds of 

market exchange as the domInant form of economic exchange now. 

This characteristIc of labor exchange is that although labor ex-

change Is a kind of economic exchange, it is governed by the cultur-

al rule of the precise reciprocity but not by market mechanism. 

1. The reduction of the drudgery through labor exchange may consequently 
result in the increase of the intensity of the production to some ex
tent. Such a consequence of labor exchange in peasant agriculture has 
not been given attention in economic anthropology and agricultural 
economics, although many peasant cultivators whom I studied for this 
thesis claimed it. Although it requires a long term observation and 
much statistical data for us to prove this consequences of labor ex
change, this issue is discussed again through examining some concrete 
cases in Chapter VII. 
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In a market situation, for instance, indIvidual choice about whether 

or not and how much to recruIt wage labor largely depends on the 

price of labor (i.e. the wage) determined by the equilIbrium between 

"demand" and "supply" of wage labor. In reciprocal labor exchange, 

in contrast, the exchange rate is fixed at one in such a manner that 

labor assistance must be reciprocated by labor assistance in the same 

kind and quantity in a short time period. Even during the times of 

peak demand for labor, in which exchange labor is a scarce resource. 

the rate of exchange does not vary according to the balance between 

"demand" and "supply" of exchange labor. Consequently. the individ

ual choice about whether or not and how much to exchange labor on 

the reciprocal basis does not depend on the market mechanism. 

Thus. although both hiring wage labor for the wage and exchanging 

labor on the reciprocal basIs are two kinds of economIc exchange. 

the above characteristic of labor exchange clearly distinguIshes 

labor exchange from hIrIng wage labor and the other types of the 

market exchange. 

From the above discussIon on the two distinct characteristics, 

it is thus obvIous that labor exchange In peasant agrIcultural 

production is an economic exchange and has little to do with kinship 

relations, but dIstinguIshed from the market exchange. In other 

words, while labor exchange is similar to the various kinds of market 

exchange In terms of the dominance of economic motivation. the 

former is clearly different from the latter due to the absence of 

the varying rate of exchange. 

However, although a great number of ethnographIc accounts on 
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labor exchange in various areas of the world are' available (see 

Moore 1975), few serious studIes have appeared. It seems to me that 

labor exchange behavior has been neglected in anthropology and 

mainstream economics because their models and concepts have not been 

developed to analyze reciprocal economic behavior such as labor 

exchange, and various other forms of exchange of productive re

sources (l.e. tools, machines and servIces) in many rural societies 

(Bennett 1966). On the one hand, although social anthropologists 

have been concerned with reciprocity behavior, their main concern is 

with the Institutional and communicative aspects of social exchange 

such as gift exchange (e.g. Malinowski 1922; Mauss 1954; Sahllns 1974; 

Schwimmer 1979). Consequently, they have seldom analyzed reciprocal 

economic exchange whIch cannot be understood only In terms of social 

factors. In the context of labor exchange, most ethnographic studIes 

have sImply described the normative and cultural aspects of labor 

exchange and, as I discussed before, focussed only upon the relation

shIp between kinship relations and actual organization of labor 

exchange. Since these studies are exclusively social anthropological, 

they treat with the actual organization of labor exchange as an 

index to examIne whether particular kinship groupings empirically 

exist or not. After they found no close relationshIp between the 

two, they then stopped further analysis and left unclarIfied the 

organizational principles and patterns of labor exchange, and also 

its economic and allocational aspects. On the other hand. although 

economic anthropologists and mainstream economists have been con

cerned with economic and allocatlonal aspects of human behavior. 

their subject matters are exclusIvely limIted to market exchange, 
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whether tribal-peasant market (e.g. Cook 1970; Humphrey 1984) or 

Western capitalist market, governed by the equilibrium between 

"supply" and "demand". As a result, they ignore reciprocal econom-

ic exchange, "or if they refer to reciprocitIes, do so as 'gIven' or 

as a descriptive qualification of vIgorous quantI tative models" 

(Bennett 1966 : 277). Thus, due to the lack of the models and con-

cepts to analyze reciprocal economic behavior, labor exchange has 

not systematically been studied1. 

It must be emphasized here that "the lack of the models and 

concepts to analyze reciprocal economic exchange" does not mean the 

lack of the basic theory to analyze economic behavior such as recip-

rocal economic exchange. In recent years, there has been the 

development of economic anthropological theory and the methodology. 

In particular, since the formal-substantive debate (over whether 

1.0nly a few studies have so far analyzed some economic and allocational 
aspects of labor exchange but they are neither systematic nor concerned 
with labor exchange itself. Moore (1975) reviewed various ethnographic 
writings on labor co-operation including labor exchange and made some 
generalizations regarding typology, the economic advantages and the 
changing process from labor exchange to wage labor in the peasant 
societies. But, he discussed little about the economic and allocation
al aspects of labor exchange in relation to ecological, technical, 
social and economic factors. Guillet (1980) presented a significant 
qualitative description on the allocation decisions of labor including 
exchange labor into the peasant agricultural operations in the highland 
Andes. He drew up a chart of such allocation decisions of labor, which 
seems to be widely applicable to Sinhalese peasants as well as those 
found elsewhere. Further, he placed "un-exploitative" labor exchange 
among the peasants in a wider context of the political economy, and 
ironically concluded that the system of reciprocal labor exchange tends 
to support the various exploitative processes of the peasants in the 
periphery.by the government and capitalists of the center. However, as 
he himself stated, he did not give much attention to the quantitative 
aspects of labor allocation due to the difficulty of analysis, so that 
several significant aspects of labor exchange, which are discussed in 
this thesis, were neglected. 
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formal economic theory based on western economy can be applied to 

non-Western economy) has been revIsed, most contemporary economic 

anthropologists have had an unifying theory to analyze economic 

behavior to non-Western economy and have studied human behavIor, 

whether in market or non-market situation, in relation to the choices 

in allocating scarce resources to the alternative ends within a given 

cultural and institutional or politIcal economic setting (e.g. Cansian 

1972; Cook 1973; Keesing 1976; Barlett 1980; Donham 1981). It is hence 

theoretically possible to develop the models and concepts to analyze 

reciprocal economic exchange. The only Issue here is not in theory 

but in practice: how to analyze and provIde measurement for recip-

rocal economic exchange. This is always the problem In applyIng 

neoclassical economic theory to non-Western economy as Georsescu-

Roegen (1966 : 109-110) clearly pointed out that 

The statement that the fundamental principles of economIcs are 
universally valid . . . may be true only as their form is con
cerned. Their content, however, is determined by the institutional 
setting. And without this institutional content, the principles 
are nothing but "empty boxes" from which we can obtain only empty 
gener ali ties. 

However, in order to fulfill "empty boxes" in a given instItutional 

setting, there have been the developments of the methodology, includ-

ing decision making analyses, which facilitates the analysis of alloca-

tional problems. (See for details in the next section). With this 

contemporary orientation in theory and methodology, it may then be 

possible to analyze reciprocal economic exchange in concrete institu-

tional settings and develop the models and concepts of it. 

In this context reciprocal labor exchange is significant, since 

it provides an opportunity to analyze and examine one of reciprocal 
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economic exchange which has been a "black hole" in anthropology and 

maInstream economIcs. Al though labor exchange is merely a kind of 

reciprocal economic exchange and Is different from the other kinds 

of reciprocal economic exchange such as the ones of tools, machInes 

and services in rural societies, the analysis of labor exchange may 

provide some general model and concepts on reciprocal economic 

exchange. This is why this thesis attempts to analyze labor ex

change behavior in the Sinhalese agrarian settlements. 

I shall now state the empirical focus of thIs thesis. As 

dIscussed before, labor exchange is a kind of reciprocal economic 

exchange in which peasant cultivator tries to economize the cost of 

agricultural production. Since exchange labor is not infinite in 

the locality, it becomes a scarce resource during the times of peak 

demand for labor. But, here, market mechanism does not work out in 

determining the flow of exchange labor in the localIty due to the 

enforcement of the cultural rule on the preCise reciprocity in a 

short term. Then a question arises as to how the flow of exchange 

labor in the locality is determined. This is one of key questions to 

understand reciprocal labor exchange in peasant agriculture, since it 

can be explained neither by preestablished social factors (kinship 

relations and the cultural rule of reciprocity) nor by market bal

ance between "demand" and "supply". Then, in order to examine the 

above question. it is necessary to understand how the difference 

between "demand" and "supply" of exchange labor at the individual 

level is mediated or interacted without varying rate of exchange. 

This is the other key question here. 
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However, as I discussed before. the concepts and models of 

reciprocal economic exchange have not been developed. We then have 

to start from empirically looking at individual economic behavior, 

especially individual decision making process regarding the strategic 

and optimum arrangements of labor exchange in quality and quantity 

within a given institutional settings!. 

Furthermore, although most peasant cultivators prefer to recruIt 

exchange labor rather than the other forms of labor co-operation 

and also hired labor, these complementary forms of labor mobilizatIon 

are sometimes recruited. Hence they also must be examined in rela-

tion to exchange labor here. 

The empirical focus of this thesis can now be stated as deci-

sion making process regarding labor exchange and complementary 

labor mobilization. Furthermore, this focus can be divided into sever-

al sub-focusses. They are: how peasant household chooses whether 

or not to exchange labor on the reciprocal basis in the presence 

of the other forms of labor mobilization; if the household chooses 

labor exchange as a primary form of labor mobilization, how it 

decIdes how many units of exchange labor to be recruited; what is 

actually maximIzed (or economized) through practices of labor ex-

change; what are the socioeconomic consequences of the choices that 

peasant households make in the locality; and what kinds of ecologi

cal, technical and socioeconomic factors affect the above decision 

I.This focus on decision making process is based on Befu (1977)'s analyt
ical framework of exchange behavior. 
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making processes. Although these questions are conceptually divid

ed. they are related to each other in a complex consequence of the 

decision making process regarding labor exchange and complementary 

labor mobilization. In order to analyze the above focuses empirical

ly. it is therefore necessary to employ the systematic analytical 

approach dIscussed in the next section. 

Natural Decision Making Approach 

The natural decision making approach is examined here. I shall 

first state why the natural decision making approach is employed in 

this analysis of decision making process of labor exchange and 

complementary labor mobilization, and go on to descrIbe the basic 

framework of this approach in brief. I shall further add an account 

of the suitability of this approach against a critique raised by 

Chibnik (1980). 

In anthropology. the concern with Itdecision makinglt is often 

based on the formal economic assumption of the principle of rational-

ity in choice of action, although It may appear only loosely and 

implicItly. The formal economic assumption or principle of ratlonall-

ty here Implies a hypothetical propositIon as evident from Cohen 

(1967)'s argument on the matter. He says that 

Human beings will, given enough information, seek to maximize theIr 
gains by obtaining the hIghest possible return for any given 
resource or else will seek to economIze (minimize) using the small
est quantity of a resource to obtain a given return. (Cohen 1967: 
104). 

Having such a hypothesis, many anthropologists have carried out 

empirical studies in determinIng the extent to which people in market 
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economy and non-market economy are "rational" in their decision 

making (e.g. Ortiz 1973; Schneider 1974). 

In spIte of the frequent use of this hypothesis, however, it has 

appeared that "the very generality of thIs abstract form of maximiza-

tiOD theory renders it trivial unless operationalIzed" (Johnson 1978 : 

142). Even a long time before, Burling (1962) had already made such 

a point clear when he said 

To say that an IndivIdual strives to maximIze hIs satIsfaction is 
to state Ii ttle more than a truism . . . If we state that people 
act so as to maximize somethIng broad enough "satisfaction" to 
subsume all our more specific goals, we say very little. If we 
state that people act so as to maximIze one particular goal ... 
power, money, income, or whatever we choose ... then usually we 
are incorrect. (Burling 1962 : 817). 

Thus, there are apparent difficulties associated with applying this 

hypothesis to actual situations, where decision making is involved 

with too many goals to be operationalized. 

However, as mentioned before, there have been the methodolog-

Ical developments of economIc anthropology. The natural decision 

makIng approach Is one of such methodologies through which we can 

obtaIn a systematIc and realistic view of exchange or economIc choice 

behavIor and whereby operationallze the formal economic assumptIon 

In a more realistic manner. It has been developed by several 

anthropologIsts (e.g. Quinn 1978; Gladwin 1980; Gladwin and Murtaugh 

1980). ThIs approach InquIres, through IntervIewing, how the rules 

people use in making decIsions are determined. It maintains the 

Significant view that people employ simplifyIng procedures or heuris-

tIcs to make their decision making process easier and simpler. It 

differs from the formal economic assumption that decision makers can 
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rank and order all the available alternatIves or preference or Indif

ference in one crIterIon such as specific utility or value. In

stead, It posits a psychologically more realistic two stage model of 

the choIce processes that may be represented by a decision tree, a 

decision table or a set of decision rules. 

GladwIn (1980) provides a systematic account of natural decision 

making approach. AccordIng to her, it assumes that an alternative 

has a set of characteristics or aspects: an aspect is an attrIbute 

or dImension or feature of an alternatIve, and all aspects are 

dIscrete. In thIs approach, the decision maker Is assumed to go 

from Stage I to Stage 2 so as to reach the final choice. 

Stage I is the choIce process of elimination by aspects. 

DecIsIon makers confronted with a large number of alternatives 

narrow the set to a feasible sub-set that satisfies certaIn mInImal 

condl tions. ThIs process Is normally rapid or unconscious or pre

attentive one (Tversky 1972; Gladwin and Murtaugh 1980). 

Once the alternative are narrowed down to a feasible sub-set, 

the "hard-core" decision making procedure occurs in Stage 2. 

People typically go through Stage I quickly and conceive Stage 2 as 

the "real decision process". In Stage 2, decision makers mentally 

list aspects that are included in at least one alternative. They 

may fUrther simplify the decision process by eliminating some aspects 

on which the alternatives have equivalent values. After eliminating 

Irrelevant aspects, the· decision makers pick one of the aspects on 

which alternatives are ordered. This aspect has the greatest utilIty 

or subjective worth for the decision maker in a given context. 
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However, the alternatives ordered by the aspect may not always be 

realistic in making decIsion because of constraints of environment. 

social system or context. The decision makers then consider the 

constraints and passes the ordered alternatIve under them. If the 

alternative first ordered passes the constraints, it will be chosen 

for the final choice. If not, the alternative second ordered is 

passed under the constraints. If it is passed, it will be chosen. 

Likewise, the decision maker examines the ordered alternatives under 

the constraints till he reaches the alternative highest ordered which 

passes under the constraints. But, if no ordered alternatives pass 

under the constraints, another significant aspect is selected and a 

new decision making process is undertaken in the same manner. 

Stage 2 is thus essentially an algebraic version of maximization 

subject to constraints, a selection principle described in any micro

economics text. Here, it should be noted that the selection of one 

aspect in a given context is done by the decision maker but not by 

the researcher in the natural decision making approach. On the 

contrary, one goal or aspect such as power, money and income is 

arbitrarily selected by the researcher in the simple formal economic 

approach mentioned before. Through detecting the decision maker's 

simplifying procedure. the natural decision making approach therefore 

may provide a more realistic conception of the actual decision making 

process than the simple reductionist1c formal economic assumption. and 

makes it possible to ope rationalize the formal economic assumption in 

actual situations. 

The natural decision making approach thus provides the realis-
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tic analysIs of the actor's choice behavior. It is notable here that 

al though the empirical decision model made by this approach Is large-

ly based on the actor's idea about his own decIsion makIng process, 

It is in essence based on the researcher's interpretation of the 

actor's idea about his decIsIon making process. In the actual sl tua-

tion of the decision makIng analysIs, the researcher not only listens 

to the decision maker's idea about his choice but also interprets in 

the researcher's terms what is meant by the decision maker. In 

order to do so, the researcher has to know well about ecological, 

technical and socia-cultural settIng in which the decision maker 

makes a choice, and also has to observe the decision maker's actual 

practice after he has made a statement about his choice. Hence, 

though Gladwin (1980) dId not mention to, the natural decision making 

approach is an anthropological endeavor to interpret the decIsion 

maker's choice behavior through Interviews and observations, and 

build the researcher's model of the decision maker's choice behavior. 

Although this is a limItation in methodological rigorousness, It Is 

also an advantage to avoid "a reductionistic adherence to formalism 

and the assocIated tendency to depreciate alternative approach" 

(Johnson 1980 : 40). 

In addition, there seems to be another limitatIon In Its ap-

plicabllity to some types of decision making process, as Chibnlk (1980 

30) pointed out that 

The natural decision approach does not seem particularly useful 
when choIce makers have difficulty in describing the factors inflU
encing theIr behavior. As Pelto and Pelto (1975 : 11) have noted, 
day to day economic activity is one domain of decisIon makIng in 
which jural rules are often few and far between and people act 
In terms of the varying efficacies of complex interrelated social. 
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economic, physical and psychological constraints. In such si tua
tions, individuals may have incomplete knowledge of the nature and 
effects of the relevant constraInts. Since the decIsIon makers act 
from particular times and places, they may not know very well 
what they would do In different circumstances. 

This Chibnik's (1978) critique indeed seems to be relevant to the 

application of the natural decision makIng approach to such a deci-

sion behavior that the decisIon maker does not know what they would 

do In different contexts. But, It should be emphasized here that the 

cultivators in the agrarIan settings know very well what they would 

do In different circumstances In recrui ting exchange labor 

and other complementary labor forms. Most cultIvators, in fact, have 

experienced various kinds of paddy and chena1 cultivation process 

in terms of area, technIque and labor mobIlization. This is be-

cause they have worked in different fields through the practice of 

labor exchange, the other forms of labor co-operation and sometimes 

working for wage. These experiences make them know what they 

would do in a wide range of contexts. As long as labor exchange 

and complementary labor mobIlization are concerned, ChibnIk's (1980) 

crItIque Is hence not relevant and the natural decIsion making 

approach is suitable to be employed here. 

The Condition of Field Work and Data 

FIeld work began with a preliminary survey carried out in 

January 1981. in order to select a suitable population for study. As 

1."Chena" implies shifting or swidden cultivation of Sri Lanka. It is 
derived from a Sinhalese word. hen. But it was Anglicized and is now 
used in English writings. For~e details, see Chapter V and also 
Adachi (1982, 1984, 1987). 
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I then thought that labor exchange would prevail only in purana (old 

settlement or "traditional") villages, I chose. for thIs survey, Laggala 

area of Matale District, which had been regarded as one of the most 

"tradItional" area in the Kandyan highlands. The survey located 

several appropriate purana villages in Laggala. Madumana was select

ed out of them because the vIllagers cultIvated not only paddy land 

but also chena sites on a large scale so that such a cycle of culti

vatIon facilitated the comparative analysis of labor exchange between 

these two different agricultural processes. But, after I began 

intensive field work in Madumana in May 1981, I came to know that the 

cultivators in the colony settlements under the Minipe irrigation 

scheme organized labor exchange on a larger scale than those in 

Madumana. I then went to see these colony settlements located 

several miles from Madumana and decided to select in addition to 

Madumana two different colony settlements for study. One was 

Allyawala where most settlers had come from Madumana and were 

genealogically related, and the other was Nuwara Yaya where most 

settlers had come from various different villages In Kandy DistrIct 

and were rarely related to each other in the genealogical sense. 

These two colony settlements were selected because I thought that. 

on the one hand. labor exchange behavIor in these colony settlements 

could be compared wIth that in Madumana, and. on the other hand, 

that in Allyawala could be compared with that in Nuwara Yaya. The 

encounter with these two colony settlements appeared later consider

ably significant for field work. This is because labor exchange 

behavior there broke my former idea that labor exchange would 

prevail only in the subsistence economy of purana villages and made 
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me realize that due to the economic importances of labor exchange, 

it prevailed even in these colony settlements where the production 

was not for the subsistence but for the market. Consequently, labor 

exchange in the colony settlements made me oriented from the cultur

al and communicative analysis to the economic analysis of labor 

exchange in the peasant agricultural production. Without encounter-

ing these colony settlements, I would have been puzzled by my own 

romantic interpretation of Madumana's "native theories" (Bourdieu 1977 

: 19), embroidered by the normative and Buddhist ideology about labor 

exchange only to understand a small part of labor exchange behav

ior. 

As mentioned before, intensive field work was begun in March 

1981, and ended in June 1982. Further, several occasional visits to 

the field for the complementary data collection were undertook 

between then and January 1983. I was aided by two field assistants, 

both University graduates with a good field experience. They were 

employed since we had to carry out the general ethnographic field 

work and also observe labor exchange behavior during the almost 

same period ( paddy and chena cUltivation in 1981) in the three 

different settlements. We lived in Madumana and also in Maraka 

nearby Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya, and frequently moved between the 

two places. 

A great deal of information was collected by surveys covering 

all the households in these three settlements notably basic census 

data, details of occupations, income and expenditure, and kinship. The 

natural decision making approach furnished much information on the 
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cuI tlvators' ideas about their decision making process regarding labor 

exchange and complementary labor mobilIzation, and these ideas col

lected through interviews were examined together with the information 

obtained through our participant observations on their actual ex

change behavior. However, sInce there were approximately nIne 

hundred occasIons of labor co-operatIon which Included at least one 

labor exchange relation during a few months period, some occasIons 

could not be dIrectly observed by us. But. the detailed information 

were later collected through interviews wIth the participants. It 

could be done since most cultivators surprisIngly remembered such 

information as their own operations and reciprocations. After the 

cultIvation season was over, the data In every occasion of labor 

exchange was cross-checked by the data from both the helper and 

the host cultivator and the contradIcted data were corrected by 

the second IntervIews wIth the particIpants of the occasion. In 

addi tIon to exchange labor, we collected the data on the other 

forms of labor co-operatIon and hired labor In each household 

throughout the cultIvatIon season. Through fIeld work, we thus 

collected the qualitative aspects (especially the cultIvators' idea 

about their decisIon making process regarding labor exchange and 

complementary labor mobilization) and quantitative aspects (especially 

the flow of exchange labor, the other forms of labor co-operatIon 

and hired labor in each locality) of labor mobilIzatIon In the three 

settlements. 

Along with the above busy schedule of field work. we took 

part In their dally life and enjoyed cordial and warm relationship 

wi th those people in the settlements. These experIences Implicitly 
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helped me to locate their agricultural activItIes including labor 

exchange in a wider socio-cultural context of each settlement and 

understand their meanings clearer. 

The Organization of this Thesis 

This thesis consists of eight chapters including the introduc

tion. In Chapter II, I introduce the three agrarian settlements in 

Laggala. where I studIed various labor exchange practices. in order 

to clarify the various contexts in whIch labor exchange took place. 

Chapter III provides some institutional background of labor co

operation in the settlements. including the typology and the institu

tional rules of labor co-operation. Chapter IV presents a systematic 

model of the decision making process regarding labor exchange and 

complementary labor mobilIzation. Since the model presented in 

Chapter IV is very abstract, Chapter V provides the detailed accounts 

of the decIsion making process especially in relation to ecological 

and agricultural contexts. Chapter VI examines some statistical 

tendency of generosity and tolerance of imbalance in labor co-opera

tion and clarifIes in what context the peasant cultivator generously 

helps the others. Chapter VII presents the detailed accounts of the 

decision making process especially in relation to competitive explora

tion for exchange labor in the locality. Finally, in Chapter VIII. I 

summarize the above analyses and discuss some ethnographic and 

theoretical implications. 
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CHAPTER II 

THREE AGRARIAN SETTLEMENTS IN LAGGALA MAD UMANA 

ALIYAWALA AND NUWARA YAYA 

ThIs Chapter presents a brIef descrIption of the three agrarian 

settlements in Laggala where I studied various labor exchange prac

tices. While Madumana is a purana (old settled or "traditional") 

village, Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya are colony settlements. The 

common feature of these settlements is, as shown at the latter part 

of this Chapter, that the cultivators still organize labor exchange 

on a large scale at various stages of cultivation. This is the 

reason why these settlements were selected for the research. In 

spite of the common feature of labor exchange, the ecological, social 

and economic character of the settlements differs wIdely between 

them, so that the pattern of labor exchange also vary from one 

settlement to another. The description of these different settlements 

makes clear the varying ecological, social and economic background 

of labor exchange discussed in the following Chapters. 

The Settings of Madumana. Allyawala 
and Nuwara Yaya 

The three agrarian settlements are located in Pallesiya Pattu

wa of Laggala Division in the north-east of Matale DIstrIct. Sri 
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Lankal . Laggala, lying between the Kandyan hIghlands and the Dry 

Zone plains of Bintenna. is broadly divided into two geographical 

areas. One is the area whIch covers the east slope of the Kandyan 

highlands. and which includes many Sinhalese purana villages. Madu-

mana is one such village in this area. and this area is generally 

regarded as remote and tradi tiona!. The other is the area whIch 

covers the Dry Zone plains on the west bank of Mahaweli river. In 

this area, there had been only several dIspersed villages of Vedda2 

descent till the area came under the Mlnlpe Irrigation Scheme in 

1970. With the scheme, many Sinhalese settlers have come from vll-

lages in Matale and Kandy Districts and have settled down in many 

"colonies", as the settlements are called. At the same time, those 

villagers of Yedda descent have also been absorbed into the colo-

nies. Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya are new Sinhalese settlements of 

this kind. (See Figure 2-1). 

Madumana Is situated four miles from the small town center, 

Pallegama where the office of the Assistant Government Agent (A.G.A.), 

the Post Office, the Government Hospital and a few shops are located. 

Since Madumana Is surrounded by thick forests, the villagers have to 

walk along the footpath through forest to arrIve at the bus road 

I.Sri Lanka is clImatically divided into three zones: the Wet Zone; the 
Intermediate Zone; and the Dry Zone. Annual rainfall(m.m.) ranges 
between 2285 and 5100 in the Wet Zone, between 1525 and 2285 in the 
Intermediate Zone, and between 890 and 1525 in the Dry Zone, respective
ly. There are two CUltivation seasons in the Island. Maha Is the major 
paddy season benefiting from the main northeast monsoon, normally start
ing around October; and Yala is the minor paddy season benefiting from 
the southwest monsoon, staring around April or May. 

2. Vedda is a small group· of aboriginal people alleged to be descendants 
of the pre-Sinhala inhabitants of Sri Lanka. 
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between Hettipoia and Pallegama. From Pallegama. the bus runs to 

Matale and Kandy. It takes more than five or sIx hours for the 

passengers to reach these regIonal centers in the up-country of the 

Island sInce the road detours around the ranges of the Kandyan 

hUls. and Is also not well maintained. The vIllagers thus rarely go 

to Matale; they go there only for the treatment of serious Illness; 

and to Kandy for religious pilgrimage. The inaccessibUIty of this 

area seems to have sheltered from change tradItional kandyan forms 

of socioeconomlc organization. for instance, the Institution of "pol

yandry" - a form of marriage in which one woman has more than one 

husband (Tambiah 1966). WhUe this area of low altitude is classified 

cllmatically as part of the Intermediate Zone of the Island. the parts 

of this area at hIgher altItudes are classIfIed as part of the Wet 

Zone, suffIcIently well watered for a few tea estates to flourish. 

ThIs regIon is sparsely populated, wIth small villages. separated from 

one another by hIlls and forests. and located near valleys fed by 

mountain streams and rIvers. Paddy cultivation. unllke that of the 

Dry Zone, is not aIded by the vIllage tank (reservoir) but by such 

streams or small rIvers. 

for chena cultIvation. 

There are still plenty of forests available 

Nevertheless, some change Is apparent. Due to population 

growth since the 1950s, many landless peasants have left theIr vil

lages to settle in colonies under the Village ExpansIon Scheme and 

later the Minipe IrrIgation Scheme, so that the socIoeconomic net-
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works of people in this region have expanded to include people from 

other regions. In addItion, about ten years ago, some people found 

gems in a vIllage In the area, and gemmIng busIness began. Further

more, those in the higher mountain area have started to cUltivate 

cardamom. a spice exported to markets in the Middle East. 

In spite of such changes, the level of incorporation with the 

various centers seems to be still low in the villages of this region. 

Each village in this region Is, of course. Incorporated into the 

regional and co un try-wide socioeconomic and poll tical systems in 

various ways. But. the level of incorporation with town-centers and 

the State is rather low due to the inaccessibility of the villages. 

the low potential for commercial farming, and the neglect of the 

government to promote rural development in this region. The vil

lage economy is largely based on subsistence agrIculture and only 

some surplus crops are taken and exchanged for other food Items and 

goods at the market price in Pallegama. The work of government 

administration is handled at the local level by the Grama Sevaka 

(G.S.) - the government officer representing the general administra

tion at vIllage level in place of the former Village Headman. 

Villagers seldom go to see higher officers in Pallegama or Matale. 

Politicization in the villages has developed as in many other areas 

(Robinson 1975; Morrison et al 1979), but due to the absence of large 

government projects or sufficient job opportunities in thIs region. 

the political connectIon wi th the Member of Parliament (M.P.) In 

Laggala Is not very beneficIal to the villages except In solving 

varIous small disputes and conflicts In the vIllages. Each village is 

thus self-sufficient In many ways. 
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There are two types of village settings in this region. One 

type consists of large villages, each IncludIng people of several 

different castes. These are found in the basins of the bigger 

rivers, and have a large area of paddy land. The other type 

consists of villages each composed of one or two hamlets populated 

by people of the same caste. This type of vIllage has only a small 

area of paddy land but also has plenty of chen a sites around the 

village. Madumana can be classified as one of the latter type, 

Rambukkoluwa, which was studIed by Tambiah (1965, 1966), is also a 

village of this kind. Madumana falls within the Galgedewala G.S. 

Division within the Laggala-Pallegama A.G.A. Division. This G.S. Divi-

sion covers seven villages including 185 households. Ties of kinship 

and marriage among people of the same caste spread beyond the 

locality of the G.S. Division to cover much of the Laggala area. 

But, due to the tendency of subsistence agriculture to promote self

sufficiency, economic relations between villages are not very strong 

except for a few cases of ande (share-cropping) tenancy, and some 

instances of thattumaru tenure (by which tenure of paddy land is 

rotated among heirs). 

Unlike the relatively traditional and rather isolated setting of 

Madumana, AlIyawala and Nuwara Yaya are located on the flat and 

open plains under the Minlpe Irrigation Scheme. Both settlements are 

situated five miles north of Hettipola. the small town center where 

the A.G.A. Office, the Government Hospital. the Post Office and sever-

al shops are located. Since there are better bus services here, 

the settlers can easily travel from the bus stops near the settle-
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ments to Hettipola, Hasalaka and Kandy on the right bank of the 

Minipe irrigation channel, and also to Matale and Kandy through 

Pallegama. 

The Minipe scheme lies on the left bank of the Mahawell river. 

It falls withIn the Uda Dumbara A.G.A. and Hettipola A.G.A. Division. 

The climate of this region is classified as part of the Dry Zone of 

the island. There are four stages in the Minipe Irrigation Scheme. 

The work on Stage I was over by 1955. The work on Stage II was 

completed by the mid-1960s and that on Stage III by the mid-1970s. 

Stage IV is in the process of development. At the beginning of the 

scheme, up to 1962, five acres of paddy land was given to each 

household. but the size of paddy land given was gradually decreased 

for later settlers. The settler households on Stage III (including 

those in Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya) were each given only two acres 

of paddy land and half an acre of highland. There are two major 

administrative problems in the scheme. One Is the fragmentation of 

colony lands, and the other is the encroachment of government land 

surrounding the settlements. There are legal restraints against 

transactions in colony land to prevent the settlers from selling off 

their lands for any reason. The sub-division of lands is illegal. 

But, in practice, sub-divIsion continues to take place in various 

ways, so that many land disputes arise, especially among heirs to 

colony lands. By 19705. the small extent of lowland still remaining 

with the government as ~reservat1on lands" (I.e. lands reserved for 

field tracks, bunds, wind and flood breaks) had been almost entirely 

encroached upon by colonists and their relatives who had followed 
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them without having land permits. As a result, some of these 

encroachers sought paddy land from the settlers on the basis of 

ande or ukas (mortgage) arrangements, in turn accelerating the sub

division of land. Most of the encroachers however failed to acquire 

sufficient land to cultivate, and became a reserve labor force, hired 

for a daily wage at times of peak labor demand. The history and 

some case studies of the Minipe Irrigation Scheme are found in the 

writings of Wanigaratne (1977 , 1979 ). 

Colony settlements under the Mlnipe Irrigation scheme are defi

nitely different from the pu6ina villages. The colonies have never 

functioned as self-sufficient socioeconomic units. Each is closely 

incorporated with urban centers and the State in many ways. The 

colony's economy is based on intensive paddy cultivation for the 

market. By selling paddy to the mudalalls (merchants) near the 

settlements, the colonists obtain money and purchase goods for their 

dally needs and other purposes. Hence the sellIng price of paddy 

and the buying prIce of agro-chemicals directly affect the domestic 

economy of households In the settlements. Along with such produc-

tion for exchange, or commodity production, various cultural values 

are introduced into the region from urban centers, influencing the 

colonists' consumption patterns and other. aspects of their way of 

lIfe. Furthermore, this area is under the Minipe IrrIgation Scheme. 

a government sponsored project, so that various government services 

are afforded to the colony. Such government schemes usually pro

vide various economic interests for the settlers. mudaialIs, contrac

tors and politicians so that some government services are exploited 

polItically by the party organizers and the M.P.s in this regIon for 
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particular interest groups. Thus, high levels of incorporation with 

urban centers and the State are apparent and, in practice, social. 

economic and poll tical relations are generally extend far beyond 

each settlement. 

In addition to such social. economIc and political relations, 

formal organizations at the local level also extend beyond each 

settlement. For Instance, since several colony settlements In this 

area cultivate paddy land under one large tank to which water is 

issued from the Minlpe irrigation channel, the cuI tlvation arrange

ments are organized at a level wider than a single settlement by the 

CultIvation Meetings (Kanna seasonal meetings) constituted by the 

government officers and the representatives of the settlers from 

several colonies. The Temple Society is also organized by settlers 

from several colonies, since not every settlement has a temple. 

Thus, even local level formal organizations are also maintained 

beyond the level of a single colony. 

The 154 households in the six colonies including Allyawala and 

Nuwara Yaya have been given paddy land (2 acres per household) in 

Karaugahawela paddy field under Karaugahawewa, a restored ancient 

tank to which the Minipe irrigation channel issues water. Everyday 

life in this area is highly organized around the intensive cuI tlvation 

of paddy under a single tank. The households, in these six colo

nies must follow a collective time-table for cultivation and sometimes 

engaging, although loosely. some socioeconomic relations such as the 

exchange of labor and buffaloes. However, considerations of caste 

and kinship tend to influence the composition of the socioeconomic 
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network of relationship maintained by each househOld. Most house-

holds prefer to restrict their relations to people of the same caste. 

Within the same caste, furthermore, they prefer to maintain such ties 

with kinsmen, since kinship, whether close or distant, Is one of the 

criteria of reliability in the area where most co-settlers are strang-

ers to one another, though those who are felt to be untrustworthy 

tend to be avoided. In this sense, kinship relations appear to have 

a dyadic and transactional character in the colony settlements. In 

addition, relations between castes in the colony settlements tends to 

differ from those in the purana vIllages. Since every settlement 

household has been given the same area of paddy land irrespective 

of the caste, there is no difference in size of land holdings. 

Consequently. unlike in the Kandyan villages where many low caste 

households used to be tenant farmers of the landlords of the high 

caste, these households of the low caste do not need to be tenants 

of such landlords. or not to perform the special caste services in 

this colony area. But, there remains the strong caste ideology of 

ranking and separation so that people of the same caste tend to 

have tight socioeconomic ties with one another and avoid people of 

other castes in everyday interaction, except in the employment of 

wage labor. and in the activity of formal organizations. Their 

socioeconomic relations hence tend to be geographically dispersed in 

this area. Caste and kinship relations In the colony settlements 

consequently appear to differ In significant ways from such relations 

in the pur ana vIllages. 

I have so far offered a general account of the various social 
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settings in Madumana, Allyawaia and Nuwara Yaya. While Madumana is 

more or less self-sufficient and isolated from outside, Aliyawala and 

Nuwara Yaya are, in various ways, far from being self contained 

socioeconomic units. But, another question must be clarified: wheth

er or not Madumana is tightly integrated internally. and whether or 

not signIficant intra-community relations exIst within Allyawaia and 

Nuwara Yaya. In considering practices of labor exchange, these are 

important questions to grasp, since labor exchange is usually organ

ized wIthin a given locality. Furthermore, since labor exchange is 

an economic transaction wi thin the process of agricultural produc

tion. the institution must be understood in terms of the economic 

conditions prevailing in each setting. The next sections then de

scribe in more details the socioeconomic character of each settle

ment. 

A Purana Village Madumana 

Population and Education 

Madumana has a population of 132 persons (69 males and 63 

females) all of whom belong to the govlgama caste : the caste of 

cultivators ranking highest in the Kandyan caste order. They reside 

in twenty-three households (ranging in sIze from two to ten people). 

A household Is defined a group of people whose food Is owned In 

common and who share a single cooking place. Out of the twenty-three 

households, twenty are complete or partial nuclear families; two 

househOlds are joInt families (In each case an elderly couple and 

their son and his spouse); and one Is a nuclear family wIth a rela

tive. The usual type of household in Madumana is thus constituted 
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by the nuclear family. 

The Madumana prImary school teaches pupils up to Grade 5. 

After Grade 5. some of them shift for further schooling to Pallegama 

or the colony settlements where larger schools are located and their 

relatIves reside. Among the Madumana residents, education and lit

eracy levels are relatively poor. Of vIllagers aged eighteen years or 

more, less than 3 per cent have passed Grade 10. and 45 per cent 

stopped schooling at Grade 5. ThIs Is partly because the Madumana 

school has not had the classes for hIgher grades. and partly because 

the villagers do not consider education as a way towards a good 

living due to insufficient job opportunIties for educated youths in 

this regIon. It is thus the common pattern of education that the 

children attend the school up to Grade 5 and thereafter start agri

cultural or house work. 

Economy of Madumana 

The agricultural pattern in the Dry Zone villages Is 

generally based on paddy cuI tivatlon in fields irrigated by small 

village tanks with chena cultivation as a source of cash crops or 

supplementary crops In case of drought. In contrast. the pattern 

In the colony settlements of the Dry Zone Is largely based on paddy 

cuI tivation in fields under major irrIgation works and more oriented 

to the market. However, In the IntermedIate Zone, as a result of 

the government's neglect in Its development policies. the villages 

there, such as Madumana, have been left to maintain relatively tradi

tional agriculture and economic pattern based on small paddy fields 
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irrigated by mountain streams and chena cUltivation on a large scale. 

In Madumana. there are only fifteen acres of paddy land. 

The dIstribution of owned and "effectIvely operated paddy holdings .. l 

among the Madumana villagers are shown in Table 2-1 in order to see 

economic differentiation among the villagers. Only one household 

(whose householder is a native doctor (vederala) and also the eldest 

son of the former Village Headman). owns as much as 3.75 acres of 

paddy land. while ten households have less than 1 acre each and 

another ten households are landless. Most of the small holders and 

landless villagers manage to obtain access to land on a badda (leas-

ing) or ande basis. 

However. even if they do not have enough land for their 

subsistence from paddy field. there are plenty of chena fields around 

the village. Most households cultivates 2 to 4 acres of chena. These 

chena sites are the government land so that the villagers pay ten 

rupees per acre per year to the government as rent. There are 

thirty-two named chena sites within three miles from the village. 

I.The concept of "effectively operated holding" used here was borrowed 
from Silva (1979 : 52). It is defined as the area of land operated 
multiplied by the proportion of the harvest owing to the operating 
household. For instance. the effectively operated holding of an owner
operator with one acre is one acre. A tenant operating an acre and 
paying a half of the harvest as rent has an effectively operated holding 
of half an acre. The owner of the one acre tenanted land has an effec
tively operated holding of half an acre. Thus. the distribution of 
"effectivel~ operated holdings" reflects on a clearer picture of the 
distribution of income among cultivators than that of "owned holding" 
and "operated holding". 
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TABLE 2-1 

DISTRIBUTION OF OWNED AND EFFECTIVELY OPERATED 
PADDY HOLDINGS AMONG THE MADUMANA VILLAGERS 

Size of holding 
(acres) 

0.00 
Less than 0.25 

0.25 - 0.50 
0.50 - 1.00 
1. 00 - 1.50 
1.50 - 2.00 
2.00 -

TOT A L 

Owned holdings 

Number of (%) 
Households 

10 
2 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 

23 

44 
9 
9 

26 
4 
4 
4 

100 

Effectively Operated 
holdings 

Number of (%) 
Households 

5 
3 
2 
5 
3 
3 
2 

23 

22 
13 

9 
22 
13 
12 

9 

100 

The sites with ten to twenty years forests are usually used for one 

year and then they are abandoned for ten to twenty years fallowing. 

One site normally contains three to ten plot holders. Selection of 

the members In a sIte Is not based on kInshIp but friendshIp. In 

every chena season, a few male youths start chena cUltivation sepa-

rately from their own households. Some of them call their girl 

friends there and get marrIed to them. (cf. Yalman 1967). A few 

kinsmen of the Madumana vIllagers from the other v1l1ages or the 

colony settlements also join chena cultivation here every season. In 

1981. the Villagers cultivated twenty-nine plots In five chena sItes. 

Table 2-2 shows the distribution of chena plot size. 

The average gross income of the household (reckoned by 

market prices) is shown in Table 2-3. It shows that main income 

sources are chena, paddy cUltivation and the Government subsidy. 
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Out of 23 households, 21 are getting the government subsIdy. Sub-

stantially. all of the paddy and millet crops are consumed withIn the 

household, while an average of about 20 bushels (600 liters) of maIze 

are sold by each household to the shops at Pallegama. 

TABLE 2-2 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHENA SIZE IN MADUMANA 

Size of chena 
(acres) 

Less than 1 
1 - 2 
2 - 3 
3 - 4 
4 - 5 

TOT A L 

TABLE 2-3 

Number of plot 
holders 

1 
4 

17 
6 
1 

29 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME SOURCES PER YEAR 
IN THE MADUMANA HOUSEHOLD 

Source 

Chena 
Paddy 
Government subsidy 
Others* 

Total 

Rupees 

2,100 
1,630 
1,040 

420 

5.190 

Percent 

40 
32 
20 

8 

100 

* Others include house garden and animal husbandry. 

After harvesting maze and other chena crops for sale. they store 

them In their houses. and If necessary they take a part of them to 

the town and exchange them for necessary goods and food Items such 

as salt. drIed fish. kerosene. sugar. tea and cloth at market prIces. 

They hardly have more cash than a few hundred rupees. 
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Intra-Settlement Relations In Madumana 

There are a few formal organizations in the village but they are 

usually dormant. The agricultural society (Govi Sanvidane Samlthlya) 

led by the Farmer's Representative (Vaga Niladari) formally institu

tionalizes the organizatIon of paddy cultivatIon, but meetings are 

rarely held. The Funeral Donation Society (Maranadara Samlthiya) Is 

registered In the Grama Sevaka's file but, it does not actually func

tion. The Temple Society (Vihara Vardana Sami thiya or Dayaka Sabha) 

stopped functioning several years ago after the monk had run away 

with a woman. These formal organizations thus do not work and, in 

practice, cultivation arrangements, assistance with funerals and reli

gious affairs are informally organized by the villagers. 

Transactions concerning paddy land are important in identifying 

the character of socioeconomIc relations wIthIn the village. But, in 

Madumana, such transactions create only weak temporary social ties, 

so that stable or enduring patron-client relationshIps are not formed 

in the vlliage. According to the size of paddy holdings, we can 

dIvIde the Madumana households into three economic groups: economIc 

group (I) - land owner (one household); economIc group (II) - small 

holders of less than two acres of paddy land (twelve households); 

and economic group (III) - landless household (ten households). Most 

of economic group (III) have to obtain access to paddy fIelds on a 

badda or ande basis, so that here hierarchIcal exchange relations 

emerge among the vIllagers. One landowner rented out 3.75 acres of 

his land to four households and another household rented out 0.75 

acres of hIs land to two househOlds on an ande basis. 
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land owners used to cultIvate the lands by themselves, but, since 

they do not have sons or sons-in-law in Madumana and wage labor is 

not institutionalized here, they were obliged to rent the lands out 

on an ande basis. These two landowners usually giVe the lands on 

such a basis to the "good farmers" (honda goviyo) who can cultivate 

well and produce bigger crops. These patrons often change the 

tenants from year to year, because they are afraid that if they 

fixed tenants, permanent tenancy rights will be given to the tenants 

in accordance with the Paddy Lands Act of 1958. 

Thus, due to the above reasons, stable or enduring patron-client 

relationships are not formed in the vlllage. But. it does not mean 

the prevalence of serious competition for paddy land. In spite of 

the fact that the distribution of owned and effectively operated 

paddy holdings seen in Table 2-1 Is quite divergent and that one

third of the households do not cultivate more than 0.25 acres of 

paddy land, the lack of paddy land does not always lead to serious 

competition for paddy land. This is because the alternative of culti

vating chena sites around the village is av all ab Ie. Competition over 

the small amount of paddy land seems to be avoided, and there Is 

little conflict in fact. 

Kinship ties provide another set of relationships within the 

vIllage. In Madumana, all the vIllagers are genealogically related 

to one another (see Appendix I) and they address each other using 

kinship terms rather than personal names. They say that all are 

relatives (okkoma n1i'-yO'). In Kandyan Sinhalese society. besIdes the 

household, there are four concepts of kinshIp groupIngs held by the 
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villagers: varige. gedera. vasagama and pavula. But. in Madumana. 

few villagers know the term varige which. as descrIbed by Leach 

(1961) and Robinson (1975), refers to a bilateral and at least theoret-

Ically endogamous group. 

Gedera and vasagama are kinship concepts of sorts. However, 

these two kinds of concepts do not correspond to any actual socIal 

groupIng. Kandyan usually have gedera surnames which are transmit-

ted from father to child. But, no property is held In common by a 

group of people who have the same gedera name in Madumana or any 

other villages in this region. The vasagama name is an index of 

hereditary status among hIgher govigarna caste members. Most of the 

-villagers in Madumana have "Herath Mudiyanselage" as a vasagama 

name, but in daily Ufe, an individual Is referred to by a kinship 

term or sometimes by a personal name, but not by his gedera or 

vasagama name. 

Pavula (family) Is a term with a wIde range of meaning. Leach 

(1961) distinguished the four meanings of pavula as follows: (a) a 

wife; (b) one woman and her children; (c) "ideal pavula" - the direct 

biological descendants of one woman, and (d) "effective pavula" - a 

group of kinsmen allied together for same specific purpose. 

According to Leach (1961), Yalman (1967) and Tambiah (1965). effective 

pavula or kindred consIsts of a bilateral core of closely related 

kinsmen who form the base of village factions. The effective pavula. 

at least when it is called into action. appears to be a number of 

persons associating for some purpose. However, Robinson (1967) 
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found no effective pavula in Morapitlya. Between the Moraplt1ya 

households on the one hand and the whole village on the other hand. 

she found no intermediary social groups or even quasi-groups. 

Like Morapltlya. there are no intermediate groups in Madumana. 

For instance, unlike Yalman (1967),s Terutenne, the villagers do not 

hold New Year ceremony with the members of the pavula group. 

Another example Is one of the most Important rItual occasion of 

adukku (1.e. annual offerings to the deities for a good harvest, 

health and prosperity). After harvesting chena crops and Maha 

paddy, It Is performed two times a day In the occasion; at the vil

lage offering place (adukku pola) In the mornIng and again at the 

kitchen of the individual house In the evening. But it is notable 

that thIs rItual is usually held at the level of individual household 

for the benefit of the household, but neither the benefit of a 

pavula nor the village as a whole. In Madumana, the effective 

pavula is hence not an endurIng or structured group with shared 

solidarity and interests. The indivIdual always selects specIfic 

"action set" (network limited to links purposefully used' for a specif

ic end), depending on his particular goals. However, this is not to 

deny the existence of kinshIp morality and kinship norms. In general 

the indivIdual villager adheres to kinship morality and norms, whUe 

seeking to attain his own goals by manipulating kinsmen and making 

use of kinship fictIons. 

NeIther formal organization, economic transactions over paddy 

land, nor kinship lead to the formation of enduring social groups or 

relationships in the settlement. But at another level. these independ-
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ent households are, to some extent, integrated with one another, 

although only loosely. ThIs level is constituted by relations of 

mutual aid withIn the vlliage. There are various kinds of mutual aid, 

for instance, lendIng of rIce or other food items, or medicine or 

money. These kInds of mutual aid are important for the vIllagers 

since the nearest shops are located two mIles from the vIllage. 

Apart from these, there are two important kinds of mutual aId, namely 

assistance at times of crisis, and labor co-operation in agrIcultural 

process. 

SInce Madumana Is geographically Isolated by the thick forests 

and far from the Government Hospital In Pallegama, it is difficult for 

serIously 111 persons to be taken to the hospital without being 

carrIed by the village youths. DurIng my stay in Madumana, a 

perIod of fourteen months, I observed five such cases. Due to theIr 

isolation from the other settlements, the villagers are obliged to 

maintain better social relations with the others to obtaIn assistance 

at tImes of crisis. 

In addition. everyday mutual aid Is also Important in cultiva

tion process. Wage labor is not institutionalized, partly due to the 

kinshIp norm of not employing kinsmen and partly because they do 

not have much cash for such expendIture. Consequently, the re

quirements of labor mobilization In cultivation process must be ful

filled by organIzIng varIous forms of labor co-operation such as 

exchange labor within the vlliage. FaIlure in organizing labor co

operation tends to result in inefficIent labor use and related trou

bles. 
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Madumana contains only twenty-three households in a rather 

isolated place and so the networks of mutual aid cover all the 

households In the settlement. Because mutual aid Is essential, each 

household is concerned with its standIng in the eyes of others and 

tries to maIntain good relations with all. As a result, their rela

tions in mutual aid tend to be generous and appear to be based on 

an ideal of reciprocIty over the long term. Consequently, such 

relations in mutual aid loosely integrate the households otherwise 

rather separate. In the following Chapters, various aspects of labor 

exchange with a higher tolerance of imbalance are to be discussed 

in details. 

In short, Madumana has various faces: the settlement appears 

as a simple aggregate of households In the context of formal organi

zations, economic transactions involving paddy land tenure, and kIn

shIp; It resembles a "moral communIty" in respect of the villager's 

co-operation and giving of generous mutual aid. In any case, the 

network of relations involving mutual assistance serves to integrate 

the otherwise rather segregated households and plays a significant 

role in this isolated agrarian settlement. 

b. Colony Settlement: Allyawala 

Population and Education 

The 116 Al1yawala settlers (60 males and 56 females) reside in 

twenty households (ranging In sIze from three to nine people). 

While sIxteen govigama households have come from Madumana and one 

govigama household from Pallegama, three berava (drummer) households 
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have shIfted from Pallegama. Out of twenty households. seventeen are 

complete or partial nuclear famll1es; three are constItuted by joInt 

familles (In two cases, a elderly couple and their son with his 

spouse, and In one case an elderly couple and their daughter wIth 

her husband). As In Madumana, the household is normally constituted 

by the nuclear family. 

The children go to the school near the settlement. It teaches 

up to Grade 8. Some of them go to a larger school In the neighbor

ing settlement for further schooling up to Grade 12. Of colonIsts. 

aged eighteen years or more. 6 per cent have passed Grade 10, and 32 

per cent stopped schoolIng at Grade 5. The level of educatIon In 

Allyawala is slightly better than In Madumana. ThIs is because the 

younger generation has been able to attend classes at the larger 

schools in the colony settlements after coming from Madumana or 

Pallegama. However. as Allyawala is located far from Kandy and 

Matale. and the settlers do not have good connections with town 

people necessary to secure job opportunities for educated youths, 

the parents are reluctant to send their children to the school for 

grades higher than Grade 5. 

Economy of AlIyawala 

All Allyawala households are engaged in paddy cultivation, 

which Is the basIc source of Income. Each household has been given 

the land permit for two acres of paddy land and one and a half 

acres of highland. But. by 1982. eight households had mortgaged 

(uk~) or rented out on an ande basis a part of their paddy lands to 
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the mudaialls and the wealthier households in the neighboring settle-

ments such as those in Nuwara Yaya. The distribution of owned and 

effectively operated paddy holdings of any of the Al1yawala settlers 

are shown in Table 2-4. The average of effectively operated holding 

is 1.8 acres In Aliyawala (cf. 2.5 acres in Nuwara Yaya). It reveals 

that they have hardlY been able to expand their scale of paddy 

cuI tIvation, and some of them have reduced It through ukas or ande 

tenancy. 

TABLE 2-4 

DISTRIBUTION OF OWNED AND EFFECTIVELY OPERATED 
PADDY HOLDINGS AMONG THE ALIYAWALA HOUSEHOLDS 

Size of holding 
(acres) 

Owned holdings Effectively Operated 
holdings 

Number of 
households 

Percent Number of Percent 

Less than 0.25 
0.25 - 0.50 
0.50 - 1.00 
1.00 - 1.50 
1.50 - 2.00 
2.00 - 2.50 
2.50 - 3.00 

TOT A L 

20 

20 

100 

100 

households 

4 
5 

11 

20 

20 
25 
55 

100 

In addition to paddy cultIvation, most households in Allyawala 

cultivated hIghland crops (millet, maize and a few vegetables). The 

distribution of the amount of highland by each household Is shown In 

Table 2-5. The cultivation of highland indicates a tendency towards 

subsIstence. agriculture (I.e. production for domestic consumption). 

As we see later, thIs pattern is in contrast with the pattern in 

Nuwara Yaya, where few households allocate their labor resources to 
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highland cultivation. 

Average gross household incomes (reckoned by the market prices) 

are shown in Table 2-6. It shows that while the maIn income source Is 

paddy cultivation. highland cultivation and the government subsidy 

are also important for their domestic economy. Furthermore. it also 

Size 

TABLE 2-5 

DISTRIBUTION OF HIGHLAND CULTIVATION SIZE 
AMONG THE ALIYAWALA HOUSEHOLDS 

of Cultivation Number of Percent of 
(acres) households households 

0.0 2 10 
a - 0.5 10 50 

0.5 - 1.0 5 25 
1.0 - 1.5 2 10 
1.5 - 2.0 1 5 

TOT A L 20 100 

shows that the total income of the household on average (Rs. 9.610) 

is relatively low and it contrasts considerablY with that of Nuwara 

Yaya (Rs. 16,100). In fact, It is only about 60 per cent of that in 

Nuwara Yaya. 

From the above data, it is evIdent that the Allyawala settlers 

have not been very successful in agriculture in the colony settle-

ment. It seems to me that this is largely as a result of their 

relatively poor adaptability to the colony setting in various ways. 

The Allyawala settlers came from Madumana or Pallegama about ten 

years ago. At the beginnIng of their life in the colony they were 

embarrassed by the new environment. First, they were not familiar 

wIth modern Intensive agricultural technique such as the use of high 
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yIeldIng varieties and varIous agro-chemicals. Secondly, they dId not 

have much production capi tal to pay for wage labor and agro-

chemIcals. In general. modern techniques and production capItal are 

very important factors in determining the adaptabilIty of cultivators 

TABLE 2-6 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME SOURCES PER YEAR 
IN THE ALIYAWALA HOUSEHOLD 

Source Rupees Percent 

Paddy 7,010 73 
Highland crops 1,270 13 
Government subsidy 1,020 11 
Others* 310 3 

TOT A L 9,610 100 

*Others includes wage labor and buffalo rent 

to the intensive agriculture in the colony settlements. Since the 

average yield of paddy per acre (Maha season in 1981) was 59 

bushels/acre (cf. 64 bushels/ acre in Nuwara Yaya), effects of the 

above two factors seem to be evident here. Thirdly, they really 

suffer from the fact that two miles distance separates the settle-

ments area and their paddy fields in Karaugahawela, so that some of 

them cut back their area of cultivation and Instead allocated a part 

of theIr household labor to the hIghland cultivation. with whIch they 

were familiar. Finally, they began to spend more money for "unneces-

sary" consumption foods, such as local liquor and gambling which 

were not socially acceptable In Madumana or Pallegama. For these 

reasons, they could not get higher yields of paddy per acre. They 

also reduced the area of paddy land through ande or ukas tenure. 

so that they could hardly expand the scale of cultivation. As a 
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resul t, two households had gone back to Madumana since 1975 and 

those remaining In Allyawala stHl live near sUbsistence level without 

much saving of money. But, according to the settlers in Allyawala, 

they earn more than the vIllagers in Madumana and are comparatively 

satisfied with th~ir life there. The economic pattern in Aliyawala 

contrasts considerably, with that in Nuwara Yaya, as I discuss in the 

next section. 

Intra-Settlement Relations in Allyawala 

As I mentioned earlier, the level of incorporation with the 

urban centers and the State in the colony settlements Is very high. 

and a single colony settlement can hardly be regarded as a distinct 

socioeconomic unit. In addition to this extensive kind of incorpora

tion, the various local level formal organIzations also link together 

several colony settlements. In Allyawala. the settlers are Involved 

with such formal organizations as the Cultivation Meetings. the Temple 

Society and the Funeral Donation Society, but they do not have any 

formal organization with membershIp restricted only to Al1yawala 

settlers. Furthermore, although several households in Aliyawala have 

rented out a part of their paddy lands on an ukas or ande basis to 

others, these lands have not been given to other Aliyawala house

holds but to outsiders. This is because they neither have sufficient 

capi tal to acquire such lands on an ukas basis nor do they have 

enough household labor force to cultivate extra paddy land on an 

ande basis. These two levels of socioeconomic relations (i.e. formal 

organizations and economic transactions over land) consequently do 

not form any enduring patterns of social relationshIp or substantial 
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land tenure within Allyawala. But, apart from the above levels, 

there are two other kinds of socioeconomic relations of significance: 

first. relations of caste and kinshIp, and secondly. relations of 

mutual assistance. I shall examine these kinds of relationshIp below. 

The Aliyawala settlers are divided into two caste groups, 

namely, berava people of low caste, the govigama people of high 

caste. The berava households are isolated from the surrounding 

govigama households due to the caste Ideology of rankIng and avoid-

ance. Normally. the govigama people do not like to consume tea or 

food prepared by the low caste people such as the berava In Allya-

wala. To avoId such occasions, they rarely vIsit them or join in the 

same labor exchange team since In these sItuations tea or food must 

be provIded by the host. 

-Due to the above avoIdance, the three berava households In 

Allyawala have been Isolated from the other govigama households. so 

that they are obliged to rely for social and economic co-operation 

upon themselves. ThIs socioeconomic co-operation is strengthened by 

their close kinshIp ties (see Appendix 1) and by the shared caste 

identity. They In fact co-operate closely In farming and labor 

exchange and provIde each other with generous mutual aId at tImes of 

crIsIs, and descrIbe themselves as members of "one famIly" (eka pavu-

In contrast to the berava households. the govigama households 

are on the whole not tightly integrated although the govigama set-

tlers (except one household from Pallegama) are all relatIves (see 
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Appendix I) and retain some identify from theIr origins In Madumana. 

RegardIng kinship relations among the govigama households, 

there is no specIfic formation of, for example, "effective pavula" 

beyond the household in any context such as the New Year ceremony 

or other ritual occasions. Even if they all have some sort of 

kInship morality and address each other with kinship terms, their 

social relations appear more dyadic and transactional than in Madu

mana. For instance, I observed three cases of individuals employing 

their own kinsmen in Aliyawala as wage laborers, although the others 

criticized this conduct as "immoral" and a breach of kinship norms. 

Another significant relation among the govigama households is 

that of mutual aid. Near the Al1yawala settlement. there are a few 

shops whose owners (mudalal1s) sell the goods on credit to the set

tlers. Then. within the govigama households. the exchange of rice. 

other food items and money scarcely takes place. In addition, al

though mutual aid at time of crisis often takes place wi thin the 

govigama households, they do not form a settlement-wide network of 

mutual aid. This is perhaps due to easier accessibility to the 

government hospital and other small dIspensaries in this area. They 

usually maintain especially good relationships with only a few neigh

boring households to get assistance in case of sudden Illness, but 

not beyond these few households over the entire settlement. 

In contrast to the above two types of mutual aId, labor ex

change In the agrIcultural process links together a wIder network 

wi thin the govigama households in Allyawala. In fact, the necessi ty 

of labor exchange is very high in Al1yawala, as most stages of paddy 
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cultIvation process technIcally or psychologIcally requIre some sort 

of labor mobilization. SInce most Aliyawala households cultivate 1.5 

to 2.0 acres of paddy land. the requIred amount of labor mobilIzatIon 

Is higher than in Madumana. But, they do not have sufficIent money 

for hiring wage laborers, so that they have to organize labor ex

change to carry out the operations efficiently. Then, when they 

organize It, they first try to form the labor exchange network with 

the other Allyawala govigama households. This is because they have 

their paddy lands in the same part of Karaugahawela paddy field, and 

also because they reside close to each other. It Is convenient for 

them to arrange labor exchange teams within the locality of their 

houses as well as within their locality of the paddy land. But. 

although such a labor exchange network usually covers several 

govigama households. it Is not always expanded to include all the 

govigama household in Allyawala. As I discuss In the following 

Chapters. such a network of labor exchange is developed and main

tained not only In accordance wIth the morality of kinship, but also 

according to each household's economIc choIces regarding whIch 

households will be more beneficIal In labor exchange than the others. 

In short, the Aliyawala community constItutes the two different 

caste groups: the berava households and the govigama households. 

The former group maintains a highly integrated soc1oeconomlc network. 

This Is due to the separation from the surrounding govigama house

holds. close· kInship relations and shared caste identity of the 

berava people. In contrast, the govigama households do not form any 

enduring socioeconomic relatIons among themselves. Each househOld 
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maintains close contact with only a few other households and main-

tains specific relations for specific and temporary purposes. Although 

labor exchange integrates several govlgama households wi thin the 

Allyawala settlement, it does not Integrate the whole govigama group 

here. In other words the govigama househOlds are In many ways 

rather segregated. 

Another Colony Settlement Nuwara Yaya 

Population and Education 

Nuwara Yaya has a larger population than the other two settle-

ments. The settlers in Nuwara Yaya came from thirty-three different 

villages In the Kandy District. The 221 resIdence of Nuwara Yaya 

(118 males and 103 females) reside In thIrty-seven households, rangIng 

in sIze from two to eleven people. Out of thIrty-seven households, 

twenty-seven belong to the govigama caste, seven to the berava 

- -caste, one to the rada (washerman) caste, and one to the durava 

(toddy tapper) caste. Among the thIrty-seven households In Nuwara 

Yaya, thIrty-two households are complete or partial nuclear familIes; 

five contaIn two nuclear famllIes (In four cases, an elderly couple 

and their son with hIs spouse and in one case an elderly couple and 

their daughter with her husband). Like the other two settlements, 

the usual type of household Is the nuclear famIly. 

The level of education among Nuwara Yaya settlers Is relatIve

ly hIgh sInce they have had. better access to the larger schools In 

the orIgInal villages as well as In this colony. In Nuwara Yaya, 

there Is a school teaching up to Grade 8. Further, there Is a 
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larger school teaching up to Grade 12 one mile east of the settle

ment. Some of the better educated members of the Nuwara Yaya 

households have obtained jobs In Hasalaka, Kandy and other areas so 

that they do not live In the colony. Of settlers aged eighteen 

years or more, 25 per cent have passed Grade 10, and 62 per cent 

have passed Grade 5 or higher grades. Since the Nuwara Yaya 

settlers have relatively better kinship and friendship tIes with the 

people in Kandy District and so better job opportunities for educat

ed youths, the parents urge their children to go to school except at 

the times of peak labor demand. 

Economy of Nuwara Yaya 

In contrast to Allyawala, the Nuwara Yaya settlers generally 

have succeeded in agricultural enterprise in the colony environments. 

There are several reasons for their success. Firstly. although they 

did not have much experiences of Dry Zone agriculture, they had 

much knowledge and experiences of modern Intensive agriculture (e.g. 

using high-yielding varieties of paddy and agro-chemicals) in their 

original villages located in Kandy District. Secondly, they had 

relatively more production capItal (especially cash) which is neces

sary for intensive agriculture, since they had some savings or money 

borrowed from their wealthier relatives in the orIgInal vIllages. In 

fact the average yield of paddy Is 64 bushels per acre In Nuwara 

Yaya and It is hIgher than that In Allyawala. Thirdly, unlike Allya

wala, their paddy lands are located next to the Nuwara Yaya settle

ment, so that they dId not suffer from havIng to travel a long 

distance to their fields. Fourthly, they were familiar with market 
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economy and could manage theIr domestic economy better than those 

in Aliyawala. Finally, there is the most significant factors charac

terizing the Nuwara Yaya economy. This is their strong motivation 

for accumulating as much money as possible. This motivation is 

mainly derived from their long term plan to buy land in their origi

nal villages. The first generation of the Nuwara Yaya settlers do 

not like the bad water and hot climate in thIs Dry Zone area. They 

are strongly considering handing over their lands here to the young

er generations who can manage to live in Nuwara Yaya. Buying some 

land at their native villages, members of the older generation are 

hoping to go back there, where their relatives live. Because of such 

a long term plan, they really work hard and try to maximize their 

profits through expanding the scale of paddy cultIvation, on the 

one hand, and on the other hand, through exploItIng the use of 

household labor by organizing labor exchange on a large scale 

without hiring much wage labor. 

For the above reasons, agriculture in Nuwara Yaya has been 

successful and become strongly oriented towards the maximization of 

profit. As a result. they concentrate on the more profitable wet 

rIce cuI ti vatlon and are not interested in highland cuI tlvation. 

Applying proper modern agrIcultural technIques, they have achIeved 

higher yields of paddy than In Aliyawala, and organIze labor ex

change on a large scale to save the cash cost for wage labor. In 

addition, many households have expanded the area of paddy lands 

they cultivate beyond their own two acres of paddy land. Table 2-7 

shows the dIstrIbution of owned and efficiently operated paddy hold-
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lngs among the Nuwara Yaya settlers. It clearly reveals theIr 

tendency to expand the scale of cultIvation In Nuwara Yaya. 

TABLE 2-7 

DISTRIBUTION OF OWNED AND EFFECTIVELY OPERATED PADDY 
HOLDINGS AMONG THE NUWARA YAYA HOUSEHOLDS 

Size of holding 
(acres) 

Owned holdings Effectively operated 
holdings 

0.00 - 0.25 
0.25 - 0.50 
0.50 - 1.00 
1.00 - 1.50 
1.50 - 2.00 
2.00 - 2.50 
2.50 - 3,00 
3,00 - 4.00 
4.00 - 5.00 
5.00 - 6.00 
6.00 - 7.00 

TOT A L 

Number of Percent 
households 

37 100 

37 100 

Number of Percent 
households 

3 8 
4 11 

19 50 
3 8 
5 14 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 

37 100 

The average annual gross income of the household (reckoned 

by market prices) Is shown In Table 2-8. It shows that the maIn 

income is paddy cultIvation and no concern is given to highland 

cultivation in Nuwara Yaya. Further. It indicates that the average 

income of the Nuwara Yaya household is more than one and a half 

times as much as that of the Allyawala househOld. and three times as 

much as that of the Madumana household. Such a high income pat-

tern of Nuwara Yaya Is obviously realized by proper application of 

agricultural technique. efficient use of household labor. and expan-

sion of the cultIvation scale. 
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TABLE 2-8 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME SOURCES PER YEAR IN 
THE NUWARA YAYA HOUSEHOLD 

source Rupees Percent 

Paddy 14,500 88 
Government subsidy 1,400 9 
Others· 500 3 

TOT A L 16,400 100 

.Others include buffalo rent and wage labor. 

Intra-Settlement Relations in Nuwara Yaya 

As in Allyawala, the Nuwara Yaya households are deeply 

embedded in the wider socioeconomic and pOlitical systems, and their 

actual socioeconomic and poll tical relations are indivIdually organ

ized and connected with the mudalaUs. the government officers and 

politicians outside the settlement. Since the households in Nuwara 

Yaya have been given equal allotments of two acres of paddy land. 

households are largely independent of each other in terms of land 

tenure. Local level formal organizations extend beyond the settle-

ment to cover several colony settlements. Hence. the Nuwara Yaya 

settlement is not a single socioeconomic unit. But. due to some 

subtle differences in the settings between Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya. 

such relations in Nuwara Yaya are slightly dIfferent from those in 

Aliyawala. 

As I stated earlier. the Nuwara Yaya settlers are divided Into 

- - -the four different caste groups (I.e. people of berava. rada. durava 

and govigama castes respectively). and some househOlds withIn the 

same caste group are genealogIcally related (see AppendIx 0. Like 
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Allyawala, they do not have much interaction with people of other 

castes except in employing them as wage laborers and in taklng roles 

in the formal organizations In these settlements. 

-Out of the seven berava households. five households have 

close kinship ties and other socioeconomic relations such as mutual 

aid at times of crisis and labor co-operation. and they describe 

themsel yes as a "single family" (eka pavula). But. the other two 

berava households. which are related neither to each other nor to 

the above five households, live separately from the other households 

and each of them have dIfferent socioeconomic networks with people 

of the same caste in neighboring settlements. 

The rada and the durava households also live separately from 

each other and at the same time from the rest of the Nuwara Yaya 

settlers. Each of them have different socIoeconomic networks re-

cruited from people of the same caste and sometimes from people of 

govigama caste in other settlements. 

Among the govigama caste househOlds. some kinship ties exist 

among a few households. But, these kinshIp ties are not very 

strong and they do not form any "pavula" groupings In the settle-

ment. The other households are not related at all. The dominant 

character of social organizations among the govigama group Is dyadic 

and very transactional and also temporary. When necessary, they 

choose certain" people for specific short term purposes. For in-

stance, they employ each other as wage laborers; the absence of 

kInshIp relations among most govlgama households here means they are 
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not inhibIted by notions of kinship morality in this regard. At the 

same time, most of the labor exchange relations are also clearly 

dyadic and temporary. Such relations can scarcely form enduring 

groups. But, there is an exceptional network of labor exchange 

among those govigama households in Nuwara Yaya. I identified a 

relatively fixed and enduring network of labor exchange among the 

households which cultivate a large amount of paddy land and also 

have a large number of household workers, although these household 

also had some labor exchange links with the households which culti

vate a small area of paddy land and have a low number of household 

workers. This network among the households cultIvating paddy on a 

large scale seems to have been developed and maintained by their 

common interest in saving cash costs for wage labor and in exploit

ing their household labor to the maximum. The members of this 

network tend to change accordingly when any of them reduces the 

scale of cultivation or the capacity of the household labor declines. 

This is because the network of labor exchange in Nuwara Yaya is 

mainly based on practical considerations rather than on any kind of 

kinship or communal morality as a primary motivation. In the fol

lowing Chapters, various such aspects of labor exchange are to be 

discussed indepth. 

Apart from labor exchange in the agricultural process, mutual 

aid in times of crisis Is carried out by a few neighboring govigama 

households. Due to better accessibility to the dispensaries and the 

government hospital In this region. the network for such a purpose 

appears to be included in a few households so that It does not 

integrate all the govlgama household in Nuwara Yaya. 
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In short, in Nuwara Yaya, the four caste groups live apparent-

ly from one another in accordance with the caste ideology of rank-

ing, separation and avoIdance. Nevertheless. common caste Identity 

does not always integrate those in the same caste group. For in

stance, two of the berava households do not have much relations with 

each other nor with the other five households. The govigama house-

holds do not have much socioeconomic relations among them except 

for labor exchange in the agricultural process. Due to Its high 

utility, labor exchange creates a network of relations Which, al-

though transactional and dyadic. loosely Integrate the govigama 

households In Nuwara Yaya. 

The Preference over Labor Co-operation among the CultIvators 
in the Three Agrarian settlements 

At the beginning of this Chapter. I mentioned that the house-

holds in these three settlements mobilize labor on a very large 

scale through organizIng labor exchange rather than hiring wage 

labor. I shall here present a brief account on it. 

In general. labor mobIlization is a requirement. eIther technical 

or psychological, at most stages of paddy cultivation and some stages 

of chena CUltivation. (See Chapter V). Cultivators then have to make 

a choice for securing external labor force from the following a1 ter-

natives: 

1). recruiting exchange labor and other forms of labor co-operation 

2). employing wage labor 

3). combination of the above two 
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4). employing or recruiting no external labor 

Out of them. most peasant cultivators In Laggala tend to prefer the 

first alternative, especially recruiting exchange labor. 

This is because, through organizing exchange labor, they do not 

need to spent money for employing wage, and at the same time they 

can exploit their household labor for the cultivation to the maximum 

(cf. Chayanov 1966; Millar 1970). We must here understand why the 

household labor can be fully exploited through organizing labor 

exchange. Suppose that a household must complete some operation 

which technically requires ten workers in a day, and that this house

hold has only two workers for this operation. Then, if the household 

does not organize any labor exchange, it must employ eight wage 

laborers for the operatIon at the cost of the wage; at the same time. 

the household workers, whose work is replaced by eight wage labor

ers. do not have any opportunity to work till their next operation 

begins. But, If this household recruits eight helpers on labor ex

change basis for a day, It does not need to employ any wage labor

ers for the operation. At the same time, the two workers in the 

household can work not only for their own operation in that day but 

for the operations of those who came to assist their operation till 

all the debt of labor is returned. In other words, peasant cuI tlva

tors, who do not have any other occupation or way of subsistence 

except wIth paddy and chena (or hIghland) cultivation, can exploit 

theIr own labor to the maximum through organizing labor exchange. I 

shall call this type of household labor use as "peasant mode of 

labor allocation" here. (Also see Chapter IV). 
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ThIs dIstinctive pattern regarding labor use and labor co

operation in the these three settlements considerably contrasts wIth 

tha t In elsewhere of Sri Lanka (cf. Gunasinghe 1976; Perera and 

Gunawardane 1980; Wickremasekera, 1982). Table 2-9 shows labor Input 

figures In Madumana. Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya as well as those in 

other seven agrarian settlements of SrI Lanka. Table 2-9 clearly 

shows a consIderably higher rate of exchange labor for total labor 

input In Madumana. Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya than that In other 

seven agrarian settlements. Table 2-9 also shows that the rate of 

hired labor for total labor Input in these settlements In Laggala is 

very low In comparison to that in the other areas. Due to the 

lack of detailed information about those seven settlements. It is not 

known why those cultivators in the other seven settlements did not 

organIze a large amount of exchange labor. But we can at least see 

the distinct tendency of the labor input pattern in these three 

settlements In Laggala. 
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TABLE ~-.9 

LABOR INPUT FIGURES OF PADDY CULTIVATION IN 

MADUMANA, ALIYAWALA, NUWARA YAYA AND SEVEN 

OTHER AGRARIAN SErTLrilENTS 

Location Settle-· Total Hired House- Exch- Date 
ment labor labor 
setting input input 

(man-days per acre 

Madumana Eurana 
village 60.2 

Aliyawala colony 54.2 ·7.1 

Nuwara Yaya colony 48.3 4.5 

Minipe colony 68.4 22.6 

Hambantota both 52.1 44.9 

Po1onnaruwa both 

Elahera (1) colony 67.7 42.7 

Walagambahuwa purana 
village 55.0 6.7 

Elahera (2) colony 

Kala Oya pur ana 
village 52.0 14.0 

hold ange of 
labor labor survey 
input input (Maha 

of paddy land) 
season) 

34.2 

25.3 

19.0 

39.1 

7.2 

24.6 

40.6 

29.5 

34.0 

26.0 81/82 

21.8 81/82 

24.8 81/82 

6.8 81/82 

70/71 

72/73 

0.4 72/73 

7.8 77/78 

N.A. 70/71 

4.0 77/78 

NOTE: The figures of exchange labor in Madumana, Aliyawala 
and Nuwara Yaya include not. only attam exchange labor but 
nikan~ labor assistance to compare with the other survey data. 
The c assification of exchange labor in detail is to be 
discussed in the next Chapt~. The data or the above locations 
except Madumana, Aliyawala, and Nuwara Yaya were obtained from 
various survey data summarized in the publication noted below. 
Source: R.S. Fieldson, Farm Labor Inyut in the Dry Zone. 

(Colombo, A.R.T.I., 1981), 1 , Table 1. . 



The Three Agrarian Settlements Compared 

I have so far presented the general descriptions of Madumana, 

Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya. In. the previous sections I briefly exam

ined their settings, population and education, economic aspects and 

intra-settlement relations. These dIffering social settIngs provide 

various contexts, in which labor exchange takes place. I shall here 

summarize the varying characterIstIcs of the three settlements. bring

ing them into line with one another and present Table 2-10 which 

forms a useful summary of some of the points already mentioned. 
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TABLE 2-10 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE AGRARIAN SETTLEMENTS 

Characteristics Madum an a Aliyawala Nuware. Yay-a, 

Bus communication Not very good after Good Good after walk 
1 walk t1",0 miles hal! a mile. 

through forests. 

Settlement type A • pur an a I village A colony A colony 

POllulation The 132 villages in The 116 settlers The 221 settlers 
23 households in 20 households 
(5~~ persons!household) (5.8 persons/ 

household) 

in 37 households 
(6~O persons I 
household) 

Native villages Madumana Mostly Madumana, A number of different 
ot settlers a few Pallegama. villages in Kandy 

District. 

Economic pattern SUbsistence Production for Production for market 
market but still with strong 

. in a level or orientation ror 
subsistence. profit. I 



TABLE 2-!O,continUed) 

Characteristics l1adumana Aliyawala Nuwara Ya:ya 

CUltivation pattern ellena/pad.dy paddy/high1and paddy only 

Average holdings of 
paddy land (acre) 0.7 2.0 2.0 

Average holdings of 
operated. paddy land 

2.5 (acre) 0.6 1.8 

Paddy yield per acre 
64 (bushel) 48 56 

Average gross income 
(Rupees) 5190 9610 16400 

Extent of incorporation low high high 



TABLE 2-tO (Continued) 

Characteristics Madumana Aliyawala Nuwara Yaya 

'Villageness' A relatively isolated A part of the regional A part of the 
village. colony system regional colony 

system. 

Formal organization A few organizations A few organizations A few organizations 
in the village but no functioning over functioning over 
functioning. several colony several colony 

settlements •. settlements. 

Intra~settlement A few cases but no No case observed. No case observed. 
transaction over formation of stable 
paddy l8.Ild. patron-client 

relationships. 

Caste and kinship All the villagers The households of bera~a The five households I 
groupings in the belong to govigama caste form t effective berawa caste form ! 

settlement. caste and are pavula' • 'effective pavula'. 
genealogica~ly related, Those of govigama The other households but no part~cular of low caste live kinship grouping beyond c~ste.do not ~orm any 
the household is k1nsh1p sroup~ng b~yond separately from the 
observed the household,desp1te rest of the govigama 

• of kinship relations household. 
among them. 



TABLE 2-IO(Continued) 

Characteristics Madum an a 

, 

Aliyawala 

These households ot 
different caste 
scarcely interact 
each other due to the 
caste ranking and 
avoidance. 

Nuwara Yaya 

Most households of 
govi~a caste are 
geDe ogically not 

related to one ~. 
another and they do 
Dot form any 
kinship grouping. 

These households of 
different caste 
scarcely interact 
each other due to the 
caste ranking and 
avoidance. 



CHAPTER III 

INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND OF LABOR CO-OPERATION 

IN THE THREE AGRAJUAN SETTLEMENTS 

This Chapter presents some institutional background of labor 

co-operation in the three agrarian settlements. The background 

presented here will show an outline of labor co-operation in the 

region that in turn provides basic notion for further actor-oriented 

analyses in the following Chapters. 

As we saw In the previous Chapter, most cultivators in these 

agrarian settlements prefer to secure requirements of labor mobilIza

tion wIth varIous forms of labor co-operatIon rather than with wage 

labor. But, such an economic motivation cannot be achieved without 

social and cultural arrangements in the settlements. Whenever they 

organize labor co-operation for their agricultural operation, they 

must follow norms of mutual aid and rules of labor co-operation. In 

fact, the settlers in Madumana, Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya commonly 

have similar norms of mutual aid. When their kinsmen need any assist

ance (udauva), the other kinsmen should give it to them. When their 

co-settlers or close friends ask for labor assistance. they should 

help them generously. However. these norms define only a general

Ized expectation in any kind of mutual aid irrespective of what or 

how much of assistance is given or returned. Apart from these norms 

of mutual aid, it Is then necessary to see more concrete rules of 

mutual aid in agrlcul tural context. In this Chapter, I shall present 
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the typology of labor co-operation and the rules of each type of 

labor co-operation. 

The households in these agrarian settlements receive labor 

assistance from outside their households in three different forms: 

attam exchange labor. nlkang help and kaiya group work (c.f. Robin

son 1968. 1975). These forms of labor co-operation can be used not 

only for agricultural operation but for various other occasions such 

as building houses and holdIng ceremonies. But. these forms of labor 

co-operation are organized most frequently for agricultural operation 

which requires more people than the household members alone. 

Out of the above three forms, attam exchange labor is most 

widely used in every day agricultural work. The basic rule of at tam 

labor is that attam labor must be returned by help of the same type 

and quantIty in a short time duration, for instance, plowing for 

plowIng in the same season. Normally. host cultivator individually 

invites the optimum number of helpers on attam basis outside the 

household for particular agricultural operation. Some cultivators 

maintain the relatively fixed members of attam labor team through a 

cultivation season for the convenience in arranging the rotation of 

work, but the others change the members at each occasion according 

to such factors as their necessIty of labor mobilization. their fellow 

cultivators' time-table of operation and social relationships between 

the host and the helpers. If the cultivator has already arranged 

the optimum number of attam helpers at one occasion, he can reject 

the other's invitation of attam relation although the rejection must 

be poll tely done. Thus, they Individually select the members of 
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helpers for theIr own benefl ts. Attam relationshIp is hence dyadic 

and temporal and also not obligatory in joining any attam relation 

with specific people. Anyone can organize attam labor team if he 

wants to mobilize labor and the others agree to join the team on 

attam basis. Consequently, cultivators can possibly have a large 

number of potential helpers on attam basis in the locality as long as 

recIprocatIon is assured. In the three agrarian settlements, all the 

people of the same caste are potential partners unless individual 

conflIcts exist between them. In this sense they can possibly mobi

lize attam labor on a large scale. 

However, there Is another type of at tam exchange labor in thIs 

regIon. This type of at tam labor can be seen in such a context that 

a cultivator accepts the request of at tam relation from his close 

friends or distant kinsmen even if he has already fixed an optimum 

number of helpers for particular operation. Such an attam labor 

takes place in order to implicitly express or develop their close 

socIal relatIonship through fulfilling social obligation of mutual aid. 

Al though this type of attam help also must be reciprocated by help 

of the same type and quantity in a short time duration, it tends to 

be more or less generous in reciprocation due to its social charac

ter of exchange relation. But, at the same time, due to such a 

social character of this type of attam labor, the scale of labor 

mobilization on this at tam basis is normally limited to a few man-days 

of exchange labor at olle occasion. This is because, since this type 

of attam can be organized only between close friends or. between 

distant kinsmen, cultivators have a small number of potential helpers 
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within their locality. 

We can thus identIfy two types of attam exchange labor. The 

first type of attam exchange labor (attam (I)) is transactional and 

oriented to practical benefits of labor mobilization. CultIvators can 

possibly organize a large scale of labor mobilIzatIon on thIs attam 

(I) basIs. On the contrary, the second type of attam exchange labor 

(attam (II» is socIal rather than transactIonal, and is oriented to 

fulfill social obligation of mutual aid among close friends and dis

tant kinsmen. But only a small scale of labor mobilization is possi

ble on this attam (II) basis. 

Nikang help is, in contrast to attam, given with nothing expect

ed in return. Nikang generally implies "nothIng" in Sinhalese. It is 

notable here that although labor assistance would not necessarily be 

reciprocated by help of the same type or quantity in a short time 

duration, it must be returned later if it is asked. There are analyti

cally two types of nikang help in terms of relationship between host 

cultivator and helpers. 

The first type of nikang help (nikang (I)) is seen in labor 

assistance between neighboring co-villagers or close friends in the 

locality. In a small scale peasant agriculture, some cultivator may 

get late in completing his operation due to various individual rea

sons such as sudden absence from the settlement. Then, it becomes 

difficult for him to find labor assistance on attam basis. This is 

because most cultivators proceed their operation in parallel wIth the 

others followIng the collective time-table of cultivatIon arrangement 

so that the cultIvator, who has got late in the operation, can hardly 
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find the fellow cultIvators who want to exchange labor in the same 

kInd of operation in thIs tIme. If he needs some labor assistance, he 

must then ask close friends or neighboring household members to give 

him nikang (0 help. In this case, he must return a more or less 

similar quantity of labor assistance but in the different kind of 

work at a different stage of the cultivation process. Due to the 

limited number of potential helpers for nikang (1) (l.e. close frIends 

and neighbors In the same locality), he can obtain nikang (1) help 

only on a small scale. 

The second type of nikang help (nlkang (II» Is found between 

close kinsmen, especially between the members of effective kin group 

or pavula. In general, ego would be helped nikang (II) by all his 

first degree relatives as well as his 8.v8.ssa massina (first cross

cousins, WBs, ZHs), his av8.ssa mama (MBs and WF) and his "a.vassa b~a 

(ZSs and DRs). While kinsmen in these categories may be invited to 

offer their labor assistance to ego, they often come to help nikang 

without any invItation If they come to know hIs need for labor as

sistance. At the same time, they may choose not to help him if 

they have a reasonable reason for it. But once these kinsmen decIde 

to help hIm, It must be nikang but not attam. According to SInhalese 

kInshIp norms In this region, kinsmen in the above categories must 

help each other for nothing expected In return, and such a mutual 

aid Is saId to be one of socioeconomic bases of kinshIp relatIonshIp 

(~kama). But, In actual contexts, some of them often have conflIcts 

and debates around land inherItance or other problems so that they 

do not always gIve nIkang help to their kinsmen. In such cases, 
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those kinsmen, who fail in mutual aid for nikang. are not regarded as 

-fellow kinsmen (nayo) and they become estranged. In extreme cases, 

kinship relations are cut except in attending the funeral ceremonies 

of both sides. Since the number of close kinsmen in the same 

locality is not so large. the capacity of nikang (II) help Is also not 

so high accordingly. Furthermore. since kinship norms do not define 

how much of labor assistance to be given or returned on nikang 

basis, the potential capacity of nikang (II) is also not so large for 

every day agricultural operation. But, due to kInship Intimacy, ego 

can obtain a large quantIty of nikang help from his close kinsmen at 

least at tImes of crisis. 

As we saw above. attam exchange labor and nikang help are 

both based on the exchange of 'labor for labor'. But kalya group 

work is not such a kind of exchange of 'labor for labor' but the 

exchange of 'labor for kind' (Gunasinghe 1975). In terms of relation-

ship between host and helpers. we can divide kaiya group work into 

two types. The first type of kaiya group work (kalya (I» Is a form 

of festive labor work in which helpers come to carry out the opera-

tion for host cultivator and are given a good "lunch" for assistance. 

Therefore, kaiya (I) is also called as "muttettu" (lunch) in this re

gion. It is communally organized by the invitation of partIcular 

people such as a native doctor (who gives free medical treatment in 

the settlements), a school teacher and the G.S. in the region. In 

this sense, the organizational character of kaiya (1) is not dyadic 

but more or less communal so that a large number of labor assist-

ance can be obtained in one day, On the contrary. the second type 

of kaiya group work (kalya (II» is a form of mutual aid at times of 
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crIsIs among the co-villagers or fellow cUltivators. In this type, 

the close kinsmen or good friends of the householder in Illness or 

other troubles informally organize the kaiya group work on a commu

nal basis to carry out the agricultural operation by a large number 

of helpers. Here, although lunch is provided, it is not essentiaL 

Since every peasant farmers always have the possibility of crisis 

during one's life time. they insure their unstable agricultural opera

tions through maintaining this kaiya (lI)group work in the settlement. 

Thus, there are two types of kaiya group work. Both kaiya (I) 

and kaiya (II) are organized in a communal or settlement level so 

that these two types of kalya bring about a large scale of labor co

operatIon to the host cultivator. But, there is a organizational 

difference between them. While kaiya (I) is seen as the exchange of 

labor for kind within a hierarchical relationship (e.g. a native 

doctor - his patients; a school teacher - his pupils' parents; the G.S. 

- the settlers in his division), kaiya (II) is seen as the exchange of 

labor for labor over the long term in the egalitarian relationshIps 

among co-settlers. 

Then. various forms of labor co-operation can be classified 

into three categories (and two different types of each category) in 

terms of four distinct factors. They are: (a) the character of reci

prOCity, (b) the relationship between host and helpers. (c) the organ

izational character and (d) the function of labor co-operation. 

Figure 3-1 summarizes the above typology of labor co-operation and 

the distinct factors. It is notable that this typology Is not only 
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FIGURE 3-1 

THE TYPOLOGY OF LABOR CO-OPERATION 

Reciprocity Relationship Organization Potential scale of 
between the labor mobilization 
host and the 
helpers 

Attam (I) Reciprocation by help of 
DYadic the same type and quantity Co-settlers Large 

in a short time duration. 

Attam (II) Same as the above Close friends 
or distant Dyadic Sm'all 
kinsmen. 

, 

Nikang (I) 
I 

Reciprocation not eA~ected, 

I 
but, if it is asked, labor 
assistance in different Close friends Dyadic Small 
kind and quantity is 
returned as nikaDf!i help. 

Nikang (II) Same as the above Close kinsmen or . 
'effective Eavula t Dyad~c Small 

Kaiya (I) 'Labor-kind' exchange Super-ordinates Communal Large and subordinates 

Kaiya (II) tLabor-labor' exchange Co-settlers Communal Large . in a long term 
--- - --- --- ---
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etic but also emic since cultivators are in fact very concerned with 

the above characters of each form of labor co-operation when they 

organize them. This typology thus provides far more detailed ac

counts on labor co-operation than the simple typology of attam, 

nikang and muttettuwa by Robinson (1965, 1975). 

CuI tural rules shown in Figure 3-1 govern behavior in labor 

assistance in these agrarian settlements. These rules of several 

forms of labor co-operation define what should or may be given or 

returned in a given type of situation defined in terms of the specif

ic relationshIp between host cultivator and helpers. However. it 

should be noted that these rules do not always specify precise kind 

and exact amount of labor assIstance to be given or returned. 

Instead. they generally prescrIbe a range of acceptable kinds and 

quantities of labor assistance in a given situation. Then. what de

cides such a precise kind and quantity of labor assistance? It is 

the IndivIdual's choice that decide such precIse contents of labor 

co-operation in relation to a gIven situation. In other words. an 

individual must decide the indeterminate part of the cultural rules 

of labor co-operation in a given situation. Normally. the individual 

decision can often be, although not always. understood in terms of 

the individual desire to maximIze the opportunity for his benefit or 

profit. Al though such a decision Is made within the normative frame

work of Sinhalese culture and within the bounds set by the above 

rUles of labor co-operatIon. an individual normally exercise his 

strategy for a maximum return. In this sense, actual practice of 

labor co-operation varies from one situation to another even if the 

above cultural rules are unchanged. Such detailed analyses of 
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individual strategy in labor co-operation are to be discussed in the 

following Chapters. 

i " 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF LABOR EXCHANGE 

AND COMPLEMENTARY LABOR MOBILIZATION 

Last Chapter described the institutional arrangements of labor 

co-operation in Madumana. Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya. However. such 

institutional arrangements are merely a background of practices of 

labor co-operation. because they do not explain how cultivator 

decIdes to recruit the precise kind and quantity of labor assistance 

for his agricultural operations in a given context. In order to 

understand such actual practices of labor exchange and complemen

tary labor mobIlization. I shall focus on individual decision making 

process regarding labor exchange and the other forms of labor mobi

lization in this Chapter. 

Along with the actor-oriented approach which I discussed in 

Chapter I, I shall examine the decision making process with regard 

to labor mobilization for agrIcultural activities In Madumana, AlIyawa

la and Nuwara Yaya. Here the decisIon making process regarding 

labor mobilization Involves that of recruIting attam exchange labor. 

nlkang help and wage labor for the decision maker's agricultural 

operations. 

In any agrarian situation. before carrying out each stage of 

cultivation, every cultivator makes the best possible arrangement of 

labor mobilization. In Sinhalese agrarian settlements, there is no 
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permanent work unit such as the extended family or corporate kin 

group beyond the household. Cultivators then have to co-operate 

with their fellow cultivators in the locality. Since most cultIva-

tors lack money for hIring wage laborers, they consider attam ex-

change labor as the primary or optimum form for labor mobilization. 

ConsIdering varIous aspects or u tIll ties of labor exchange, they 

calculate the most feasible and advantageous arrangement of labor 

exchange. And then they competitively explore for exchange labor. 

that is, for helpers to joIn on attam basIs from their own or other 

neighborIng settlements. In some cases, however, they may not be 

able to mobilize sufficient labor even if they exploit the full capac-

tty of exchange labor available to them. They then consider com-

plementary labor mobilIzation. that is. whether or not other labor 

forms (nikang help and wage labor) shOUld be recruited. It is decIded 

here according to the availability of nikang help and the availablli-

ty of money for wage labor. The decision makIng process wIth regard 

to labor mobIlizatIon thus consIsts of several steps, and it takes 

hours or days for the decision maker to reach the final decision 

since he has to go here and there to find attam or nikang helpers 1 

This Chapter provides a basic model of decIsIon making process 

of labor exchange and complementary labor mobilIzation. This model is 

based on my field work data in Madumana,_ Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya. 

In the course of the field work, following the natural decIsIon 

makIng approach together with ethnographic interpretation, I dId 
--------------------

1.In this chapter, kaiya group work is ignored since it is not a common 
form of labor co-operation among the cultivators. See Table 6-1 in 
Chapter VI for the statistical detail. 
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comprehensive Indepth intervIews with most cultivators in these set-

tlements to find out the cultIvators' Ideas on labor exchange and 

complementary labor mobilization. and also observed theIr actIvities 

as they made theIr decIsions. especially the competitive search for 

attam helpers. These Interviews and observations covered decision 

making processes at eleven stages of paddy cultIvation In Madumana. 

Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya, and also decIsion making processes at fIve 

stages of chena cultivation in Madumana. From a large number of 

such analyses, I then abstracted a model of decIsion makIng process 

regarding labor exchange and complementary labor mobilIzatIon. In 

this chapter. for presenting this model, I dIvIde the decIsion makIng 

process into six steps and show the details at each step. 

QuantitatIve aspects of the actual decision making process 

greatly vary from one household to another due to varying factors 

of indIvIdual household such as cultIvated area and household labor 

capacity. At some steps of the decisIon making process, I therefore 

Introduce a few mathematical representations of the decisIon making 

process to generalize them quantitatively. 

Through the above analytical strategy, I intend to clarify the 

following two poInts; 

1. how decision maker decides to recruit precIse kInd and 
quantity of labor assIstance to his agrIcultural operation In a 
gIven context; 

2. what kInds of factors qualltatively and quantitatively affect 
the decision making process. 

In this chapter, after presenting the six steps of the decisIon making 

process. I shall discuss a more sImplIfied pIcture of It to clarify 
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the above points. 

The Decision Making Process of Labor Exchange 
and Complementary Labor Mobilization 

Following the framework of the natural decision making ap

proach, this section provides the model of the decision making proc-

ess regarding labor mobilization. The individual decision making 

process here is divided into the six consequent steps as follows: 

Step 1: Pre-attentively narrowing down all potential alternatives 
into a feasible subset of alternatives. 

Step 2: Identifying a feasible subset of alternatives. 

Step 3: Listing aspects of the alternatives. 

Step 4: Selecting one aspect and ordering the alternatives with 
regard to this aspect. 

Step 5: Passing the ordered alternatives under the constraints. 

Step 6: Reaching the final choice and going on to decision making 
with regard to complementary labor mobilization. 

These six steps include two consequent but dIfferent processes of 

decision making. The first one (Step 1 to the former part of Step 

61) is regarding the decision making of labor exchange: and the 

second one (the latter part of Step 6) regarding the decision making 

of complementary labor mobilization. Here, the second decision proc-

ess is given little attention sInce this process Is largely dependent 

on the first one; consequently, It Is not very sIgnIficant In the 

whole process of decision making; and furthermore, this thesIs is 

primarIly concerned with labor exchange rather than with complemen-

--------------------

l.Among these steps. Step 1 corresponds "Stage l" in Gladwin' 5 (1980) two 
stage model of the natural decision approach. and other steps correspond 
to "Stage 2" In her model. 
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tary labor mobilization. 

Step 1 : Pre-attentively Narrowing Down 
All Potential Alternatives into a 
Feasible Subset of Alternatives 

Each cultivator in those three agrarian settlements Is poten-

tially confronted with a large number of alternatives in choosing one 

particular arrangement of labor mobilization at each cultivation 

stage. The cultivator may possibly recruIt his required labor force 

from outside the household in such forms as attam exchange labor, 

nikang help and wage labor. For a given amount of requIred labor 

mobilization, the cultivator may potentially choose from a large 

number of the combination of those three forms of labor. that is. a 

large number of potential alternatives In arranging the required 

labor mobillzation. 

In spite of a wide range of potential alternatives open to the 

cultivator, he quickly or pre-attentively narrows down these alterna-

tives to a feasible subset of alternatives that satisfy certain mini-

mal conditions. This process takes place at the first step of the 

whole decision making process. There are two mInimal conditions in 

these three settlements. One Is that wage labor Is not preferred to 

be used for labor mobIlization. This condition is derived from the 

socioeconomic situations in these agrarian settlements. (See the third 

section of Chapter II). In any case, due to thIs mInimal cond! tion. 

the cultivator here drops the alternatIves which include wage labor. 

Another condition is that nikang help Is not preferred for every day 

labor mobIlization. ThIs Is because, according to the cultivators in 

these settlements, nlkang help normally contributes only a small 
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amount of labor on urgent occasions, where reciprocation Is not 

immediately required, so that it Is not suitable for labor mobillza-

tion In every day or routine operations. At this step, the decision 

maker hence drops the alternatIves that include nlkang help too. 

These two minimal conditions thus make the decision maker 

narrow down a large number of alternatives Into a feasible subset of 

alternatives. which contain only attam labor for labor mobilization. 

It should be noted here that although the recruitment of nikang help 

and wage labor may be considered in the latter part of Step 6, they 

are not considered between Step 1 to Step 5. At this time, the 

cultivator tries to mobilIze as much attam labor as possible. 

Step 2 : Identifying a Feasible Subset of 
Al te rna ti ves 

A feasible subset of alternatives in recruiting exchange labor 

is identified at this step. The feasible subset of alternatives 

normally varies from one household to another since the range of 

alternatives depends on the individual factors of a given household 

such as the number of household workers. cultivatIon area and culti-

vation technique employed by the househOld. For the cultivator. the 

identification of alternatives seems to be easy, because hIs past 

experience of labor mobilization immediately makes him consIder only 

a small number of al ternati ves, gIven his household factors. In 

contrast to the easiness for the CUltivator, it is dIfficult for 

researchers to systematically identify such al ternatlves facing a 

gIven household wIthout mathematical formula. I then introduce a 

mathematical representation to grasp the decision maker's identlf1ca-
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tion of alternatives here. 

An equatIon Is formalized from the labor allocation pattern 

common to all households. This Is simple and applicable to any type 

of cultIvation stage as follows: 

S '" D • K • (M + H) Equation I. 

Here. S is cultivation area (acre) for which the household members 

work. D Is the number of days In whIch a given stage of cultiva

tion process Is completed. K is cultIvation area (acre) which a man 

or woman can complete working for one day at a gIven stage of 

cultivation (this is a relatively constant varIable among cultivators). 

M Is the average number of man-days of attam exchange labor en

gaged per day during a given cultivatIon stage. H Is the average 

number of workers in the decision maker's household in a given stage 

of cultivation. Here, the combination of S. K and H Is called the 

individual household factor. This equation is applicable to any 

cultivation stage but not to the whole process of cultivation. be

cause K and H varies from one cultivation stage to another. 

Given the individual household factor (I.e. S, K and El. we can 

obtain the range of alternatives in recruiting exchange labor by 

computing them into this equation. As a result of this calculation. 

we get several alternatives each of which appears as a particular 

combination of D and M. although both figures are related to each 

other in EquatIon I. Furthermore. apart from Equation I. we can 

obtain the total amount of exchange labor to be recruited in each 

alternative. Here. the total amount of exchange labor can be calcu

lated by multiplying D by M. Then. given the indivIdual household 
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factor, we can obtaIn several alternatives, each of which Is repre-

sen ted by the partIcular combination of D, M and the total amount of 

exchange labor. 

Let us see one actual case of labor exchange In transplanting 

of paddy cultivation. Here. I shall examIne the alternative open to 

Madumabanda (N-8) in Nuwara Yaya. Maddumabanda cultivates 2 acres 

of paddy land. In the case of transplanting, Maddumabanda, his wIfe 

and the eldest daughter work or assist the operation in theIr own 

field. In Nuwara Yaya, transplanting one acre of paddy field is 

completed by 22 man-days of female labor force on an average. 

Hence the individual household factor is as follows: 

S 2 (acres) 
K 0.05 (acres/worker.day) 
H 3 (household workers/day) 

Maddumabanda then has the range of alternatives shown In Table 4-11. 

Thus, each alternative represented by the particular combIna-

tion of D, M and the total amount of exchange labor can easily be 

obtained for a given individual household factor (I.e. 5. K and H). 

Step 3 Listing Aspects of the 
Alternatives. 

After identifying alternatives, the decisIon maker consIders 

l.In actual situations, the fraction of some alternatives in Table 4-1 
can easily be adjusted by small arrangements. For instance, the alter
native Number 3 Is rearranged In such a way that Maddumabanda, over a 
period of three days, gets 10 man-days of exchange labor for two days 
and 11 man-days for one day. 
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Alternative 

Number 

D 

M 

The total 
amount of 
exchange 
labor 

TABLE 4-1 

THE ALTERNATIVES OPEN TO MADDUMABANDA (N-B) IN 

TRANSPLANTING OF PADDY CULTIVATION 

1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 B 9 10 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

37 17 10.3 7 5 3.7 2.7 2 1.4 1 

37 34- 31 28 25 22 19 16 13 10 

--- ----- -- -- -

11 12 13 

11 12 13 

0.6 0.3 0.1 

7 4 1 

-------,. 

Maddumabanda t s household factor - S 2 (acres), K: 0.05 (acres/worker·.day) 

H 3 (household's workers/day) 

14 

14 

1 

0 



aspects of the alternatives. The natural decision making approach 

generally assumes that an aspect is an advantage or dimension or 

factor or feature of an alternative an alternative is a set of 

aspects. An alternative consequently represents values along some 

fixed quanti ta tl ve or qual1 tative dimensions (e.g. price, specific 

quality, comfort). In the course of the decision making process, 

aspects that are included in at least one alternative are mentally 

listed or considered by the decision maker. 

In general, various aspects or advantages of labor exchange 

practices have been pointed out by several anthropologists such as 

Bennett (1968); Moore (1975) and Karunanayake (1980). These various 

aspects or advantages can conceptually be understood in terms of 

the notion of "economy of scale". According to SchneIder (1974 : 234): 

"Economy of Scale" Implies the increase in profit or utility that 
come with increase in the size of the production enterprise and 
consequent decline in costs. Mass productIon Is an example of 
economy of scale, as is pooled labor for cultivation In an African 
village. 

In the context of labor exchange, it is easily understood that, even 

if reciprocal labor exchange almost results in no Increase in the 

size of labor force or In the amount of work done. increase in the 

size of labor mobilization makes it possible to use labor efficiently 

and also to provide the cultivators with various physical and psy-

chologlcal advantage. However, the above notions of various aspects 

or advantages of labor exchange are merely the researcher's ideas on 

labor exchange rather than the labor exchange actor's. In contrast, 

the natural decision making analysis finds It necessary to understand 

what sorts of aspects or advantages the decision makers themselves 

consider in these three agrarian settlements. 
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The cultivators in these settlements claIm that four aspects 

or advantages of 'alternatives' (Le. potential arrangements of ex-

change labor) are available to them. There are four aspects raised 

by the cultivators: psychological encouragement; the satisfaction of 

quick completion of operations; fulfilling technical requirements by 

labor mobilization; and fulfilling socIal obligation of mutual ald. 

The first aspect raised by cultivators is psychological encour-

agement. Stressing the emergence of collectIve responsibility 

through labor exchange practices, they claim the psychological 

encouragement derived from collective responsibility as an aspect of 

the alternatives. According to them, such encouragement is achieved 

in the followIng three ways. One is that practices of labor ex-

change tend to be extended to cover the tasks of each member of 

the labor exchange team. including the tasks of members who get sick 

or have other troubles. In general, the peasant cultIvator is always 

afraid of delay in his operations, since the cuI tlvation plot which 

suffers from delays may be either affected by water shortage or 

damaged by predators or unexpected rainfall. In any case, delay in 

cuI tivation will result in a bad harvest. Consequently, organizing 

labor exchange with reliable friends and neighbors can assure the 

cultivator of labor assistance. especially nikang (1) at the time of 

crisis such as illness and sudden absence from the village. In other 

-words, they "do not feel anxiety" (baya na). In addition. the collec-

tive responsibility results in encouragement in another way. This is 

achieved because collectively fixed schedule of workIng rotation 

through labor exchange forces cuI tlvators to work according to the 
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schedule. The cultIvators poInted out that if a cultivator works 

alone in the field, he may feel lazy to work and leave the operation 

uncompleted for a while. But. they said. if the cultivator organizes 

labor exchange with the co-vIllagers, he has to work according to 

-the collective schedUle and "does not feel lazy" (kammel1 n·a). 

Furthermore, the cultivators claim another kind of encouragement 

through labor exchange practices. WorkIng together In labor ex-

change naturally provides occasions for joking and gossiping. This 

dimension of labor exchange adds fun to the work in the field. 

Thus, the emergence of a sense of collectivity or solidarIty through 

labor exchange practices results in psychological encouragement to 

the cultIvators in the above three ways. This is the first aspect 

of labor exchange in the minds of the cultivators of these agrarian 

settlements. 

The second aspect raised by the cultivators Is also psychologi-

cal, but it is slightly different from the aspect of psychological 

encouragement. This second aspect is the satisfactIon of "quick 

completion of work" (vada ikman). Comparing working alone with work-

ing together on attam basis, the cuI tlvators prefer working together 

rather than alone. even If the cultivators have to spend the same 

amount of labor in both cases due to the rule of reciprocity. This 

is because the feeling of satisfaction derIved from quick accompl1sh-

ment of his operation Is considerably higher than that of a slow 

completIon only by the household labor. According to the cultlva-

tors, this aspect of labor exchange is often sought for in such a 

occasion that the cultivator wants to see the result of CUltivation 
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as soon as possible. One such instance Is at harvest time, when 

every cultivator wants to see the result of his drudgery of a whole 

cultivation season immedIately. 

The third aspect of labor exchange is fulfilling the technical 

requirement of an efficient use of labor through mobilizing exchange 

labor. In any agricultural process, some stages of cultivation tech

nically require a partIcular speed of operation or a specIfic number 

of co-workers. Although such a requirement is not always absolute, 

fulfilling the requirement often results in better use of labor and 

in turn leads to various advantages such as a better quality of 

operation; some reduction in the size of labor force required; and 

the protection of crops from the predators and unexpected rainfall. 

The fourth aspect of labor exchange considered by cultivators 

is the fulfillment of obligations of mutual ald. This aspect of labor 

exchange is social and moral in character, rather than economic or 

technical. Fulfilling social obligations of mutual aid is intended to 

maintain existing social relations or to develop new social tIes, 

whether or not maintaIning or developing such socIal relations may 

consequently be intended for other purposes such as economIc and 

political goals. 

Thus, the cultivators in Madumana, Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya 

mentally list these four aspects of various arrangements of labor 

exchange at Step 3 in the decisIon making process. In spIte of the 

four aspects raIsed by the cultivators, however, all aspects may not 

be consIdered at once In the decision making process. Instead, one 

aspect wIth the greatest utllity or subjective worth Is selected to 
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order the alternatIves. This process is discussed below at Step 4. 

Step 4 : Selecting an Aspect and Ordering the 
Alternatives on the Basis of the Aspect 

After listing aspects of the alternatives at Step 3, the deci~ 

sian maker considers the context in which exchange labor is mobi-

lized. Considering the context, he eliminates some aspects on which 

alternatives are not hierarchically ordered, and selects one aspect 

wIth the greatest utility or subjective worth. The decIsion maker 

then orders alternatives according to his aspect. step 4 thus in-

eludes these two sub-steps: selection of one aspect; and ordering 

alternatives on it. I shall here describe Step 4 in a more or less 

abstract manner to show the general pattern of this step. but In 

Chapter V. I will describe Step 4 in various actual settings, espe-

cially the selection of aspects in paddy and chena cultivation. 

In the decisIon making process of labor exchange, there are 

two broad but distinct contexts or idIoms in which the decision maker 

is sItuated. These contexts are important here because the character 

of the context determines the selection of the particular aspect. 

The fIrst context is a pragmatic one in whIch the decision maker 

feels the necessity of labor exchange for pragmatic (psychological or 

technical) advantages rather than for fulfilling social obligation of 

mutual aid. CultIvators who cultivate a relatively large area and 

have insufficient household labor. are usually pragmatic in selecting 

the aspect. It implies that they form the exchange relation of attam 

(I) type as a resul t. The second context is a social one in which 

the decision maker feels the necessIty of labor exchange for express-
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ing some social relations rather than for any pragmatic necessity. 

Cultivators, who have only a little land to be cultivated but have a 

large excess of household labor, are potentially in such a social 

context in selecting the aspect. It means that they form the 

exchange relation of attam (II) as a result. 

In the course of selecting one aspect, the CUltivators in the 

pragmatic context first eliminate the fourth aspect, (I.e. fulfIlling 

social obligation of mutual aid). It does not mean here that those 

cultivators, who eliminate the aspect of fulfilling social obligation, 

ignore and violate the social norms for mutual ald. It merely im

plies that they put a higher priority on the pragmatic advantage of 

labor exchange rather than the social obligations of mutual aid. On 

the contrary, they rarely Ignore or violate norms of mutual aid. 

This is because they, as a result, "help each other" on attam basis 

al though they are primarily motivated not so much by moral enforce

ment but by the pragmatIc expectations of mutual material benefit. 

In any case, the fourth aspect Is eliminated by the cultivator in the 

pragmatic context. Then, the decision maker selects one particular 

aspect with the greatest utility or subjectIve worth from three 

remaining aspects. These are. as discussed at Step 3, psychological 

encouragement, satisfaction of quIck completion and fulfilling techni

cal requIrement of labor mobllization. Since each utllity or value 

of these three aspects Is closely related to psychological or techni

cal conditions or specific work processes in the field, most cultiva

tors tend to select one particular aspect at a given cuI tlvatlon 

stage. In some stages of cultivation, most cultivators emphasize the 
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specific technical requirement of labor mobilization. In such stages, 

the third aspect. (i.e. fulfillIng technical requIrements of labor 

mobillzation) is selected as the aspect with the greatest utIlIty or 

subjective worth. This is because fulfilling technical requirement 

results In optimum labor utilization and minimizes the loss and 

damage of crops in various ways. Unlike this aspect. the other two 

aspects of labor exchange are not taken up at such cultIvation 

stages since those utili ties or values are psychological rather than 

material. As such stages. cultIvators put the prIority on minimIzing 

material loss or damage rather than on reducIng psychologIcal costs. 

However, at some cultIvatIon stages whIch require less technical 

attentIon, the cultivators of course do not select the thIrd aspect 

but elimInate it. Then, they select either the first aspect, (Le. 

psychological encouragement) or the second aspect, (l.e. satisfaction 

of quIck completIon). If they prefer quick completion rather than 

psychologIcal encouragement they select the second aspect. If not, 

they will select the first aspect. (See details in Chapter V). 

In contrast to the cultIvators in the pragmatic context, those 

who are in the social context eliminate those pragmatic aspects of 

labor exchange and exclusively select the fourth aspect (l.e. fulfIll

ing social obligation of mutual aid). This social context or orienta

tion normally emerges if the following three minimal conditions are 

met. In other words, only when these condItions are satisfied, the 

decision maker will choose the aspect of fulfilling socIal obligation. 

The first condition is that the decision maker cultivates a relatIvely 

small area of paddy or chena plot and has a considerable excess of 

household labor. The second condItion Is that the decision maker Is 
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requested to joIn some labor exchange relations by the cultivator 

who seeks for more exchange labor. The third condItion is that he 

thinks that the acceptance of the request may maintain his social 

relation with the cultivator who requests exchange labor and may 

also enhance his social status as a "good cultIvator" (honda govlya) 

without considerable cost to the members of hIs household. The 

selection of thIs aspect thus takes place if the decision maker is in 

such a socIoeconomic situatIon that the above three minImal condi

tions are satisfied. In this sense, it takes place indivIdually irre

spective of any particular cultivation stage. 

It should be noted here that the selection of one aspect does 

not mean that the decision maker can obtain only the utility or 

value of the aspect selected. He may enjoy the utilities or values 

of some or all aspects. In other words, the decIsion maker selects 

one aspect because of the greatest utility or subject worth, although 

he may enjoy other utilities too. This is one of simplifying proce

dure of the natural decIsion makIng process. Unlike the formal 

economic assumptIon, in which all factors are considered, the actual 

decision maker does not consider or calculate all kinds of utility or 

value at once, but selects only one type of utIllty, that is, an 

aspect, to evaluate the degree of the utility or value of every 

alternative. In this way, he sImplifies his calculatIons. 

After selecting one aspect, the decIsIon maker orders al terna

tlves on this aspect. In the context of labor exchange, the mode of 

ordering alternatives differs from one aspect selected to another. 

Each mode is then descrIbed In each aspect selected below. 
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If the first aspect (l.e. psychological encouragement) is select

ed as the aspect with the greatest utill ty or subject value in a 

given context, the mode of ordering alternatIves is simply hierarchi

cal. According to the cultivators, the more the cultIvator organizes 

exchange labor, the more he obtains the psychologIcal encouragement. 

It means that the alternative first ordered is the alternative whose 

D is one in Equation I: the alternative second ordered is the alter

native whose D is two; the alternative third ordered is the alterna

tive whose D is three; and so on. Since the alternative in which the 

operation is completed quickest must be the alternatIve whose D is 

one, this alternative becomes the alternative first ordered in this 

context. Likewise, as long as the basic unit of exchange labor is 

one day of assistance, we can grasp clearly the mode of ordering 

alternatives by computing a given individual household factor and 

potential D into Equation 1. 

The aspect of satisfaction of quick completion also orders 

alternatives in a sImilar manner to the aspect of psychological 

encouragement. According to the cultivators, the shorter the time 

duration of the completion of a given operation is, the hIgher the 

degree of satisfaction obtained. It means that the alternative first 

ordered is the one whose D Is one; the alternative second ordered is 

the one whose D is two; and so on. 

The aspect of fulfilling technical requirements of labor mobili

zation orders alternatives In two dIfferent modes. This dIfference in 

the mode of ordering is derived from the nature of technical re-
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quirement of labor mobilizatIon. One mode is found on occasions 

when the quantitative requirement of exchange labor is determined by 

the particular speed of completion of a given operation. Suppose 

that the particular required time duratIon of completion is between 

one and A days. Then. the alternative first ordered (or the al terna

tives first ordered) is the one (or ones) whose D Is between one and 

A days. The alternative second ordered (or the alternatives second 

ordered) is the one (or ones) whose D is beyond A days. But. it 

seems that the gap of utility or value between the alternative (or 

alternatives) first ordered and the alternative (or alternatIves) 

second ordered Is rather large so that there are only two groups of 

alternatives: that is. alternatives first ordered which satisfy the 

technical requirement, and alternatives second ordered which do not 

satisfy it properly. Another mode is found on occasions when the 

quantitative requirement for exchange labor is not the specific speed 

of operation but the specific number of helpers per day. This type 

of requirement is derived from a certain pattern of division of labor 

in work process. Suppose that the quantItative requirement of labor 

mobilization is more than P man-days per day of labor force. Then, 

the alternative first ordered are the ones whose M is more than P. 

and the alternatives second ordered are the ones whose M is not 

more than P. Like the former mode, there Is also a bIg gap between 

the alternatives first ordered and the alternatives second ordered In 

terms of the degree of utility or value. In any case, there are two 

dIstinct modes of ordering alternatives on the aspect of fulfilling 

technIcal requirement of labor mobilization. But in either case, the 

higher rankings of alternatives can be identified by computing the 
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particular quantitative requirement (either M or D) into Equation 1. 

In contrast with the above modes of ordering alternatives. the 

mode of ordering alternatives on the aspect of fulfilling social 

obligation of mutual aid is very different. The mode of ordering In 

fact dIffers from one decIsion maker to another. This is because the 

decision maker orders alternatives on this aspect according to his 

own socioeconomic situation. As I mentioned in Chapter III, social 

norms of mutual aid compel the people to follow it and not violate 

it, but they never specify the quantity of mutual aid in a given 

context. Determining the quantity of mutual aId is consequently 

left for the Individual to consider according to his socioeconomic 

circumstances. As we noted earlier, the following conditions are 

normally considered: the degree of the availability of the household 

labor for mutual aid; the quantity which the other cultivator re

quests from the decision maker's household; and the relation between 

the decision maker and the cultivator seeking for exchange labor. 

Because of these individual factors. the mode of ordering alterna

tives on this aspect differs from one cultivator to another and the 

actual description of the mode is left for ethnographic analysis in 

Chapter VII. 

It should be noted here that the selection of the former 

three aspects will result in attam (I) due to its practical motivation; 

and that of the latter aspect wIll result In attam (II) due to its 

social motivation as I dIscussed In Chapter III. 

Each aspect thus orders alternatives in its concomitant mode. 

The aspect such as psychological encouragement, satisfaction of quick 
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completion and fulfilling technical requirement of labor mobilization 

has a particular mode common to most cultivators in a given cultiva

tion stage, while the aspect of fulfilllng social obligation of mutual 

aid has a mode specific to the socioeconomic situation of the indi

vidual decisIon maker. 

To demonstrate the decision making process at this step clear

ly, I shall examine an actual case of ordering alternatives on the 

third aspect (Le. fulfilling technical requirement of labor mobiliza

tion). I take the case of Maddumabanda (N-8) in transplanting of 

paddy cuI tlvation. As we can see in detail in Chapter V, the deci-

5ion maker normally selects the thIrd aspect in transplanting. This 

Is because transplanting must be completed within two days or at 

most three days just after the paddy plot has been harrowed. 

Otherwise, the surface soil would be too hard for the cultivator to 

carry out the operation properly. After harrowing, In other words, 

he has only three days at most left for completing transplanting. 

Now, let us recall the alternatives of Maddumabanda shown In Table 

4-1 at Stage 2. There are fourteen alternatives open to Madduma

banda in transplanting. Out of fourteen alternatives, D of alterna

tIve No.1, No. 2 and No. 3 is not more than three, while D of the 

other alternatives Is more than three. Since alternative No.1, No. 2 

and No. 3 fulfill the technIcal requirements of labor mobilization in 

transplanting (that is, completing the operation within three days), 

these are hence ordered first. On the contrary, since the other 

alternatives do not fulfill the requIrement, these are ordered sec

ond. We can thus easily obtain the ordered alternatIves open to 
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Maddumabanda in transplanting. 

At this step, we have seen two sub-steps, that is, selectIon of 

the aspect and ordering alternatives on the aspect. However. these 

ordered alternatives have to be confronted wIth the constraints. 

This process Is described at the next step. 

Step 5 Passing Ordered Alternatives Under 
the Constraints 

After ordering alternatives on the basis of one particular 

aspect. the decision maker imposes some minimal conditions on the 

ordered alternatives at this step. and drops some ordered alterna-

tives which do not satisfy the minimal conditions. In the natural 

decision making approach. these minimal conditions are called the 

constraints. The constraints are in general derived from the environ-

ment, social system or context. 

In the context of attam labor exchange, the constraints are 

two quantitative aspects. namely the household's labor reciprocation 

capacity and the availability of attam exchange labor. As I discuss 

later. each of these constraInts Is limited to a certain extent 

according to the sItuation of the decIsIon maker. Some ordered 

alternatives. whIch do not satisfy the above minImal condItions. are 

then dropped at thIs step. ThIs step can be divIded into three sub-

steps. At the first sub-step, the decIsIon maker estimates the first 

constraint (l.e. the household's labor reciprocation capacity). As I 

discuss later. this constraint determines the upper limi t of the 

second constraint (I.e. the availabIlIty of exchange labor). At the 

second sub-step. the decIsion maker vIsIts several households In his 
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household network of labor exchange and arranges labor exchange 

contracts for a gIven operatIon wIthout exceedIng the first con-

stralnt. After such exploration for exchange labor, he again esti-

mates the second constraInt at a gIven stage of cultivatIon. He then 

shIfts to the third SUb-step. At the third sub-step, he Imposes the 

second constraInt on ordered alternatives of labor exchange and 

drops some unrealistic alternatives. 

At the first sub-step, the decIsion maker estimates the first 

constraint In a given context. ThIs quantItatIve constraint Is 

represented as follows: 

The household's labor reciprocation capacity : 
the maxImum amount of exchange labor which the 
decision maker's household can possIbly 
reCiprocate at a given cultivation stage with 
any other households whether or not they are in 
the decision maker's household network of labor 
exchange. 

ThIs quantItative aspect of the first constraInt Is not derived from 

any capacity of the network of labor exchange but from the labor 

capacity of the decision maker's household itself. Here, the labor 

capacIty of the household implies how many workers in the household 

can exchange labor at a given stage of cultivatIon. The logIc of 

this quantitative aspect is based on the simple rule of reCiprocity. 

that is the rule of "gIve" and "take", In at tam recIprocal labor 

exchange, reciprocity in the short term must be maIntained among 

exchange actors. It means that labor assistance must be returned 

quickly by the same amount and the same kind of labor assIstance. 

The amount of exchange labor whIch a gIven household can obtain Is 

consequently equal to that of exchange labor whIch thIs household 
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can give to the other households. But. of course. the latter amount 

Is not infinite in agrarian settings. In such settings, cultivators 

proceed with their operations almost in parallel with the others' 

agricultural calendar and sometimes the collective tIme-table of 

water management. Most cultivators carry out the same operation 

wIthin a period of a few weeks. Since labor assistance must be 

reciprocated in the same kind of work, each cultivator has only a 

few weeks in which he can exchange the same kind of labor assistance 

with his fellow cultivators in the settlement. As a result, even if 

he intends to give a large amount of attam labor to the others, he 

cannot do so beyond such a time limitation. Consequently, the maxi-

mum he can obtain from the others is also limited to the maximum he 

can give to the others within such a limited perIod. In this sense, 

the household's labor reciprocation capacity determines the upper 

limit of how much of exchange labor the decision maker's household 

can obtain from the other households, that is the quantitative aspect 

of the second constraint (1.e. the avail abll i ty of exchange labor). 

At this sub-step, the cultivator normally estimates his house-

hold's labor reciprocation capacity from hIs past experience. But, 

more objectively. it can roughly be seen by employing an equation as 

follows: 

The household's labor reciprocation capacity 
'" H. (T - D) Equation II. 

Here, H is the average number of workers in the decision maker's 

household in a given stage of cuI tivatlon. T is the approximate 

number of days within which most cultivators in the settlement COID-

plete their operation in a given stage of cultIvation. D Is the 
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number of days in whIch the decision maker's household members work 

in their own field. Then, by computing these variables into Equa

tion II, we can obtain the household's labor reciprocation capacity at 

a given stage of cUltivation in a given household. 

In any case, the first constraint restricts to a certain extent 

the upper llmit of the second constraint. As discussed above, this is 

due to the rule of reciprocity in at tam labor exchange. However, 

it is notable that such a restriction may be looser in a particular 

context. In attam labor exchange with a higher tolerance of imbal

ance, the cultivator can obtain more exchange labor than his house

hold can reciprocate in a llmited period of time. In such contexts 

as paddy cultivation in Madumana (see Chapter vn, the cultivator may 

expect some imbalanced attam labor so that he can estImate the upper 

limit of the availability of exchange labor as being more than his 

household's labor reCiprocation capacity. The degree of tolerance of 

imbalance In attam labor is hence a signIfIcant factor to IdentIfy to 

what extent the first constraInt restricts the upper limit of the 

second constraint in a given context. Further, it affects the deci

sion maker's pattern of choosing partners for labor exchange to form 

particular organization of exchange labor. (See Chapter VII). 

After estimating the first constraint, the decisIon maker shifts 

to the second SUb-step. At this sub-step, he visits several house-

holds in hIs household network of labor exchange and explores for 

exchange labor without exceeding the limit imposed by the first 

constraint. Through such exploration, he arranges several contracts 

of labor exchange for a given stage of cultIvation and estimates the 
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second constraint. namely the availability of exchange labor for the 

decision maker's operation. In attam labor exchange. the decision 

maker cannot expect more exchange labor than the households in his 

network want to exchange with hIs household in a given operation. 

Then. the second constraint Is simply defined as follows: 

The availability of exchange labor : the 
total amount of labor whIch the households 
In the decision maker's household network 
of labor exchange are willing to exchange 
wIth the decision maker's household for a 
given stage of cultivation. 

Here. it Is notable that the availability of exchange labor Is the 

actual result of the decision maker's exploration for exchange labor 

in his network. The actual level of the availability of exchange 

labor varies according to the formation of the network and also the 

tactical organization of exchange labor within the network. It is 

hence necessary to examine below the formation of the network of 

labor exchange and the actual practices of exploration for exchange 

labor within the network in order to IdentIfy what kinds of factor 

affect the actual availability of exchange labor. 

Attam labor Is usually organIzed through the household net-

work of labor exchange. The household network of labor exchange 

here Implles the set of labor exchange links between the decIsIon 

maker's household and the other neighboring households. One house-

hold network may be overlapped by the other household networks. but 

the overlap is only partIal. In other words. each network normally 

contains a different combInation of the households in the settlement. 

Such a household network has consciously or unconsciously 

been formed through complex socIoeconomic processes and will be 
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changed as its socioeconomic circumstances change. For instance, 

some households have developed theIr networks through previously 

established social relations based on caste, kinship. frIendshIp and 

proximi ty of residence or cuI tlvation field, while the others have 

built theIr networks primarily for pragmatIc Interests In labor mobI

llzation without any wage cost. However, as I discussed wIth regard 

to the pragmatic nature of attam (1) In Chapter III, most of the 

actual attam networks seem to be formed primarily on the basis of 

such practical interests rather than social or moral ones. Most 

households consequently try to develop and maintain a network with 

a larger capacity for labor mobilization under given socioeconomic 

conditions. But, due to the differences in the circumstances of 

IndIvidual households as well as In the circumstances of each settle

ment, especially the degree of generosity and tolerance of imbalance 

in labor exchange, several different types of network can be seen In 

the three agrarian settlements in Laggala. Such an example is dis

cussed in the case study of Maddumabanda (N-8) in this section. 

Further, the other distinct types are examined in detail in Chapter 

VII. In any case, it is notable here that a household having a net

work with a larger capacity for labor mobilization is able to organ

Ize larger amount of exchange labor for its operations and can 

carry out the operations more successfully. In this sense, the form 

of the network directly affects the availabillty of exchange labor. 

Since the network of labor exchange Is chiefly formed for the 

practIcal or economic interests in labor mobilIzatIon, the network 

may easily change as the cIrcumstances of the cultivators' household 
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change (such factors as cultivatIon area, household's labor reciproca

tion capacity and cuI ti va tion techniques are significant here). 

However, in actual agrarian settings, most cultivators do not experi

ence much change in their household's circumstances over only one or 

two cultivation seasons. In spite of the unstable nature of the 

network in the long run, each household network of labor exchange 

tends to remain relatively unchanged in an equilibrium of competItive 

interactions for optimIzIng the mobilization of attam labor, and each 

network appears to be relatively fixed at least over one or two 

cultIvation seasons. 

In general, such a relatIvely fixed network of labor exchange 

is maintained not only through the repeated practIce of labor ex

change but also through regular exchanges of visits to gIve various 

information about theIr cultivation conditions. Due to the lack of 

any permanent organization of labor co-operation In SInhalese agrar

ian society, each cultivator has to find indivIdually his partners for 

labor exchange in the proximity. In order to find them without 

consuming much tIme, he needs sufficient information concerning the 

others' conditions of the cultivation (such as cuI tlvatlon schedule, 

household's labor reciprocation capacity and required amount of 

exchange labor). ThIs is the reason why the cultivator often visIts 

the households in his network of labor exchange. As a result, he 

can easily make contracts of exchange labor wIth those in his net

work, while he can hardly find even a few contracts of exchange 

labor beyond the network. This is because the other households 

beyond the decision maker's network might have theIr own contracts 

wIth those people wIthIn theIr networks so that the decIsIon maker 
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has 11 ttle chance to fInd available exchange partners beyond this 

network. The cultIvator may sometimes find a few extra contracts of 

exchange labor, but It will be done at the very high cost of the 

cultivator since he has to visit a large number of cultIvators for 

only a few contracts. Furthermore, he may hesitate to do so be

cause, even if he finds a few, he is always afraId that he may not be 

able to reciprocate due to his lack of information about their culti

vation schedules. The cultivator tends to maintain hIs exploration 

for exchange labor within the relatively fixed household network of 

exchange labor and instead tries to seek for nikang help or wage 

labor If necessary and if available to him. 

Thus, the cultIvator always grasps the other households' 

conditions of cultivation and maintains a relatively fixed household 

network of labor exchange over the short term. However, it does 

not mean that the cultIvator exchanges labor with all the households 

in his relatively fixed household network. For instance, on one 

occasion, some of them have contracts of exchange labor with him, 

while others do not. This Is due to the pragmatic nature of attam 

labor, especially attam (I). Whether or not a certain household in 

the decisIon maker's network engages in labor exchange with the 

decision maker is dependent upon the household's need of exchange 

labor but not upon the decision maker's need of it In a gIven occa-

sion. As I mentioned In Chapter III, If some households have al-

ready arranged the optimum number of attam helpers. they are llkely 

to reject his request for at tam labor. In this sense. the quick 

organIzatIon of exchange labor even withIn the relatIvely fixed 
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network is crucial to success in labor mobilization. Since exchange 

labor is a scarce resource during the times of peak demand for 

labor, most cultivators compete to organize a large amount of ex

change labor from a limited number of households in their networks. 

so that delay in organizing exchange labor often results in failure 

to mobilize labor for cultivation. Thus, quickness in organizing 

exchange labor within the network also affects the actual availabili

ty of exchange labor. 

In sum, at the second sub-step, the decision maker estimates 

the availability of exchange labor for his operation through seeking 

for exchange labor within his relatively fixed network of labor 

exchange. Further, behind the estimation of the availability of 

exchange labor, the decision maker tries to secure It optimally in 

two ways, that is by forming a better network of labor exchange in 

the long run and organizing exchange labor quickly in his relatively 

fixed network of labor exchange in the short run. In other words, 

the above two ways securing exchange labor optimally affect the 

actual availability of exchange labor at this sub-step. 

We have so far examined the first and second sub-step at 

which the decision maker estimates two quantitative constraints (l.e. 

the household's labor reciprocation capacity and the availability of 

exchange labor). Through such a discussion we have also seen what 

kinds of factors affect the actual figure of these two constraints. 

Here, I shall add the other factor to the above discussion. The other 

factor here implies the qualitative requirement of exchange labor at 

a given stage of cultivation. This factor is in fact important in 
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understanding the actual practice of labor exchange since it affects 

both the household's labor reciprocatIon and the availability of 

exchange labor without any changes In the household structure (I.e. 

the composition of the household members) and the household network 

of labor exchange. Normally, some stages of paddy and chena cultl-

vatIon require specIfic types of exchange labor such as male or 

female labor, skIlled or unskilled labor and so on. If a particular 

type of labor is psychologIcally or technically or culturally re

quired for exchange labor at a specific stage of cultivation, another 

type of work force is not utilized for the practice of labor ex

change. For instance. transplanting does not normally require male 

labor but female labor in these agrarian settlements, although male 

labor may be utilized only in their own field operation. In such a 

case, only female workers In the decision maker's household can 

reciprocate labor assistance for attam helpers. so that the actual 

level of the household's labor reciprocation capacity may become 

almost a half of its full capacity without any change in the house

hold structure. Furthermore, sInce only female workers in the deci

sion maker's household network can be mobilized as attam helpers. the 

level of the availability of exchange labor may also become almost a 

half of its full capacity without any change in the formation of his 

household network. Thus, the qualitatIve requirement of exchange 

labor in a gIven stage of cultivation heavily affects the quantitative 

level of these two constraints in actual contexts. The detailed 

accounts on this requirement of exchange labor in each stage of 

cultivation are to be examined in Chapter V. 
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After estimating the two quantitative constraints. the decision 

maker shifts to the thIrd sub-step. At the third sub-step. the deci

sion maker compares one quantitative aspect of each alternative of 

labor exchange open to him with the second constraint (I.e. the 

avallablli ty of exchange labor). Since the first constraint always 

restricts to a certain extent the upper limit of the second con

straint. it is not necessary for the decision maker to consider the 

first constraint here. At thIs sub-step, one quantitative aspect of 

each alternative of labor exchange implies the total amount of 

exchange labor in each alternative. Now. let us recall Step 2 

where each alternative open to the decision maker was identified and 

represented by the combination of its three quantItative aspects (l.e. 

D. M and the total amount of exchange labor). Out of the three 

aspects of each alternative, the total amount of exchange labor is 

referred to here and compared with the availability of exchange 

labor in order to identify unrealistic alternatives. Since unrealistic 

alternatives mean the ones whose quantitatIve aspect exceeds the 

avallability of exchange labor. such alternatives can be the ones 

whose total amount of exchange labor is more than the availability 

of exchange labor. Through such operations to all the alternative 

identified at Step 2, unrealistic alternatives are dropped and ignored 

at this third sub-step. 

Thus, Step 5 of the decision making process of labor exchange 

is composed of three consequent sub-steps. At the first sub-step, 

the decision maker estimates the household's labor recIprocation 

capacity. Then, he again estimates the availability of exchange labor 

for his household's operation within his household network of labor 
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exchange at the second sub-step. Here. each household member 

competes In securing exchange labor In various ways behInd the above 

quantItative estImation of the availabilIty of exchange labor. At the 

thIrd sub-step. the decision maker identifies unrealistic alternatives 

and drops them. In the actual decisIon making process, he quickly 

find unrealistic alternatives through the above three sub-steps and 

proceeds to the final choice of labor exchange and complementary 

labor mobllization at stage 6. However, since Step 5 is very com

plicated for the observer. it is necessary to show some concrete case 

to clarify the decision making process at Step 5. Then I shall 

examine agaIn the case of Maddumabanda (N-8)'s transplanting as an 

example below. 

Maddumabanda intended to transplant two acres of paddy land. 

At the first sub-step he estimates the first constraInt, namely. the 

household's labor reciprocation capacity. In order to estimate It, 

three varIables (Le. H. T and D) in Equation II must be obtained in 

the context of Maddumabanda's transplanting. Here. H was one be

cause only Maddumabanda's wife could reciprocate at tam labor to the 

other households. In his household. three workers (1.e. Maddumaban-

da, his wife and one daughter) can transplant or assist the opera

tion. But, his daughter was still too young to work as an adult 

female worker for thIs operation so that she could not reciprocate 

attam labor to the other households. In addition, Maddumabanda 

himself cannot do so either since the qualltative requIrement of 

exchange labor is exclusively female labor In transplantIng. Only his 

wIfe could then participate in attam labor exchange In thIs opera-
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tion. Regarding T, Maddumabanda considered the cultivation arrange-

ment in land preparation (including the first and second plowIng, 

making bunds, harrowing and transplanting). In Nuwara Yaya, land 

preparation must be completed within one month. Furthermore, trans-

planting can be carried out only two or three weeks after the first 

plowing and also the preparation of nursery are completed. T (Le. 

the approximate number of days in which most cultivators in the 

settlement complete theIr operations) was then roughly estimated by 

him at fifteen days. If Maddumabanda's wife wants to recIprocate 

the maximum amount of exchange labor with the other household (with 

the expectation of the same amount of return). she has to work in 

her own field only for one day with labor assistance from the other 

households and continue to work in the other household's fields as 

long as possible. Then D had to be one here. The household labor 

reciprocation capacity was finally estImated as follows: 

The household labor reciprocation capacIty 
= H • (T - D) 
= 1 • (15 - 1) 
= 14· (Man-days) 

(Here H : 1. T : 15 and D : 1) 

Thus, the household's labor reciprocation capacity of Maddumabanda's 

household in transplanting was fourteen (Man-days). Here. the fig-

ure, fourteen means that his household cannot fIx exchange labor for 

more than fourteen man-days due to hIs lImited capacIty of recipro-

cation. This Is so even if he has many households whIch would be 

willing to exchange labor with him for more than fourteen man-days. 

At the second sub-step. considering the first constraInt re-

strIctlng the upper limIt of the availability of exchange labor. 

Maddumabanda started to visi t the households In hIs household net-
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work of labor exchange to estimate the availability of exchange 

labor to his transplanting. However, before descrIbing Maddumaban

da's exploratIon for exchange labor, I shall briefly locate Madduma

banda's household network of labor exchange in the wIder context of 

Nuwara Yaya. 

In Nuwara Yaya, there are strong linkages for labor exchange 

among large households which cultIvate not less than three acres of 

paddy land and also have not less than four household workers on 

average. Such linkages of labor exchange have been formed so as to 

increase the capacity of their household networks without much costs 

of visiting many small households for organizing exchange labor. 

These large households normally fulfill most of the needs of ex

change labor through such strong linkages of labor exchange, while 

they individually fulflll the rest of the needs with small households. 

The small households here Imply the ones which cuI tlvate less than 

three acres of paddy land and less than four household workers on 

average. While these small households fulfill some of the needs of 

exchange labor through labor exchange with one or two large house

holds, they also have many llnkages for labor exchange with the 

small households each other in the settlement. As a result, the 

household network of labor exchange of such a large household 

generally contaIns several large households and some small house

holds. On the contrary, the network of such a small household 

normally contains only one or two large households and several small 

households. 
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Maddumabanda(N-8)'s household Is one of such small households 

in Nuwara Yaya. His household network of labor exchange contains 

four small households (N.G. Heenbanda (N-6), L.G. Pina (N-7), A.G. 

Mudiyanse (N-35) and B.M. Gunaratne (N-37» and two large households 

(B.W. Heenbanda (N-12) and H.M. Wijebanda (N-24»)in Nuwara Yaya, and 

also two small households (P.G. Kiribanda and A.M. Klribanda) in the 

neighborIng settlement. Some details of each households are shown 

in Table 4-2. Maddumabanda normally exchanges the substantIal 

amount of exchange labor with Mudiyanse. TIklrlbanda and Klribanda. 

Before transplanting, he began to visit them to fix labor exchange 

contracts. But. since he became late in doing so due to his absence 

from Nuwara Yaya for a few days, Mudiyanse had already arranged 

contracts with the other households in Mudiyanse's own network. 

Tlklribanda and Klribanda also had fixed labor exchange arrangements 

with the other households. But, since both reallzed Maddumabanda's 

shortage of exchange labor and they were good friends of hIs, they 

offered one man-day of exchange labor each to hIs operatIon even if 

they did not need any more exchange labor for theIr own operations. 

These two cultivators were then not pragmatIcally but socIally or 

morally motivated in their decisIon to exchange labor with Madduma

banda. In other words, they selected the fourth aspect of labor 

exchange (I.e. fulfilling social obligation of mutual aid) to offer hIm 

attam (II). Maddumabanda next consIdered Gunaratne and N.G. Heenban

da. But he dId not visit Gunaratne since he knew that Gunaratne's 

household dId not have any female workers available for labor 

exchange in transplanting. Furthermore, he dId not vIsIt N.G.Heenbanda 
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TABLE 4-2 

I1ADDUMABANDA (N-B) I s HOUSEHULD NETWORK OF LABOR EXCHANGE 

Caste Culti Household Labor The amount of labor The context in the 
vation which each household decision maker of 
area Male Female is willing to labor exchange with 
(acres) exchange with Maddumabanda in 

l1addumabanda in transplanting 
transplanting 

N.G. 'Heenbanda (N-G) Govigama 1.50 2 1 

L.G. Pina (N-?) Berawa 2.00 1 1 1 Pragmatic 

B.W. Heenbanda (N~12) Govigama 4.00 1 4 

H.M. Wijebanda (N-24) Govigama 4.00 2 3 5 Pragmatic 

A.G. Mudiyanse (N-35) Govigama 2.00 1 2 

BooM. Gunaratne (N-37) Govigama 2.00 1 0 

P.G. Tikiribanda* GOvigama 2.00 1 2 1 Social 
A.M. Kiribanda * Govigama 2.00 1 3 1 Social ~,; . 

* N.S. implies the households .. in the neighboring settlement. 



either. This is because he had known that N.G. Heenbanda had been 

going to employ broadcast sowing but not transplanting so that N.G. 

Heenbanda would not exchange labor on attam basis in Maddumabanda's 

transplanting this season. On the way, he happened to meet B.W. 

Heenbanda, one of the large households In his household network of 

labor exchange. But, unfortunately, B.W. Heenbanda had already fixed 

labor exchange arrangements with other large households on the same 

dates on which Maddumabanda also had planned to carry out trans

planting. Then, he gave up the idea of labor exchange with B.W. 

Heenbanda. However. Wijebanda, the householder of another large 

household in hIs network proposed five man-days of exchange labor 

with Maddumabanda and he willingly accepted the request. Madduma

banda fInally visited L.G. Plna who belongs to berava caste. He 

normally vIsits L.G. Pina only when he Is suffering from a shortage 

of exchange labor. ThIs is because his household workers belonging 

to the govigama caste hesitate to eat lunch together wIth the low 

caste people at attam occasion. But, thIs time. he needed more ex

change labor. and made the contract of one man-day of exchange 

labor with L.G. Pina. 

Thus, Maddumabanda explored his household network for labor 

exchanges and assured eight man-days of exchange labor with the 

above four households. However. it is obvious that his exploration 

was rather unsuccessful. This is partly because Maddumabanda got 

late in competing with the other households for exchange labor. and 

partly because Maddumabanda's less capacity of the household labor 

did not attract the other households in his network of labor ex-

change. Furthermore. the qualitative requirements of exchange labor 
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in transplanting limited the capacity of Maddumabanda's household 

network of labor exchange. Since labor assistance in transplanting 

had to be reciprocated in labor assistance in transplanting but not 

in broadcast sowing, Maddumabanda could not exchange labor with N.G. 

Heenbanda who had selected broadcast sowing. In addition, as trans-

planting requires only female labor, he could not exchange labor 

assistance with Gunaratne whose household had no female labor. 

Altogether, then, these negative factors badly affected Maddumaban-

da's exploration for exchange labor. 

Through the above exploration for exchange labor, Maddumaban-

da fixed eight man-days of exchange labor available for his trans-

planting. He then shifts to the final sub-step to impose this con-

straint on the ordered alternatives identified at Step 2 and drop 

unrealistic ones. Since those unrealistic alternatives must be the 

ones whose total amount of exchange labor are more than eight man-

days, alternatives No. 1 to No. 10 in Table 4-1 can be said unrealis-

tic ones. He then dropped these alternatives and ignored them. 

However, as we saw at Step 4, alternatives No. 1 and No. 2 and No. 3 

were ordered first on the basis of the third aspect (l.e. fulfilling 

technical requirement of labor mobllization in transplanting). 

Maddumabanda consequently has to consider whether complementary 

labor mobilization should be arranged or not. This decIsIon making 

process is to be examined at the next step. 

Step 6 : Reaching the FInal Choice and GoIng 
on to the Decision Making of Complementary 

Labor MobilIzation 
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Step 6 is the final step in which the decision maker takes the 

final choice out of a small number of the alternatIves. and if neces

sary proceeds to the complementary labor mobill zation decision. 

Since the decIsion maker has already obtained a small number of the 

ordered alternatives which satisfy the constraints. the final choice 

can easily be done. But. as the final choice of exchange labor is 

being arrived at on the basis of the one particular selected aspect, 

there emerge the four types of process in which the final choice of 

exchange labor and complementary labor mobllization is completed. 

ThIs divergence into tbe four types Is derIved from which aspect has 

been selected at Step 4 by the decision maker in relation to his 

context (either pragmatic or social). Here, these four types of the 

decision making process of labor exchange and complementary labor 

mobllization are called Type A. Type B. Type C and Type D, whose 

selected aspects are the first aspect (1.e. psychological encourage

ment), the second aspect (I.e. satisfaction of quick completion). the 

thIrd aspect (i.e. fulfilling technical requirement of labor mobIliza

tIon) and the fourth aspect (I.e. fulfilling social obligation of 

mutual aId), respectively. Then. let me begin by describing Type A 

below. (See Figure 4-1). 

Type A is the decision making process of labor exchange and 

complementary labor mobilIzation In which psychological encouragement 

is selected as the aspect by which to order the alternatives. As we 

saw already. the more the number of helpers on attam basis are 

obtained in a given cultIvation stage. the more psychologIcal encour

agement Is increased. The alternative first ordered Is here the one 
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Type 

A 

B 

C 

D 

FIGURE 4-1 

THE FOUR TYPES OF THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS OP LABOR EXCHANGE 

AND COI'rPLEMENTARY LABOR MOBILIZATION 

The Selected Aspect Final Choice of Labor Exchange Complementary Labor Mobilization 
Type of Excha.Ilge Labor 

Psychological The alternative higheat ordered Nikang help is mobilized, if 
encouragement which passes under the constraints necessary. But, wage labor is 

(i.e. the availability of exchange not employed 
labor). Attam (I) 

Satisfaction of Same as above Same as above quick completion Attam (I) 

Fulfilling technical Same as above Nikang help is mobilized, if 
requirement of labor 

Attam (I) 
necessary. It the requirement of 

mobilization. labor mobilization is still not 
sufficient, a small amount of wage 
labor may be employed. This 
decision depends on the availability 
of cash tor vage labor. It'the 
requirement tor labor mobilization is 
not mst at this point, the operation 
vill be cut back whether partly or 
run,.. 

Fulfilling social The final choice which is obtained Neither aikang help nor wage labor is 
obligation of mutual by the decision maker's considering mObilize SLDce the decision maker 
aid. the quantity ot the excess house- has more than enough household labor 

hold labor, the quantity ot exchange for the operation. 
labor requested by the co-villager 
and the social relation between the 
decision maker and the co-villager. 

Attam (II) 
---



whose D Is one, the alternative second ordered is the one whose D Is 

two, and so on. Then, the final choice of labor exchange is the 

alternative highest ordered, which passes under the availabilIty of 

exchange labor. However, since the aspect of psychologIcal encour

agement requires good company in labor exchange team, the availabil

ity of exchange labor seems to be lower than that in another select

ed aspect, at least. that in Type B. As a result. the total amount 

of exchange In practice seems to be lower In general. In Type A, 

the choice of labor exchange may be followed by some decIsIon 

making of complementary labor mobilizatIon if the decision maker 

feels the insufficiency of good company. But. such a decision 

includes mobilization of nikang help but not wage labor. since for 

peasant cultivators it is not worth employing wage labor for psycho

logical encouragement at the expense of the wage. 

Type B is the decision making process In which the aspect (I.e. 

satisfaction of quick completion) is selected as the most significant 

aspect by the decIsion maker. Type B is partly similar to Type A 

due to the similarity in the mode of orderIng alternatives. Like 

Type A, hIgher degree of satisfaction of quIck completion can be 

obtained quicker completion, that is shorter time duration of comple

tion. The alternatIve first ordered Is here the one whose D Is one, 

the alternative second ordered Is the one whose D is two. and so on. 

Then, the alternative highest ordered which passes under the con

straints Is the final choice of labor exchange. But there Is a 

dIfference between Type A and Type B. In Type A. the availability of 

exchange labor Is generally lower due to the requirement of good 
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company in practice, whlle such an intimate social relation is not 

specially required In Type B. As a result, the actual avallablll ty of 

exchange labor in Type B is hIgher than that in Type A so that the 

actual labor exchange size In Type B is also higher than in Type A. 

The decision makIng of complementary labor mobllIzation may also be 

followed In Type B if the decision maker feels the necessIty. But, the 

complementary labor mobilization again includes only nikang help but 

not wage labor since, like in Type A, the cultivators do not feel 

like payIng cash for psychological satisfaction of quick completion 

of the operation. 

Type C is the decision making process in whIch the aspect (1.e. 

fulfilling technical requirement of labor mobIllzation) is selected as 

the greatest utIllty or subjective worth. Al though there are two 

types of mode of ordering alternatives due to the dIfference in the 

nature of technical requirement, the alternative (or alternatives) 

first ordered is, in either case, the one whose D or M satisfies the 

technical requirement of labor mobilization at a given stage of 

CUltivation. If the alternatIve (or alternatives) first ordered pass 

under the constraints, it is chosen for the final choIce of labor 

exchange. However, if not, the alternative (or alternatIves) second 

ordered is chosen and the decision makIng of complementary labor 

mobIlization follows the final choice of labor exchange. Because of 

the higher utility or value of fulfilling technical requirement than 

those of the other aspects as discussed at Step 4, the complementary 

labor mobilization necessarily follows Type C. The decIsion maker 

first tries to organize as much nlkang help as possible to fulfill 

the requirement. Then, if the requirement Is still not fulfilled, he 
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may try to recruIt a small number of wage laborers If he has some 

cash for it and he thInks It worth doIng so. But. If he falls In 

organizing both nlkang help and wage labor. then. he has to either 

proceed wIth the operation without fulfilling the requIrement. or cut 

back the operation. for instance. from transplanting to broadcast 

sowing. In the latter case. cutting back the operation often works. 

This is because labor requIrement per day per acre in broadcast 

sowing is approxImately five (man-days/day • acre). while that in 

transplanting is around twenty two (man-days/day. acre). Thus, due to 

the higher significance of this aspect, complementary labor mobiliza

tion is sought for until the requirement is fulfilled. Otherwise, the 

proposed operation is cut back to another type of operation which 

does not require much labor mobilization. In these poInts, Type C 

differs from Type A and Type B. 

Here, in order to clarify the decIsIon process in Type C. I shall 

again examine the case of Maddumabanda (N-8)'s transplanting. We 

have so far examined his decision makIng process at Step 2, at Step 

4 and at Step 5. At Step 2, the alternatives open to him was identi

fied and shown in Table 4-1. As Step 4, the third aspect (i.e. fulfill

ing technical requirement of labor mobilIzatIon) was selected sInce 

transplantIng (which he Intended to employ for two acres of paddy 

land) was technically required to be completed within three days just 

after harrowing. Furthermore. on the basis of the aspect, the 

alternatives were ordered. As a result. alternatives No. 1. No. 2 

and No. 3 were ordered first. while the others were ordered second. 

But. at Step 5. not only those alternative first ordered but also 
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most of the alternative second ordered (l.e. the alternative No. 4 to 

No. 10) could not pass under Maddumabanda's poor avallabll1 ty of 

exchange labor in this cultIvation season. Then, Step 6 takes place 

here. Maddumabanda first tried to organize nikang help from his 

close friends in the neighboring settlements and could assure ten 

man-days of nikang help. But, even so, the total amount of labor 

force he could arrange dId not satisfy any of the alternatives first 

ordered. Although. he had to arrange at least thirty one man-days 

of labor force to choose the alternative No.3. he was assured of 

only eight man-days of exchange labor and ten man-days of nikang 

help. Then, Maddumabanda gave up the original plan of the opera

tion and partly cut back it. In fact, just after harrowing, he 

completed one acre of paddy field with broadcast sowing with four 

wage laborers (Rs.25/laborer.day) and himself. Then. in the following 

two days he carried out transplanting in another one acre with eight 

man-days of exchange labor. ten man-days of nikang help and his 

household workers. By partly cutting back the operation. he could 

manage to carry out the operations without ignoring the technical 

requirement in transplanting (I.e. completIng wIthin three days after 

harrowIng). Maddumabanda's decIsion making process of labor exchange 

and complementary labor mobilizatIon was thus a typical case of Type 

C. 

As we see from the above dIscussion. each of these three types of 

the decisIon process has its partIcular pattern accordIng to the 

aspect selected by the decision maker In relation to the psychologi

calor technical condItions of the work process. Due to the sImI

lari ty of such cond! tions in a given cultivation stage among most 
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cultivators, I observed that they tend to follow one partIcular type 

of the decision making process at a given stage of cultivation. But 

this occurs only as long as the cultIvators are In the pragmatic 

context or idiom in whIch they feel the necessity of labor exchange 

for pragmatic advantage rather than to express sociability with the 

particular members of the locality. Those who are in the social 

context or idiom (in which the cultivators give priority to socIal 

expression rather than pragmatic advantage) follow a different type 

of decision making regardless of the stage of cultivation. That Is 

Type D. 

In Type D. it is difflcul t to find a clear pattern In the 

decision making process among the cuI tlvators since the mode of 

ordering alternatives greatly differs from one cultivator to another 

due to the different individual factors, already mentioned at Step 4. 

The detailed description of Type D then should be ethnographic and 

so is left for Chapter VII. But. it can at least be said that the 

decision makers in the socIal context or orientation have sufficient 

household labor for their operations so that they never consider any 

complementary labor mobilization. 

The Summary of Analysis 

In this chapter. I presented the model of the decision makIng 

process of labor exchange and complementary labor mobIlization in 

agricultural processes of Madumana, AlIyawala and Nuwara Yaya. In 

the course of analysis. I identifIed several sImplifying procedures in 

the decIsIon making process. At Step 1. a large number of potential 
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alternatives were quIckly or pre-attentIvely narrowed down to a 

small sub-set of feasible alternatives. At Step 4, one aspect out 

of the four aspects listed by the decIsIon makers was selected by 

consIdering its utility or subjective worth. At Step 5, some of the 

ordered alternatives were cut off by the constraInt (1.e. the avail

ability of exchange labor). At Step 6, after the final choice of 

labor exchange was achIeved, the decIsIon regarding complementary 

labor mobilization is taken. These are the actual sImplifyIng proce

dures which the decision makers generally follow in making decisions 

regarding labor exchange and complementary labor mobilIzation wIth 

their multIple aspects or utilities. In this Chapter, by identifying 

such simplifying procedures. I could operationallze assumptions re

gardIng maximization or economizing behavIor in a realistic manner 

and reconstruct the natural decision making process regardIng labor 

exchange and complementary labor mobilization. 

Based on the analyses in this Chapter, I shall now clarIfy the 

followIng two poInts, namely. how the decIsion maker decides to 

recruIt the precise kind and quantity of labor assIstance requIred 

for his agricultural operatIon in a given context; and what kinds of 

factors qualitatively and quantitatIvely affect the decision making 

process. These two points are clarIfIed wIth some conceptuallzation 

of the decision making process below. 

As we saw In detail, the actual decIsIon makIng process con

cernIng labor exchange and complementary labor mobilIzatIon is 

conditIoned by various ecological. social and economIc factors. 

The first significant factor Is the preference for attam exchange 
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labor among most cultivators in Madumana. Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya. 

This is due to the lower capacity of nlkang help as well as the lack 

of money for wage labor. This factor makes the decision maker 

narrow down a large number of alternatives into a feasible sub-set. 

The second factor is the individual household factor which Is 

composed of such variables as S, K and H in Equation 1. ThIs factor 

determines the actual quantitative range of alternatIves. 

The third factor Is the aspect selected with the greatest 

utili ty or subj ect worth. The aspect is selected by the decision 

maker's consideration of the psychological, technical or social con

text in whIch labor exchange will take place. This factor decides 

the mode of ordering alternatives and allows the decision maker to 

clearly conceptualize the ranking of alternatives. Here, we can 

conceptually call the alternative first ordered the "primary demand" 

of exchange labor. 

The fourth factor is the availability of exchange labor to the 

decision maker. The actual level of thIs availability is determIned 

by the capacity of the decisIon maker's household network of labor 

exchange and also by the tactical organization of exchange labor 

within the network. Further, the availabilIty of exchange labor is 

limited wIthin the household's labor reciprocation capacity. In addi

tion. the avaIlabilIty of exchange labor and the household's labor 

recIprocation capacity are both affected by the qualitative require

ment of exchange .labor at a gIven cultivation stage. SInce the 

availability of exchange labor is not infinite, the primary demand may 

excess the limit of the availability of exchange labor. 
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factor makes the decIsIon maker check whether the prImary demand Is 

realistic or not. If not, the primary demand has to be cut back, and 

the decision maker is obliged to choose the next hIghest ordered 

alternatIve which can be satisfied wIth the availability of exchange 

labor, whether it matches the primary demand or not. As long as no 

incIdental factors interfere with the decision making process and the 

actual organization of labor exchange, we can assume that the final 

choice regardIng labor exchange is put Into practice as the actual 

labor exchange. 

After reaching the final choice of labor exchange, the deci

sIon maker sometimes goes on to make a decision concerning comple

mentary labor mobIlization, If necessary. ThIs decisIon making Is 

affected by the availabilIty of nikang help and the avaIlabillty of 

cash for wage labor. These are the fifth and sixth factors affecting 

the decision makIng process. 

Thus. there are six factors which directly affect the whole 

decision making process of labor mobilization in agricultural process

es. Furthermore, each factor is again affected by various ecological, 

social and economic factors. Let us here call the six factors direct

ly affecting the decision process the "first affecting factors', and 

the other factors directly affecting these first affecting factors the 

"second affecting factors" respectively. The relatIon among these 

first and second affecting factors can be shown in Figure 4-2. 

FIgure 4-2 sets out schematically the natural decision making process 

and the factors which influence it. 
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PIGURE 4-2 

THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG mE FIRST AND SmeND AFFECTING FACTORS 

IN THE DECISION l'1AKING PROCESS OP LABOR EXCHANGE AND 

COMPLEMENTARY LABOR MOBILIZATION 

The deoision making prooess The first affecting factors The second affecting factors 

Narrowing down a large Dumber The preference of exchange Less oapacity of nikang help 
of alternatives into a labor. 
feasible sub-set. The lack ot cash tor wage labor. 

Determining the actual range The individual household 
of alternatives. factor (i.e. 8. K and H in 

Equation I) 

Listing aspects 

Seleotion at the one aspect The decision maker's context Psychological or technical 
and ordering alternatives on in which labor exchange is conditions of work process in 
it. mobilized. the !ield~ 

or 
the socio-economic conditions 
ot the decision maker. 

Dropping unrealistic The availabUi t:r of exchange The household's labor rec1pro-
al tema ti ves. labor to the deoision maker. cation oapacit:r. 

and 
the capaoity of the network of 
labor exchange and the tactical 
organization of exchange labor 
vi thin the network. 

and 
the qualitative requirement ot 
exchange labor at a given stage 
or CUltivation. 

The final choice ot exchange 
labor. 

The complementary labor The availability ot nikong help 
mobilization. and 

the availability of cash tor 
wage labor. 
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I have so far summarIzed the decisIon making process of labor 

exchange and complementary labor mobilizatIon. In the final part of 

this Section. I shall emphasize the distinct nature of reciprocal 

labor exchange in brief. From the previous discussion in this 

Chapter, It is evIdent that labor exchange Is primarily organIzed to 

maxImize practIcal benefit (especially In Type, A, Band C but not 

Type D as shown In FIgure 4-1). At Step 4. the decision maker esti

mates the prImary demand of exchange labor wIth the expectation of 

the highest utilIty or benefit from the practice of labor exchange. 

But. estimating the primary demand is merely an inItial part of the 

maximization process In labor exchange. ThIs Is because, to realize 

the primary demand In practice, it Is necessary to secure sufficient 

exchange labor through competitIve exploratIon for exchange labor. 

Such exploratIon for exchange labor is the crucial part of the 

maxImization process In labor exchange. As discussed earlier. the 

decision maker has two strategies to secure the availability of 

exchange labor, namely. forming the large network of labor exchange 

in the long run and the quick and tactical organIzation of exchange 

labor wIthIn the network of labor exchange In the short run. In this 

sense the result of exploratIon for exchange labor largely influ

ences the success of the maximIzation process in labor exchange. 

This organIzatIonal aspect Is a significant character of labor ex

Change discussed in the following Chapters. 

This Chapter presented a model of the decision makIng process 

concerning labor 'exchange and, complementary labor mobIlization in 

the three agrarIan settlements. However. it was shown wIthout speci-
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fying much concrete contexts or settings such as the partIcular 

cultivation stages and the decisIon maker's socIoeconomic situation. 

In the following Chapters. I further discuss the actual decIsIon 

makIng process in varIous concrete settings. In Chapter V, I de

scribe the decision making process, especially the pattern of the 

selection of the aspect according to each cultivation stage of paddy 

and chena cultivation. Chapter V provides especially detailed ac

counts of how the decision maker estimates the primary demand in 

each stage of the cultivation. although it also presents the qualita

tive requirement of exchange labor in each stage of the cultivation. 

These accounts are significant when we analyze the various cases of 

exploration for exchange labor in Chapter VII. This Is because the 

practice of labor exchange never takes place wIthout the existence 

of the demand for practical labor mobilization. Unlike a gift which 

is usually initiated by the giver to express social and cultural 

messages irrespective of the receIver's practical demand for it. labor 

exchange is initiated by the receiver or host to meet his practical 

labor demand. In this sense, without graspIng the demand for ex

change labor In quality and quantity. it would be dIfficult to ana

lyze the cultivator's exploration for exchange labor in its intensity 

and competl tlveness. I shall therefore discuss the demand for ex

change labor in Chapter V and, after examining the generosity and 

tolerance of imbalance in labor co-operation In Chapter VI, go on to 

analyze the cases of exploration for exchange labor in Chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER V 

ECOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING 

THE DECISION MA]lNG PROCESS OF LABOR EXCHANGE 

AND COMPLEMENTARY LABOR MOBILIZATION 

ThIs Chapter deals wIth how ecologIcal and agrIcultural condI

tIons in both paddy and chena cultivatIon affect the decisIon making 

process. In the prevIous Chapter, we saw that ecological and agri

cuI tural factors IndIrectly affect the decisIon makIng process at two 

dIfferent steps, namely at Step 4 and Step 5. (See Figure 4-2 In 

Chapter IV). While ecological and agrIcultural condItIons (specifical

ly, the psychologIcal and technological conditions of work in the 

fields) largely affect the selection of particular aspect of labor 

exchange at Step 4. such conditions also affect the qualitative 

requirement of exchange labor. Such conditions and requirement may 

in turn affect the two constraints (I.e. the household's labor recIp

rocatIon capacity and the availability of exchange labor to the 

decision maker) in the decIsion making process. In other words, these 

ecological and agricultural conditions affect both ways in whIch the 

primary demand for exchange labor is perceIved, and also the actual 

supply of exchange labor is realized in a given context. SInce 

these ecological and agricultural conditions considerably dIffer from 

paddy cultivation to chen a cultivation, and also differ from one 

stage to another· of each cultivatIon process. understanding these 

conditions, as I mentioned in the final part of the last Chapter, 
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helps us to analyze actual patterns of decision making wIth regard 

to labor exchange and complementary labor mobIlizatIon in various 

contexts. 

In this Chapter, I shall describe paddy and chena cultivation 

process to clarify at each stage of cultivation (a) how cultivators 

select the particular aspect of labor exchange with the greatest 

utllIty or value, and (b) what kinds of qualitative requirement of 

exchange labor are emphasized by cultivators. This Chapter is not 

intended to provide much conclusive discussion on labor exchange 

practices. Rather. it presents ecological and agricultural back-

grounds of various types of actual labor exchange practices which 

are to be analyzed in relation to social factors in the following 

Chapters. 

Ecological and Agricultural ConditIons Affecting 
the DecIsion Making Process of Labor Exchange 

in Paddy Cultivation 

The paddy cultivatIon process is composed of several different 

stages of operation. There are altogether ten stages in the three 

distinct phases of whole cultivation process (1.e. land preparation, 

growing crop and harvest) although there are small differences 

between the cuI tlvation process where the broadcast sowIng method is 

used, and the one where the transplanting method Is employed. 

(See Figure 5-1). 

Since Madumana. Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya are located in 

either the IntermedIate Zone or the Dry Zone of SrI Lanka. the 

begInnIng of theIr cultivation schedule 15 largely determined by the 
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Figure 5-1 

PADDY CULTIVATION PROCESS AND ASPECTS SELECTED 

Phase I ~ (Land preparation) , 
1. first plowing (1st aspect selected) 

I 
2. bund repair (---) 

• 3. second 'loWing (1st) 

4. harrowing by buffaloes (3rd) , I • 5. broadcast sowing (3rd) 
(aftellhand leveling) 

5. transplanting (3rd) 

. I 
Phase II ~ (Growing £.!:2..2.l , 

6. Weedlngf1stJ 

Phase III ~ (Harvest) 

• 7. cutting rice straw (2nd) , 

J 

8. carrying the sheaves to the (2nd) 
thieShing floor 

9. threshing (3rd) 

• 10. WlnnO~(lstJ 
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collective management of water supply. For the effIcient use of 

scarce water, first plowing in each settlement must start after the 

particular date which the Vel Vidane informs to the cultIvators, and 

all stages in Phase I also have to be completed wi thin a specific 

period (15 days In Madumana, and 30 days in Aliyawala and Nuwara 

Yaya on average). In this phase, every cultivator is willing to 

start first plowing as soon as possible after the date chosen by the 

Vel Vid;ne, because no one likes to get behind in his operations. 

Delay in cultivation may result In unsuccessful land preparation in 

the event of unexpected water shortage. Further, if the cultivator 

cannot complete this phase by the dead-line already fixed, he may 

not. according to the irrigation rule, proceed further with his 

operations and must give up cultivation entirely until the next 

season. Even if the cultIvator manages to complete Phase I by the 

dead-line, he may have to give up more preferable transplanting 

method and employ less efficient broadcast sowing method due to the 

shortage of time for transplanting. In addition. delay in this phase 

may result in delay in Phase III (i.e. harvest). It implies that after 

the majority of the paddy plots In the settlement field are harvest

ed, most of birds and other pests come to damage the plots left to 

be harvested. All cultivators are hence in a hurry to start work in 

order to avoId such troubles. Although all cultivators may not be 

able to begIn their land preparation at the same time due to uneven 

distribution of buffaloes for plowing. every cultivator experiences a 

perIod of some anxiety In keeping to the time limit and securIng 

water, buffaloes and human labor. In this phase, all operatIons 

except transplanting are carried out by male workers. Transplanting 
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is normally done by female workers in this region. although some 

male household members may assist them In certain occasIons. 

In the stage of first plowing, a large labor mobilization is not 

required since quick work achieved by such a large labor mobiliza

tion does not lead to any tangible advantages. Rather, qulck comple

tion tends to result in unsatisfactory work of plowing and insuffi

c1ent killing of weeds. The second aspect is hence not considered 

here. Furthermore, labor mobIlizatIon on a large scale Is actually 

impossible in this stage since all cultivators wish to start first 

plowing as soon as possible. The thIrd aspect (I.e. fulfillIng the 

technical requirements of labor mobilIzation) is also eliminated by 

the cultivators because this stage does not require any particular 

speed or dIvision of labor in the operation. However, since the 

plowing is one of the hardest tasks in the paddy cultivatIon, most 

cultivators prefer working together with one or two skilled workers 

rather than workIng alone under the strong heat of the sun. It 

means that the first aspect (psychological encouragement) is selected 

here. As described in Chapter IV, psychological encouragement is 

achieved through forming collective responsIbilIty of labor exchange 

in three different ways (1.e. securing labor assistance In times of 

crisis, forcing cultIvators to work according to collective schedule 

of operation, and workIng together wIth joking and gossIping). SInce 

plowing is one of the hardest operation and delay of the operation 

results In bad effects to the cultivation, most cultivators thus 

tend to select the fIrst aspect of labor exchange so as to get 
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psychological encouragement. 

Bund repaIr Is not very hard work. It is either carried out 

by an elder household member along with first plowing by the young

er members, or followed after first plowing if there is no extra 

labor force in the household. There is enough time to complete 

this stage before second plowing starts, so that thIs stage does not 

technIcally require any labor mobilization. Normally, labor ex

change in plowing often includes bund repair along with the work, so 

that labor exchange in bund repair naturally takes place even if the 

host cultivator does not consider the advantage of labor exchange 

for bund repair. No cultivator hence specially select any specific 

aspect of labor exchange in this stage. 

Second plowing follows bund repair. Since the technical and 

psychological characters of second plowing are quIte similar to those 

of first plowing, the selection of the relevant aspect for second 

plowing is the same as in first plowing. Most cultIvators select the 

first aspect of labor exchange and the type of exchange labor 

preferred here is skilled labor. 

After second plowing, paddy plot is harrowed by buffaloes. 

This operatIon must be completed quickly. This is because the tIming 

of harrowing Is technIcally related to the timing of the next stage, 

that is, either broadcast sowing or transplanting. If broadcast 

Sowing method is planned to be employed, harrowing is required quick 

completion within one day. ThIs Is because the following stage (i.e. 

broadcast sowing) is technically required to be completed within one 
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or two days after harrowing. The surface of soil otherwise hardens 

so that paddy seeds cannot properly be attached to the soil. If the 

transplanting method is employed, the time limit in completion is 

slightly eased. Transplanting needs to be completed within two or 

three days' after harrowing, so that harrowing followed by transplant

ing must be done within one or two days as long as transplanting 

can be completed withIn the above time duration. For the above 

reasons, most cultivators select the third aspect (1.e. fulfilling 

technIcal requIrement of labor mobilIzation) In harrowIng by buffa

loes. This operation requires the workers wIth some skill in control

ling buffaloes in mud paddy field, so that the partners recruited 

here must have such a skill. 

Broadcast sowing is, as I mentioned before. technically required 

to be completed within one or two days. This is a very important 

requirement in order to make seed paddy properly attached to the 

surface of the soil and prevented from being washed away by rain or 

Irrigation water. When the host cultivator cannot organize exchange 

labor and nikang help sufficiently, many cultivators consequently 

consider to employ some amount of wage labor for fulfilling the 

requirement. In any case, for broadcast sowing, most CUltivators 

select the thIrd aspect of labor exchange. In this stage, while 

hand leveling can be done by any worker, broadcasting seed paddy 

requIres elder workers wIth much experIence of proper operation. 

At least, one or two experienced workers must be in a labor ex

change team. 

Similarly, transplanting is technically required to be completed 
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wi thin two or three days before the soil gets hardened. Otherwise, 

it would be too hard for the workers to transplant easily. Since 

this requirement is very important, it must be fulfilled by maximum 

organization of not only exchange labor but nikang help and. if 

necessary. wage labor. However. transplanting Is not very difficult 

for even less skilled female workers to carry out. so that exchange 

labor required here is not necessarily with much experience. 

During Phase II, except water management, there Is only one 

important operation, namely. weeding. Transplanting method is effi

cient in protecting plots from weeds, so that weeding is not done in 

plots prepared by this method. But, broadcast sowing is not so 

efficient. Then, weeding Is generally required and Is carried out if 

labor is available. In fact. weedIng is very common to those who 

employ broadcast sowing in Nuwara Yaya. But, it is not performed 

in Madumana and Al1yawala, although spraying weedicide is done by 

some cultivators In these settlements. Most cultivators in Madumana 

and Aliyawala believe that weeding does not much affect the yIelds 

of paddy despite back-breaking work. It seems to me that the dif

ferent attitudes towards weeding between these two settlements and 

Nuwara Yaya is derIved from the different knowledge and expectations 

wIth regard to weeding in terms of economic returns to labor. 

In any case, most cultivators in Nuwara Yaya perform 

weeding if necessary and if labor is available. This operatIon is 

carried out by female workers. Since weedIng Is normally done 

between three weeks and four we.eks after broadcast sowing has been 

completed, the cultIvators have enough tIme to weed the plot. 
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Then. I t does not technically require quick operation like broadcast 

sowing and transplanting. Further. weeding is llmitless work If the 

cultivators Intend to do it perfectly. Each cultivator carries out 

till he or she feels sufficient. In other words. as the work of 

weeding cannot be completed perfectly. quick completIon in this 

operation with a large number of exchange labor scarcely gIves much 

satisfactIon. Most cultIvators then do not consider the second and 

thIrd aspects of labor exchange here. But, weeding is back-breaking 

work. and working alone in thIs operation is hard to perform. The 

cultIvators, especIally female workers, consequently prefer to select 

the first aspect of labor exchange so as to obtain psychological 

encouragement. ThIs operation does not require any skilled labor. 

Phase III Includes cutting rlee straw, carryIng sheaves to thresh

Ing floor, threshIng and winnowIng. In this phase, there is a clear 

sexual dIvIsion of labor because of rel1gious symbolism on paddy 

cultivation. Cutting rIce straw is normally done by male workers, 

al though female workers may participate in the case of labor short

age. Carrying sheaves to threshIng floor is a female work with a 

few male assistants. one who gathers sheaves and put them on the 

head of female carriers in the field. and the others who make paddy 

stacks at threshing floor. Threshing is carrIed out exclusively by 

male workers using buffaloes since it is considered that threshIng 

should be protected from symbol1c pollution (kill) possibly brought 

by women. It is carrIed out at night so as to avoid fatigue of both 

workers and buffaloes. Several households use tractors for thresh

ing Instead of buffaloes in Nuwara Yaya mainly due to the lack of 

buffaloes. Once rice straw is threshed, the cuI tlvators no longer 
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consider the pollution by women as important. Then, female workers 

come and carry out winnowing in the threshing floor. 

In this phase, all cultivators are very busy. But, unlike Phase 

I, in which the CUltivators are anxious to keep a fixed time-table of 

operations, they are not so worried in this phase. Because this 

phase does not require much technical attention to the operations. 

Further, each individual schedule of harvest does not always overlap 

since reaping may be spread over a few weeks in the settlement 

fields even if sowing or transplanting has been completed at almost 

the same time. ThIs Is due to differences in water management, in 

fertilizer use and other factors of the cultivation. 

Cutting rice straw does not technically require quick work, 

since the suitable period of time for this operation is more than ten 

days. As long as this time lim1 t is kept, a cultivator can cut rice 

straw leisurely. However, unlike weeding, since the completion of 

cutting rice straw is clearly visible and the completion implies the 

end of paddy cultivation, quick work tends to result in a high satis

faction. Most cultivators consequently select the second aspect of 

labor exchange (l.e. satisfaction of quick completIon). They normal

ly mobilize exchange labor to the maximum capacIty here, although 

they may not hire wage labor for such psychological satisfaction. 

After cutting rice straw, It Is kept to be dried up under the 

sunshine for at least one or two days if it does not seem likely to 

rain. CarryIng the sheaves then starts. This operation does not 

require quick work unless it seems likely to rain. But. like cutting 
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rice straw, quick completIon brings about much satisfaction. Fur

thermore. some cultivators. who are afraid of the damages caused by 

rain or buffaloes, are in a hurry to complete thIs operation as 

quickly as possible. Most cultivators consequently select the second 

aspect of labor exchange so as to enjoy the satisfaction of quick 

completion In this stage. 

skilled labor. 

This operation also does not require any 

In the stage of threshing, the stack from half an acre of 

paddy field is normally threshed by buffaloes or a tractor in one 

night. This work does not require quick completion sInce these 

stacks can be kept for a long time without much damage from rain. 

However, this work requires a particular division of labor. It needs 

at least three or four male workers, one for handling the buffaloes, 

the others for mixing rice straw in the floor. At least three or 

four workers are then technically required for this operation. 

Several cultivators in Nuwara Yaya hire tractors for threshing. By 

using a tractor, they can remove paddy from the sheaves within half 

an hour, while it takes a few hours to do the same job using buffa

loes. However, both methods require another few hours to separate 

paddy from the sheaves by using rake. In this sense, most CUltiva

tors, whether employing buffaloes or a tractor, select the thIrd 

aspect of labor exchange so as to fulfill the technical requirement 

of labor mobilizatIon, that Is, the division of labor at the threshIng 

floor. SInce this operation does not require any skilled labor, any 

male worker can join exchange labor teams. 

The morning after a stack of rice straw has been threshed, 
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winnowing is carrIed out by female workers. This work must be 

completed wi thin one day sInce paddy threshed cannot be left there 

without any protectIon from birds, other predators and even thefts. 

But, since this work does not require much labor input per paddy 

stack, the cUltivators select neither the second nor third aspect but 

the first aspect (I.e. psychologIcal encouragement) of labor exchange, 

as long as the operation can be completed withIn one day. In the 

actual context, most households complete this operation only with 

household female members or with one or two attam helpers. This 

operation also does not require any skilled labor. 

I have so far described the selection of the aspect of labor 

exchange with the greatest utility or value (summarized in Figure 5-

1)1 and also the qualitatIve requirement of exchange labor at each 

stage of the cultivation. In additIon to the above description, I 

shall mention here to a general condition underlying the decisIon 

making process, especially at Phase 1. That is the irrigation system 

in the paddy cultivation. In the region where the three agrarian 

settlements in the study are located, the irrigation system secures 

water for the paddy cultivation. Although land preparation must be 

l.As I showed in Chapter IV, the selection of the first aspect largely 
determines the consequent decision making process in the form of Type A, 
the selection of the second aspect in the form of Type B and the selec
tion of the third aspect in the form of Type C, respectively. Except at 
the stage of bund repair. then. eIther Type A, B or C takes place at any 
other stage of the paddy cultivation. Here, Type D (i.e. the decision 
making process in whIch attam (II) is mobilized) can possibly take place 
at any stage of the paddy cultivation since the decision making process 
in the form of Type D has little to do with the ecological and agricul
tural conditions discussed in this section. However. as attam (II) is 
rather rarely mobilized in Madumana, Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya (see 
Table 6-2), it can be said that Type D is not statistically the dominant 
pattern of the decision making process in these agrarian settlements. 
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completed within a fixed time period for efficIent use of scarce 

water, the cultivators are at the same time allowed to arrange an 

optimum size of labor exchange and complementary labor mobilization 

in order to complete each cultivator's operations in a few days. 

Then. as long as the cultivators keep the time limit of completIng 

land preparation, they can enjoy the various positive aspects (not 

only the thIrd but also the first and second aspect) of labor ex

change as I descrIbed in this Chapter. In other words, securIng 

water by irrigation systems makes it possible for cultivators to 

mobilize their labor force so as to enjoy various aspects of labor 

mobilization. 

In contrast to such irrigated paddy cultivation, chena cultiva

tion is not supported with any water securing system in SInhalese 

peasant agriculture. It directly depends on uncertaIn rainfall In 

Maha season, so that the cultIvators are not assured of water. 

Because of uncertainty over water, they do not complete sowing of 

seeds in a few days even if it can be done by labor mobilization. 

What they do Is to sow seeds slowly in a few times at the long 

intervals so as to minimize the risk of severe damage of crops due 

to temporary drought. In this case, the cultivators opt to minimIzing 

the rIsk at the expense of various utilItIes derIved from labor 

exchange. Although the ecologIcal and agricultural character of 

chena cultivation does not always explaIn the various patterns of 

labor exchange practices, it characteristically shows the major dif

ference of the labor organIzation pattern between paddy and chena 

cultivation In this region. In the next section, I shall discuss the 
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process of chena cultIvatIon to describe the selection of the aspect 

of labor exchange and also the qualitative requirement of exchange 

labor at each stage of the cultivation. 

Ecological and Agricultural Conditions Affecting 
to the Decision MakIng Process of Labor Exchange 

in Chena Cultivation 

The chena cultivation process in Madumanal is composed of ten 

maIn stages of operation. Figure 5-2 shows these successive stages. 

In July or early August (l.e. middle of the dry season), the 

cultivators begin to fell trees and scrub in theIr plots at a chena 

site (~). Since they have enough time to complete this operation 

before the coming rainy season in October. it does not technically 

require any specific speed. Furthermore, it does not require any type 

of division of labor. They then do not consider the third aspect of 

labor exchange (i.e. fulfilling technical requirement of labor moblli-

zatlon). They do not consider the second aspect (l.e. satisfaction of 

quick completion) eIther. This is because quIck completion of fell-

lng the forest could requIre a large number of exchange labor 

including not only skilled workers but less skilled and lazy workers. 

In this stage. felling trees and scrub must be done well, otherwIse 

the chena plot could not be burned effectively. Because of the above 

disadvantage the second aspect Is not selected here. However, fell

ing the forest Is the hardest and most dangerous operation in the 

chen a cultivation. DurIng this stage of operation. all cultivators 

are exposed to hardshIp from thorny scrub, poisonous snakes and 
--------------------

1.See Adachi (1982. 1984, 1987) for the details. 
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Figure 5-2 

CHENA CULTIVATION PROCESS AND ASPECTS SELECTED 

1. Felling trees and scrub. (1st aspect selected) 

I 
2. Setting fire to the plots in a chena site. (---) 

I 
3. Clearing the plot. (1st) 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

I 
Sowing maize and other minor crops. (---) 

1 
Making the fence and building the watch hut. (---) , 
Sowing millet. (---) , 
Shifting to the hut from the house in the 

village and watching the plot. (---) 

I 
Harvesting maize and other crops. (---) 

I 
Harvesting millet. (2nd) 

I 
Threshing ~t. (---) 
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insects. so that It Is impossible for a single worker to carry 

outthe operation alone. Most cultivators want to organize some sort 

of labor exchange which makes it possible" to promote safety in the 

dangerous working conditions of the forest and assistance at times of 

crisis and also to reduce difficulty and drudgery of this operation. 

They then select the first aspect of labor exchange so as to enjoy 

psychological encouragement. 

After felling the forest. the cultivators leave the plots under 

the strong sun in the dry season so as to dry them up well. In a 

fine day of September. all members of a single chena site come 

together and set fire to the site at various points from the wind

ward. Thus, this stage of setting fire does not include any labor 

exchange. It takes one or two days for the fIre to cease naturally. 

Then. clearing the chena plot begins. 

Normally, a well burned chena plot can be cleared easily by 

the husband and wife within a week. They collect some trees and 

branches, which remain unburned. in a few places and set fire to 

them again. Some large trees remaining in the plot are collected 

to use for making the fence and building the watch hut (pala) at a 

latter stage. But. it takes much more time and labor for the plots 

not well burned to be cleared. In many cases, those cultivators who 

were unsuccessful in setting fire to their plots, cut back the size 

of the plot or even gIve up the whole chena cultivatIon due to 

disapPOintment and dIfficulty In clearing the plot again. Such diffi

cuI ty In setting fire to the plot" Is derIved from the fact that, once 

the plot is set on fire. most of the dried leaves and branches of 
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trees and scrubs are burnt so that it is obviously difficult for the 

cultivators to set fire again to the remaining trees and scrubs 

without such dried leaves. In any case, this operation normally 

requires neither skilled workers nor particular speed of the opera

tion nor divIsion of labor. Most of the househOld members Including 

small children and elders can carry out this operation according to 

their work capacIties. Only those plot holders who cultivate alone 

consider labor exchange. Since there is no technical requirement of 

labor mobilIzatIon in this stage. they do not select the thIrd aspect 

of labor exchange. Furthermore, they do not consider the second 

aspect of labor exchange (I.e. satisfaction of quick completion) eI

ther. ThIs is because there is the difficulty in recruiting a large 

number of persons for exchange labor at thIs stage. This difficulty 

is mainly derived from the large dIfference of labor intensity re

quired at various plots. Some plots were well burned so that the 

task of clearing such plots is relatively easier than those plots 

which were not well burned. Some plot holders whose setting fire 

was successful do not like to join an exchange labor team with the 

others whose plots were not well burned. Thus, due to such a 

difference of labor intensity among plots. it becomes difficult to 

recruit a large number of exchange labor in this stage. As a result, 

plot holders who want to organize labor exchange select the first 

aspect of labor exchange only to form a small labor exchange team 

for psychological encouragement. 

After clearing the plots. all cultivators wait for the first 

heavy rain at the beginnIng of Maha season. After the first rain. 
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every cultivator rushes to each plot to sow maize and other minor 

crops such as pumpkin. mustard, beans and so on. But. they do not 

complete sowing seeds at once. On the contrary. they slowly carry 

out this task. repeated three or four times at seven or ten days 

intervals in order to minimize the effect of sudden drought on the 

crops. Sowing seeds slowly. they can be assured of at least some 

of the harvest even if it does not rain regularly. As a result. 

sowing seeds at each time requires a small amount of labor input. 

Furthermore. this task does not require much skill. It can hence 

easily be carried out by one or two household members In a day 

unless the operation becomes delayed, so that labor exchange is 

usually not considered. 

In the middle of October, after completing sowing of maize and 

other crops, the cultivators start making a fence around the site. 

Each plot holder indivIdually makes a portion of a fence in front of 

his own plot, although it must be connected to those of his adjacent 

plot holders. Furthermore, each cultivator builds each indivIdual 

watch hut in the middle of his plot. These operations are carried 

out by each household member when he has free time. so that they do 

not consider any labor exchange here. 

In October, before or after making the fence, they carry out 

broadcasting of millet (kurakkan). It is also carrIed out slowly. 

repeated three or four times at intervalS of several days in order 

to minimize the risk of temporary drought. This operatIon is normal

ly carried out by male workers. Since It does not require much 

labor input in one time, and It Is not a hard task, they do not 
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consider labor exchange here either. 

In November. most of the households in Madumana shift to their 

own watch huts in the chena plots, taking even hens and dogs. and 

stay there till all the work of chena cultIvatIon is completed the 

following March. During theIr stay in the huts. they harvest maize 

and other crops when they need to eat or have time to store them. 

SInce harvesting maIze and other crops except millet do not require 

much labor input. there is no need to organize any labor exchange. 

In January. male workers prepare to start paddy cultivation In 

Maha season in the village paddy field. They go back to the village 

for land preparatIon In the morning and return in the evening to 

their watch huts and keep watch of their plot at night. During the 

day. the wife and children watch the plots to prevent from preda

tors. Since each plot holder watches his own plot by himself. labor 

exchange does not take place in this stage. 

In February or early March. they start harvesting millet. 

ThIs operation is carried out by female workers. Since sowing mIllet 

was done in three or four times at some intervals. harvesting it is 

also carried out three or four tImes. Each occasion of harvest 

consequently does not require much labor Input. But. sInce thIs 

operation is the ending of chena cultivation. most female cultivators 

consIder using labor exchange in order to enjoy satisfactIon of 

quick completion (i.e. the second aspect of labor exchange). Unlike 

clearIng the plot. there Is no big differenGe of labor requirements 

In this stage among the cultIvators, so that most female workers are 

willlng to join In labor exchange teams. Furthermore. even if they 
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primarily select the second aspect of labor exchange, they also 

obtain the first aspect of labor exchange (I.e. psychological encour

agement) through gossiping and singing "Kurakkan Kavl"(verses of 

mIllet) along wIth the operatIon. 

After completing the harvest of millet In the plot, it is 

brought to the threshIng floor adjacent to the hut and threshed by 

hand wIth the wooden bar (rambuk gaha). Surprisingly, unlike the 

paddy threshing floor, they do not care about symbolic pollution 

(kilO brought by women to the millet threshing floor. Since all 

members of the household participate in the work, they do not con-

sider any labor exchange here. After completing this operation, the 

whole chena cultIvation Is over and they leave the hut for the 

house in the village with a variety of harvests. 

In this section, I have described the selection of the relevant 

aspect of labor exchange wIth the greatest utility or value (summa

rized in FIgure 5-2)1 and also the qualitatIve requIrement of ex-

change labor at ten stages of the chena cultivation in Madumana. 

Taking into account ecological and agricultural condItions, especially 

uncertain raInfall. I thus described that the cultIvators do not 

I.As I discussed in Chapter IV. the selection of an aspect out of the 
first and the second aspect largely determines the consequent decision 
making process In the form of Type A or Type B. either Type A or Type B 
then takes place at the three stages. Since the third aspect of labor 
exchange is not selected at any stage of chen a cultivation. Type C does 
not take place here. Further, although Type D can possibly take place 
irrespective of any ecological and agricultural conditions. attam (II) 
is not actually mobilized in the chena cultivation in Madumana (see 
Table 6-2). In other words. the decision making process in the form of 
TYpe D scarcely takes place in the chena cultivation in Madumana. 
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consIder any aspect of labor exchange except only at the three 

stages of the cultivationl . 

In thIs Chapter. I have described various ecological and agrI-

cuI tural condItions affecting the decision making process of labor 

exchange and complementary labor mobilization In various stages of 

the paddy and chen a cultIvation. However. it Is obvIous that the 

decision making process concerning labor exchange is affected not 

only by the ecological and agrIcultural conditIons of the work 

process but by various social settings where the decIsion maker Is 

sItuated. Together with the notions about the ecological and agri-

cultural conditions discussed in this Chapter. I shall analyze in the 

next two Chapters the decision making process of labor exchange and 

complementary labor mobIllzation (especially Step 5 and 6) in relation 

to social factors in Madumana, Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya. 

I.Although I have not mentioned this point before, there is another 
significant condItion affecting the availability of exchange labor. 
namely particular dispersion of chena sites. Since there is one to two 
miles distance among the five chena sites in Madumana. it is not very 
easy for the vIllagers to visit the other chen a sites through the for
est. It is in fact always troublesome to organize labor mobilIzation on 
a large scale. It means that the spatial dispersion of chena sites 
generally reduces one of the constraints. the availability of exchange 
labor to the decision maker. Such a dispersion strongly affects the 
availability of nikang help (especially nikang (I)) in chena cultiva
tion, too. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE DEGREE OF GENEROSITY AND TOLERANCE OF 

IMBALANCE IN LABOR CO-OPERATION IN THE 

THREE AGRARIAN SETTLEMENTS 

The last Chapter dealt with the selection of the aspect of 

labor exchange to grasp how the decision maker estimates the primary 

demand for exchange labor in various ecological and agricultural 

contexts. However, as I pointed out in Chapter IV, the estimation of 

the demand in exchange labor is merely an initial part of the deci-

sion making process of labor exchange. Since the primary demand in 

the decision maker's estimation must be realized only through suc

cessful exploration for exchange labor, the crucial part of labor 

exchange as a maximization process is no doubt exploration for 

exchange labor to secure the sufficient availability of exchange 

labor. But, before proceeding to analyze this, we have to understand 

another significant dimension of the decision making process, namely 

the generosity and tolerance of imbalance in labor co-operation. 

As showed in Chapter III, attam (1) is a form of labor co-operation 

motivated by the cultivator's Instrumental Interests In labor mobilI

zation. On the contrary, attam (In, nlkang (I) and nlkang (II) are the 

forms of labor co-operation motivated by the cultivator's social 

interests in labor assistance to the fellow cultivators. To analyze 

the decision making process of labor exchange and complementary 

labor mobilIzation, It Is then important to understand In what condl-
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tions the cultivator generously helps his fellow cultivators with a 

higher tolerance of imbalance and in what conditions he does not do 

so. Concerning labor exchange, the degree of generosity and toler

ance of imbalance in labor exchange affects the household's labor 

recIprocation capacity at Step 5. (See Chapter IV). In addition. behind 

such a quantitative effect to the decision making process, it influ

ences the decision maker's choice of his partners for labor co

operation. For instance. if the decision maker can expect his 

fellOW cultivator to offer more labor assistance to him than he 

offers to his fellow cultivator, the decision maker will choose this 

fellow cultivator as a better partner for labor co-operation. Conse

quently, the. degree of generosity and tolerance of imbalance influ

ences the formation of the network as well as the organization of 

exchange labor within the network. Before analyzing the formation 

of the network and the organization of exchange labor in Chapter 

VII, I shall examine the degree of generosity and tolerance of imbal

ance in labor co-operation in the context of Madumana. Al1yawala and 

Nuwara Yaya. 

In thIs Chapter, I am especially concerned with the context 

in whIch the cultivator generously offers labor assistance to others. 

Presenting statistical data on the patterns of labor use and labor 

co-operation in Madumana, Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya, I shall discuss 

the above point. 

In addItion, the analysis presented here has an empirical 

sIgnIficance in the studies of peasant economic behavior. In the 

studies of the peasants in the South and South-East Asia. there have 
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been a debate with regard to whether the peasants are "moralistic" 

in sharing food. labor and work with their fellow villagers (Geertz 

1963; Scott 1976) or "rational" in maximizing their own gains (PopkIn 

1979). But. this argument seems ideal typIcal but not empirical (Alex-

ander and Alexander 1982 : 597-599). None of the proponents of 

these two arguments have so far provided any empirical analysis 

supporting either sIde. This Chapter will provIde an empirical analy-

sis on peasant economIc behavior to find an alternative picture in 

the context of Sinhalese agrarian settlements. It will in turn help 

to elaborate my arguments presented in this thesis. 

The analysis presented here Is not based on a rIgorous 

application of the natural decision making approach. Rather. It is 

based on the statistical analysIs and ethnographic interpretation of 

the cultIvators' behavior in labor co-operation in the three agrarian 

settlements. Due to the character of the statIstical analysis. various 

factors such as the IndIvIdual household factor. kinship and friend-

ship relation are neglected. But still, It provIdes the general 

pattern of the generosity and tolerance of imbalance in actual labor 

co-operation in four cultivation processes (1.e. the paddy cultivation 

of Madumana, Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya, and also the chena cultiva-

tion of Madumana). 

StatistIcal Overviews of Labor Use and Labor Co-operation 
in the three Agrarian Settlements 

This section provIdes some statistical data of labor use and 

labor co-operation in Madumana. Allyawala and Nuwara Yaya. Here. 

the followIng data are analyzed: (1) data on household labor use to 
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clarify the degree of involvement in agrIcultural work in these 

settlements; (2) the ratio of various labor forms in the total labor 

input figure to see the pattern of labor co-operation and the degree 

of generosity in labor co-operation In each settlement; and (3) bal-

ancing of attam labor exchange In order to clarify the degree of 

tolerance of Imbalance In each settlement. These data show certain 

distinct features of labor use and labor co-operatIon in each settle-

ment. The data for each settlement are largely derived from the 

particular settings of the cultIvation process. After analyzing these 

statIstical figures, I shall then discuss the reasons for such distinct 

tendencies in terms of work conditions of each settlement in the next 

section. 

Household Labor Use Figures in the Three 
Agrarian Settlements 

In the settlements, the household members work not only in their 

own field but also the others' fields as the result of labor co-

operation. Table 6-1 shows data on household labor use for Its own 

operatIon and for the others' operations. As Table 6-1 shows, while 

CUltivators of Madumana spend far more household labor in their own 

fields than in the others' fields during the chena cuI tivatlon. those 

cultivators of Madumana, Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya. during paddy 

cuI tivation, devote as much household labor in their own fields as 

they do to others' fIelds through labor co-operation. This differ-

ence In household labor use figures between paddy and chena culti-

vation is largely due to the different requIrements of labor moblll-
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TABLE 6-1 

HOUSEHOLD LABOR USE FIGURES IN THE THREE SETTLEMENTS 

(MARA SEASON IN 1981) 

Own household The other households' operation Total household 
operation (On attam) (On nikang) (On kai;ya) labor output 

Madumana 28.3 21.6 49.9 
(Paddy) (9.4) (12.2) ( -- ) 

Madumana 62.1 :;6.0 98.1 
(Chena) (27.2) (8.:;) (0.5) 

Aliyawa1a 39.7 34.:; 74.0 
(Paddy) (22.5) (ll.S) ( -- ) 

Nuwara Yaya 50.0 65:2 115.2 
(Paddy) I 

(57.8) (6.6) (0.8) 

Note: All the figures shown in the table are man-days per household. Average acreages of 
operated paddy or chena land are O.S:; (acreage / household) in paddy and 2.25 in 
chena in Madumana, 1.57 in Aliyawala and 2.63 in Nuwara Yaya. 



zation. (See Chapter V). 

Further, according to Table 6-1, it can be roughly seen by the 

data on the total household labor output to what extent the house-

hold members are occupied with agricultural work both in their own 

field and in the others' fields. Since the average number of the 

household members Is almost equal in these three settlements (see 

Table 2-10 in Chapter II), the total household labor output can be, 

although very crude, a criterion of the degree of being busy or 

involved in agricultural work in a season. From the above criterion, 

it is evident that the Madumana's cultivators are more Involved in 

chena cultivation than in paddy cultivation; the cultivators in Allya-

wala are more involved than those in Madumana when they are engaged 

in paddy cultivation; and those in Nuwara Yaya are far more involved 

than those in Madumana and in Aliyawala when they cultivate paddy 

land. These points on the degree of Involvement in agricultural 

work, although rough and simple, are adequate to examine the gener-

osity and the tolerance of imbalance in labor co-operation in these 

settlements in the next section. 

Ratio of VarIous Labor Forms In the 
Total Labor Input 

In the prevIous sub-section, household labor use was analyzed in 

relation to the household labor output. In thIs sub-section, fIgures 

for labor input to household operations are examIned. In other words, 

It Is analyzed how various forms of labor are mobilized for house-

hold operations whether labor Is mobilized within the household 

Itself or from outsIde through labor co-operation. Table 6-2 shows 
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the percentage of labor input figure of each labor form in the total 

labor input in the three settlements. Here, by analyzing the fig-

ures of Table 6-2, I Intend to discuss the degree of generosity in 

labor co-operation In these settlements. In thIs dIscussion, hIred 

labor is ignored sInce it Is not a form of labor co-operatIon. 

Kaiya group work is also neglected. ThIs Is because. as Table 6-2 

shows. It is not significant in labor mobilization among most house-

holds. I here examIne only attam and nikang. 

Concerning the ratio of the above forms of labor co-operation 

in labor input figures. there are two types of patterns of the ratio 

among the three settlements in Table 6-2. The first type is seen in 

paddy cultivation of Madumana. The second type Is seen In chena 

cuI tivation of Madumana and paddy cultivation of Aliyawala and 

Nuwara Yaya. 

The characters of the first type are as follOWS: 

1. Percent of nikang is higher than percent of attam. 

2. Percent of attam (II) is significant in the 
total labor input although percent of attam (I) 
is higher than percent of attam (II). 

3. Percent of nikang (I) is significant in the 
total labor Input. 

These characteristics of this type imply higher degree of generosIty 

in labor co-operation in the settlement. As I mentIoned in Chapter 

III, nikang help is not expected to be reciprocated by help of the 

same klnd and quantity. Instead, only when It Is asked, it Is recip-

rocated In help of dlfferent kind and quantity. In this sense. 
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TABLE 6-2 

PERCENTAGE OF EACH FORM OF LABOR IN TOTAL LABOR INPUT 

% of % of attam % of % of kaiya % of Total 
household labor nikang labor hired 
labor input help input labor 
input input input 

Madumana 56.8 18.8 24.4 
(Paddy) (13.5, 5.3) (13.8,10.6) ( -- , --) 

I1adum an a 63.2 27.8 8.5 0.5 
(Chena) (27.8, -- ) (0.5, 8.0) (0.3, 0.2) 

A1iyawala 46.7 26.4 13.8 13.1 
(Paddy) (21.0, 5.4) (1.5,12.3) ( -- , --) 

Nuwara Yaya 39.3 45.6 5.2 0.6 9.3 
(42.9, 2.7) (0.4, 4.8) ( -- , 0.6) 

Note: Figures in brackets give labor input figures of Type I and Type II in each 
category of labor co-operation. For instance, the bracket (a, b) implies 
man-days of Type I and b man-days of Type II in their concomitant category 
of labor co-operation. 

100 

100 

100 

100 



nlkang help is. whether nikang (I) or nlkang (II). far more generous 

than attam exchange labor. In addition. attam (II) is more generous 

than attam (I) since host cultIvator can obtain some attam (II) ex

change labor from the fellow cultivators who do not need practically 

any more exchange labor for their operations. Further. nikang 0) 

is a co-operation among close friends or neighboring cultivators in 

the locality. As I mentioned earlier. nikang (0 cannot normally be 

mobilized on a large scale. If a high rate of nikang (I) Is found in 

labor input figure. It indicates that the co-villagers generously help 

each other. However, although the ratio of nikang (II) is also a 

good criterion of generosIty among close kinsmen, It cannot be 

employed for the analysis here. This is because, since the ratio of 

nikang (II) is largely affected by the density of networks of close 

kinsmen among the settlers, it is difficult for us to control the 

density of close kinsmen among those cultivators in these settlements 

to make such a comparison. Apart from the rate of nlkang (II), it 

can be said from the above discussion that higher rates of those 

forms of labor co-operation (i.e. that of nikang help. attam (II) and 

nikang (I) In labor input figures indicate higher degree of generosi

ty in labor co-operation in the settlement. Then, as Table 6-2 shows 

on paddy cultivation of Madumana, the percentage of nlkang (24.4) is 

higher than the percentage of attam (18.8); attam (II) (5.3) is signifi

cant; and nikang (I) Is also significant in the total labor input. 

Labor co-operation in paddy cultIvation of Madumana, consequently, 

can be said to be very generous. 

The second type of pattern of the ratio given In Table 6-2 Is 

In contrast to the first type. The characteristics of the second 
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type are as follows: 

1. The percentage of attam is considerably higher 
than the percentage of nikang. 

2. The percentage of attam (II) is not significant 
in the total labor input. 

3. The percentage of nikang (I) is not significant 
in the total labor input. 

It is now evident from the previous discussIon on the first type that 

the characterIstics of the second type indicate less generosity in 

labor co-operation. This is because less generosity is indicated by 

higher percentage of attam, lower percentage of at tam (II) and nikang 

en. In chena cultivation of Madumana and paddy cultIvation of Allya-

wala and Nuwara Yaya, as Table 6-2 shows, the percentage of attam Is 

hIgher than the percentage of nikang. Furthermore. the percentage 

of at tam (II) and the percentage of nikang (I) are also lower and not 

significant in these three cultivation processes. Labor co-operation 

in these cultivation processes then can be said to be less generous. 

It is notable here that labor co-operation In Nuwara Yaya is the 

least generous since most labor mobilization is organized with at tam 

labor exchange, especially at tam (I) (1.e. 42.9 percent of the total 

labor input) and nikang help is least organized here among the four 

CUltivation processes. 

Although this analysis on the ratio of forms of labor co-

operation in labor input fIgure Is rather crude, It thus showed the 

general degree of generosIty in labor co-operation In each agrarian 

settlement. 
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Balancing of Attam Exchange Labor 

I examined above the degree of generosity in labor co-opera

tion from labor input figures In the three settlements. In addition to 

the above analysis. there is another way to examIne the degree of 

generosity. namely to check the degree of tolerance of imbalance in 

~ labor exchange. In at tam labor exchange. labor assistance must 

be reciprocated by help of the same kind and quantity in a short 

time. But. as I mentioned earlier. the rules of attam labor exchange 

does not clearly define a range of tolerance of Imbalance In ex

change. In any reciprocal exchange of labor. a small imbalance in 

quantity between the exchange partners tends to take place in actual 

sItuations. Consequently. a relatIve range of tolerance of imbalance 

In exchange emerges among labor exchange partners, although it 

differs from one settlement to another, and also differs from one 

cultivation process to another. 

Figure 6-1. Figure 6-2, Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 show the net 

man-days of attam exchange labor given and received versus operated 

acreage of paddy or chen a land. in these three settlements. As 

Figure 6-1 shows, in paddy cultivation of Madumana, the households 

with smaller holdings of operated paddy land tend to help the other 

households with larger holdings of operated paddy land by giving 

more man-days of labor assistance than they get from the latter 

households even on attam basis. In other words, they have a large 

degree of tolerance of imbalance In exchange and they often help 

the other households which need more labor assistance. But. although 
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Figure 6-1 Net Man-Days a.f Attam Exchange Labor 
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Figure 6-2 Net Man-Days of Attam Exchange Labor 

Given and Received versus Operated 

Acreages of Chena Land in Madumana. 
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Figure 6-3 Net Man-Days of Attam Exchange Labor 
Given and Received versus Operated 
Acreages of Paddy Land in Aliyawala. 
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Figure 6-4 Net Man-Days of Attam Exqhange Labor 
Given and Received versus Operated 
Acreages of Paddy Land in Nuwara Yaya. 
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the vlllagers in Madumana maIntaIn similar social relations throughout 

the year, the range of tolerance of imbalance differs from paddy 

cultivation to chena cul tlvatlon. As Figure 6-2 shows. they do not 

have a large degree of tolerance of imbalance in chena cultivation. 

In Aliyawala, according to Figure 6-3, it is evident that except the 

three households of the berava caste which show a relatively large 

tolerance of imbalance, the other households of the govigama caste 

do not have a large degree of tolerance of imbalance in attam 

exchange. The similar pattern can be seen in Nuwara Yaya, too. As 

Figure 6-4 shows. except the five households of the berava caste, the 

other households have the least tolerance of imbalance in attam 

labor exchange among these three settlements. 

Thus, from the above statistical examination of balancing in 

attarn labor exchange, we saw that while the households of Madumana 

in paddy cultivation are generally very generous in attam with a 

higher tolerance of imbalance, they are not so in chena cultivation. 

Furthermore, we saw that the households In Aliyawala and Nuwara Yaya 

are also not so generous in attam labor exchange with a less toler

ance of imbalance. It is notable here that concerning the degree of 

generosity In each settlement, the result of the analysis of balanc

ing in attarn seems to be similar to the result of the previous analy

sis on the ratio of forms of labor co-operation in labor input fig

ures. I shall then examine these tendencies in labor co-operation In 

terms of characters of each cultivation process In the settlements 

below. 
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Generosity in Labor Co-operation In these 
Three Agrarian Settlements 

As I mentioned earlier, the cUltivators in these settlements 

commonly have similar norms of mutual aid. But, as we have seen in 

the previous statistical examinations, the actual degree of generosity 

In labor co-operation dIffers from Madumana to Allyawala to Nuwara 

Yaya. In order to discuss such dIfferent degrees of generosity in 

labor co-operation among them, I shall examIne th ree conditions in 

the work process which seem to constrain or affect actual labor co-

operation practices. Here, these conditions are as follows: scarcity 

of labor; drudgery of labor; and degree of normative control over 

the settlers in mutual aid. Analyzing these condl tions in four 

cultivation processes in the settlements. I shall clarify the reasons 

for the differences in generosity among them and discuss a model of 

the decisIon making process concerning generosity in labor co-opera-

tioD. 

First of all. I shall examIne the different degrees of generosIty 

in labor co-operation between paddy cuI tivatlon and chena cultivation 

In Madumana. From the statistical figures analyzed above. it is 

evident that the cultIVators generously help each other in paddy 

cultIvatIon. whIle they do not do so In chena cultivation. This 

difference looks strange since the vlliagers in Madumana maintain the 

same norms of mutual aId in paddy cultivatIon as well as in chena 

cultivation through a year. However. considering the above three 

condItIons in work process, we can find the reasons for such a dif-

ference in labor co-operatIon. In Madumana. as Table 6-1 shows. the 
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cultivators are relatively less occupied with their own paddy work 

due to smaller scale of operated paddy land holdings. It means that 

they have enough time to spend for labor assistance to others with

out sacrificing their own operations. In add! tion, paddy work in 

Madumana is not very hard. Although it is a back-breaking task, it 

does not hurt the cultivators with thorns and poisonous trees or 

creatures. Further, as paddy land is located beside the settlement, 

they do not need to bother walking to reach the paddy field. Thus, 

paddy work does not mean much drudgery for the host cultivators or 

the helpers. Furthermore, paddy work is carried out in the village 

field next to the settlement, so that the cultlvators know each 

other's whereabouts. especially whether they are working In the field 

or resting at home. Since they are always seen by one another in 

this small vIllage, they can hardly reject the request of labor 

assistance from others when they are free. In other words, such a 

high visibility In the setting of the settlement strongly enforces 

norms of mutual aid to the vIllagers. 

In paddy CUltivation, thus, due to less scarcity of labor for 

theIr own operatIons and less drudgery In paddy work, the villagers 

do not hesitate to help others generously whether on attam or 

nlkang. Furthermore, even if some of them do not feel like helping 

others due to laziness, they are to a consIderable extent obliged to 

help them due to hIgher normative control in mutual aid. 

On the contrary, chena cultivation has different condItions 

influencing the work process. As Table 6-1 shows, they are relatively 

busy wIth their own operations in chena site. They consequently do 
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not have much time to spend on work of other people. In additIon, 

work in the chena is far harder than work carried out in the vIllage 

paddy fields. In chena cultIvatIon, many cultIvators suffer from 

injuries caused by thorns. sharp stumps and poisonous creatures in 

chena plots. And also, they suffer from moving through the thIck 

forests from one plot to another In labor co-operation. Due to the 

scarci ty of labor for their own operations and higher drudgery of 

chen a work. they then hesitate to help others in more than the 

precise quantity of reciprocation. Furthermore. the normative con-

trol to the cultivators In mutual aId Is relatIvely weak In chena 

cuI tivation. In contrast to paddy cultIvatIon, chena cultIvation is 

carrIed out in several chena sites dIspersed in the forests surround

ing the village settlement. The cultivators do not see each other 

except a few of them in the neighboring plots of the chena site. 

WIth a lesser degree of visIbility in the settIng of the chena cultI

vatIon process, even if someone is asked to help the others, he can 

easily make an excuse, whether true or not. sayIng that he Is or wIll 

be fully occupIed wIth hIs own operations in his plot. Consequently, 

the cultivators appear to be less generous in chena cultivation than 

in paddy cultIvation In Madumana. 

A sImilar kInd of difference in labor co-operation is also 

seen between paddy cultIvatIon in Madumana and paddy cultIvation In 

Al1yawala. As I descrIbed in Chapter II, most settlers are relatives 

In both settlements, so that they are supposed to have norms of 

mutual aId In a similar level of intensIty. But despite their maIn

taining of sImilar norms of mutual aid. there Is a clear difference In 

degree of the generosity in labor co-operation between Madumana and 
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Al1yawala, as we saw previously. Then, this difference can also be 

understood in terms of the three conditions in work process. 

Regarding the scarcity of labor, as Table 6-1 Indicates, those cultI

vators In Allyawala are busIer than those in Madumana due to their 

larger holdings of paddy land in Al1yawala. In this sense, they do 

not have much time to help others generously without sacrificing 

their own operations. RegardIng the drudgery of paddy work, al

though paddy work In Allyawala Itself Is similar to that In Madumana, 

the cultIvators in Aliyawala have to walk about two miles to reach 

their paddy fields everyday. In this sense, the paddy work as a 

whole Is harder In Allyawala than in Madumana. Furthermore, concern

ing normative control to the settlers in mutual aId, enforcement of 

norms in Al1yawala is very weak. Because of the two miles distance 

between the paddy field and the settlement in Allyawala, the cultIva

tors working in the paddy field cannot see whether other cultivators 

absent from the field are occupied with other work or leisure in the 

settlement. In fact, I observed that they often made an excuse to 

avoid imbalanced labor co-operation in such a sItuation. Hence, it 

can be saId that they are not strongly enforced by norms of mutual 

a1d to help others generously in such a situation. Due to the above 

reasons. the cultivators help each other less generously than those 

in Madumana in paddy cultivation. 

In Nuwara Yaya, the generosIty in labor co-operation Is quIte 

similar to that in Allyawala, but It is less generous than in Allyawa

lao Regarding the drudgery of paddy work, the drudgery In Nuwara 

Yaya is not so hIgh than that in Aliyawala since those cultivators in 
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Nuwara Yaya have paddy lands near the settlement. But, they suffer 

from scarcity of labor for their own operations due to larger hold

ings of operated paddy lands. As Table 6-1 indicates, they are more 

occupied with paddy work than those in Allyawala. Furthermore. as 

I discussed about household labor allocation in Nuwara Yaya in the 

previous Chapters, they are more oriented to maximize their profit 

through paddy cultivatIon than those in Aliyawala. Consequently, for 

the cultivators in Nuwara Yaya, Imbalanced labor exchange dIrectly 

means the loss of their household labor, and such a loss tends to be 

calculated in terms of the cash value equIvalent for the Imbalance in 

labor co-operation. They seldom have a higher degree of tolerance 

of imbalance In labor co-operation. In addition, although the settlers 

in Nuwara Yaya can see the whereabouts of others, this vIsIble set

ting of the settlement does not contrIbute much to increasing norma

tive control to the settlers In mutual ald. This Is largely because 

most cultivators are not relatives but strangers In Nuwara Yaya so 

that they do not care about their Image in the eyes of others. As a 

result. they seldom accept the request of attam (II) or nikang help 

from the co-settlers, but they organize exclusIvely attam (1) In the 

precise reciprocation of labor assistance. Further, they normally 

ask compensation of imbalanced attam (I) and receive cash equivalent 

for the imbalance in terms of wage of hIred laborers. Thus. due to 

hIgher scarcity of labor. strong orIentation to maximIzing individual 

benefits and less normative control to the settlers in mutual aid, 

the cultivators in Nuwara Yaya help each other least generously 

among the cultivators in these three settlements. 

From the above dIscussIon. It Is evident that although norms of 
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mutual aid are shared among those cultivators in the three settle

ments, the degree of generosity and tolerance of Imbalance in labor 

co-operation differs from one cultivation process to another, accord

ing to such varying conditIons in work process. It means that a 

simple description of norms or rules of labor co-operation can never 

provide a sufficient account of labor co-operation In practice. In 

order to adequately grasp actual process of labor co-operation. as I 

discussed earlier. we have to understand IndIvidual's strategy or the 

decision makIng process in which the indIvidual decides the precise 

kind and quantity of labor to be given or returned in a given 

con text. In this sense, based on the above analysIs. we can now 

present a qualitative model, though rude, of the decision making 

process concerning the generosity and tolerance of imbalance in 

labor co-operation in these three agrarian settlements as follows: if 

a cultivator is situated under such work conditions as less scarcIty 

of labor for his own operation, less drudgery of CUltivation work. 

and higher degree of normative control to the settlers in mutual aId, 

he appears to be more generous in labor co-operation; if not so, he 

appears to be less generous in labor co-operation. Thus, this model 

clarifies the point raised at the beginning of this Chapter, namely 

the context in which the cultivator generously offers labor assist

ance to others. 

At the same time it shows that the debate on whether peas

ants are moralistic or rational in their economic behavior seems 

empirically meaningless since they have both aspects. As far as 

labor co-operation is concerned, labor co-operation in agricultural 
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process is both social end economic. As I dIscussed in this Chapter, 

the cultivator is both instrumentally oriented towards his 'self-inter

ests and more or less concerned with his image in the eyes of the 

others. In other words, he can be called as a "realistically ethical" 

(Southard et al 1981 : 102) peasant, but neIther simply a "moral 

peasant"(Scott 1976) nor a "rational peasant" (Popkin 1979). 

" ". 

j: 
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CHAPTER VII 

EXPLORATION FOR EXCHANGE LABOR IN THE 

THREE AGRARIAN SETTLEMENTS 

This Chapter examines several concrete cases of Step 5 and 

Step 6 In the decisIon making process regarding labor exchange and 

complimentary labor mobilIzation. As discussed in Chapter IV, explo-

ratIon for exchange labor Is the crucial part of the maxImization (or 

economlzatIon) process of labor exchange In the peasant agrIcultural 

productIon. It is only through competitive exploratIon for exchange 

labor in the locality that cultivators can satisfy the prImary demand 

for exchange labor and enjoy maximum advantages from labor ex

change l . As I shall show through some concrete cases, result of 

exploratIon for exchange labor further determines how far one of 

the costs of peasant agricultural production (I.e. drudgery) can be 

reduced and at the same time to what extent the intensity of the 

productIon can be Increased within a peasant mode of labor alloca-

In this Chapter, examInIng such IndIvidual cases In various 

contexts, I shall analyze labor exchange as a maximization process in 
--------------------

1. In other words, quanti tati ve result of exploration for exchange labor 
becomes actual avallabill ty of exchange labor to host cult! vator' s 
operation and it in turn determines to what extent he can enjoy those 
advantages of labor exchange. 

2."Peasant mode of labor allocation" implies here that agricultural 
production is carried out with both household labor and labor co
operation in the locality without employing much wage labor. See the 
third Section of Chapter II for the detail. 
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concrete ecological and socioeconomIc settIngs. On the basIs of 

these ethnographic materials, I shall go on to discuss some distinct 

characterIstIcs of labor exchange, especially the two key questions 

raised In Chapter I. 

It is, as discussed at the end of Chapter IV, noted that 

actor-oriented analyses presented here have a distinct perspectIve to 

sufficiently understand exploration for exchange labor. This is 

because exploration for exchange labor is analyzed here with havIng 

estimated the prImary demand for exchange labor In each case. It is 

in fact important for us to grasp the primary demand for exchange 

labor that clearly indicates the Intensity and competitiveness of 

exploration for exchange labor. WIthout grasping the intensity and 

competitiveness in quantity, we would not sufficiently examine how 

serIously each household trIes to meet such a demand through the 

two competitive organizational processes (I.e. forming a large house

hold network of labor exchange and organizing exchange labor withIn 

such a network). As mentioned in Chapter 1, this actor-oriented 

approach obviously contrasts with normal social anthropological 

approach employed by Leach (1961) and Robinson (1968, 1975), in which 

observers try to find the correlation between the actual organiza

tIon of labor exchange teams and other factors (such as kinship 

relation and the locality of their houses or fields) in order to find 

its organIzational principle. SInce such an approach does not give 

attention to cultivator's demand for exchange labor and also competi

tive and rather accIdental process of exploration for exchange 

labor, it fails to understand its competItiveness and also to find 
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actual organIzatIonal principles in detail. As a result, it brings 

only a simple statement on the organizational princIples of labor 

exchange as "individual convenience" (e.g. Leach 1961 : 251). I thus 

believe that actor-oriented analyses here will show new pictures of 

labor exchange in peasant agricultural production. 

ExploratIon for Exchange Labor in Madumana 

The villagers In Madumana practice two modes of agriculture, 

namely, paddy and chena cultIvatIon. As discussed In Chapter V, 

paddy and chena cUltivation are very dIfferent ways of farming, 

demandIng radically different modes of labor mobilIzation. While 

labor exchange Is technically or psychologically requIred at most 

stages of paddy cultivation, it Is only psychologically requIred at 

the three stages (I.e. felling trees and scrubs, clearIng the plot, and 

harvestIng millet) of chena cultivation. Furthermore, as discussed 

in Chapter VI. the degree of tolerance of imbalance in labor ex

change of paddy cultivation differs from that of chena cultIvation 

due to their different work conditIons. In addItIon, the formation of 

a relatively fixed household network of labor exchange of paddy 

cultIvation dIffers from that of chena cultivatIon maInly due to 

different accessIbIlity to the other households. As a result, there 

are clear organIzational dIfferences in explorIng for exchange labor 

between these two cultivatIon processes. In the paddy cultivatIon, 

exploration for exchange labor appears less competItive and more 

moralistIc so that "large households" whIch have relatively less 

household labor capacIty for cultIvatIon area, tend to have labor 

exchange relatIons with "small households" whIch have relatively more 
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household labor capacity for cUltivation area. Consequently, attam 

labor exchange often becomes imbalanced and attam (II) frequently 

takes place between "large households" and "small households", al-

though attam (1) with the precise balance also takes place among 

medium households. On the contrary, in the chena cultivation. 

exploration for exchange labor becomes more competItIve and less 

moralistic. However. due to the different work conditions in In ten-

sl ty and drudgery among those chena plot holders. they often fall to 

explore for exchange labor sufficiently and. in many cases, come to 

depend upon nikang (II) help from their close kInsmen. This section 

wIll deal wi th such dIfferences in detaIl. 

Exploration for Exchange Labor In 
Paddy CultivatIon 

Madumana Is a small. isolated village in the forests. The houses 

cluster around the village paddy fields. The villagers use a common 

bathing place and a road through the settlement when they are 

engaged in paddy cultivation. Because of such village settings, 

anyone knows any others' whereabouts as well as cultIvation schedule. 

so that any household. cultivatIng paddy land. has a relatIvely fixed 

household network of labor exchange. which includes all the house-

holds in the vlliage. However, it does not mean that each household 

fixes labor exchange contracts with the others at random. In fact. 

there is a distinct pattern In organIzIng labor exchange In the 

process of paddy cuI tlvatlon In Madumana. As discussed In Chapter 

VI, the people in Madumana generously help their fellow cultivators 

and pay little attention to the imbalance in attam labor as far as 

they are engaged in paddy cultivation. Under such a circumstance. 
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large households try to fix labor exchange contracts with small and 

sometImes medium households. SInce they do not normally reject such 

requests from large households, the actual exchange of attam labor 

tends to take place between one large household and several small 

and medium households. As I shall show some cases below, this Is 

the typical pattern of labor exchange in Madumana's paddy cultiva

tion. 

H.M. Tllakaratne (M-B) Is an old and respectable farmer in the 

village. He is a modest ind! vidual and is always neutral In village 

poll tIcs. He owns 0.5 acres of paddy land and cultivates a further 

2.25 acres on an ande basIs. His household Is constituted by two 

nuclear familIes: his family and his eldest son's family. The paddy 

work is carried out chiefly by Tllakaratne, his wife, hIs three sons 

and eldest daughter. Due to large capacity of household labor (l.e. 

four male and two female workers), he can manage to complete most 

stages of the cultivation without much labor assistance from the 

other households. But, since some stages such as transplanting, 

cutting rice straw and threshing require labor mobilization more than 

his household labor. he has to organIze labor co-operatIon with the 

others for such operations. 

As I dIscussed in Chapter V, transplanting must be completed 

in two or three days after harrowing the field. Normally. IB man

days of labor force is required on average for transplanting one 

acre of paddy land in Madumana. Consequently, Tilakaratne, culti

vating 2.75 acres, had to organIze labor as much as about 50 man

days (including his household labor, attam exchange labor and nikang 
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help) withIn two or three days. Because it requIred a large scale of 

labor mob1l1zation. Tllakaratne decided to complete the operation In 

three days. Six workers In hIs household can work for this opera-

tion. although only two female workers can exchange attam labor with 

the other households. Then. out of 50 man-days. 18 man-days of labor 

force can be obtained from his own household. About 32 man-days of 

labor, consequently. must be recruited from the other households. 

However. this prImary demand for labor mobilization Is much 

higher than his household's labor recIprocation capacity. In Maduma-

na. land preparation must be completed wIthIn 15 days due to the 

rule of collective water management. Since it takes at least 9 days 

for them to complete those operations up to the second plowing, 

transplantIng must be carrIed out in 6 days approximately. Further. 

as only female labor can be exchanged on attam basis for thIs opera-

tion, only Tllakaratne's wife and daughter can join labor exchange 

relatIons with the other households. In addl tion. as men tloned 

before, he decided to complete transplanting In three days time. 

Then. Tilakaratne's household reciprocation capacIty can roughly be 

calculated as follows: 

The household labor reciprocation capacity 
= H .. (T-D) 
= 2 • (6-3) 
= 6 
(H : 2. T : 6, D : 3). 

Thus, as long as the precise recIprocation is maIntained. Tllakaratne 

can exchange attam labor as much as 6 man-days in maximum wIth the 

others. This is obviously less than the primary demand for exchange 

labor of 32 man-days. However. sInce he knew from his past experi-
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ences that many households would help hIm generously even on attam 

basis. he trIed to explore for exchange labor more than the above 

limit of exchange labor. 

In order to secure the above amount of labor assistance. 

Tllakaratne began to explore for attam labor in the vlliage just 

before second plowing. Normally. he used to visit first two small 

households which cultIvate a small area of paddy land and also have 

relatively many household workers. One of them was A.G. Siriwar

dane's (M-4) household. which cultIvates only 0.25 acres of paddy land 

with two young male workers and theIr mother. The other was H.M. 

Kiribanda's (M-12) household. which cultivates 0.75 acres with three 

young male and two female workers. Because of their sufficient 

labor capacity. these two households often give attam labor and 

nIkang help to Tllakaratne and other large households wIthout much 

expectation for return help from them. In case of Tilakaratne's 

transplantIng. Siriwardane was not consIdered since he was plannIng 

to employ broadca.st sowing. Tilakaratne then vIsited KIribanda to 

fix 5 man-days of attam labor, although KlrIbanda had already ar

ranged labor co-operation with others for hIs operation. In this 

sense, this labor assIstance can be said as attam (II). Tllakaratne 

further visited five households whIch were planning to employ trans

planting. Out of these fIve. H.M. Somadasa (M-21) agreed to help his 

operation with 2 man-days of attam labor. although he also had 

already arranged labor exchange wIth others. It could be done 

since his household had many workers, namely. three male and three 

female workers. even though they had to transplant 1.50 acres of 

paddy land. The other four households also agreed with labor 
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exchange with Tllakaratne simply due to their practical need for 

labor mobIlIzatIon. As a result, Tilakaratne could fix 11 man-days 

of at tam labor from six households. However, the labor force 

arranged up to this time was stIll not sufficient, since labor force 

of 21 man-days was needed more. Tllakaratne then vIsited several 

households to fix nikang (n help of 12 man-days. He further sent a 

message to his wife's brother (massIna) In a neIghboring vlliage and 

secured nLkang (II) help of 9 man-days from his household. 

Thus, TIlakaratne could finally arrange these labor assistance 

to meet the primary demand for labor to his transplantIng and in 

fact carried out it without much trouble. Table 7-1 shows Tilaka

ratne's arrangement of attam labor and helpers' household character

Istics. As showed in Table 7-1. although he could not secure the 

whole need of labor mobilization wIth attam labor, he could obtain 

attam labor more than hIs household labor reciprocation capac! ty and 

return attam labor only as much as his household labor recIprocatIon 

capacity (I.e. 6 man-days). Although he dId not return attam debt 

much to H.M. Klrlbanda (M-12} and H.M. Somadasa (M-2l). thIs was not a 

problem fur Tllakaratne as far as his household members seemed to be 

helpful to the others at tImes of crisis. They In fact maintained the 

neutral position in the village politics and trIed to help the others 

In various occasions such as ceremonIal times and illness. 

In contrast to Tilakaratne, A.G. Siriwardane (M-4) Is a small 

household owner. As mentioned before. Sirlwardane's household has 

two young male and one female workers and cultivates only 0.25 acres 

of paddy land. so that he has obviously sufficient household labor 
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force to complete any stage of the cultivation without any labor 

assistance from outside. But, because of such a large household 

labor force for paddy land area, the members of Sirlwardane's house

hold are often asked to join attarn relation from other households, 

especially from those large households. As a result. Sirlwardane's 

household comes to have many at tam relations with them without much 

practical reasons. In order to see the labor mobilIzation of small 

households, I shall examine the case of Siriwardane's labor arrange

ment for broadcast sowing below. 

Before starting broadcast sowing, Siriwardane and hIs brother 

had already gIven H.M. Heenbanda (M-7) 4 man-days of attam help and 

A.G. Mudallhamy (M-B) 2 man-days of attam help so that Sirlwardane 

had already had the right to obtain 6 man-days of attam labor from 

them for his broadcast sowing. In Madumana, 2 man-days of attam labor 

is normally required to carry out broadcast sowing for 0.25 acres of 

paddy land. This means that Siriwardane could have completed the 

operation with his brother and six helpers in return within two or 

three hours. But, in the actual operation, he carried out the opera

tion only wIth his brother and A.G. Mudallhamy for half a day. This 

is because he chose to reduce some cash costs of tea and cigars, 

which had to be served in attam occasions, for giving up most of 

labor assistance to be gIven to Siriwardane. It Is In fact important 

for poor farmers to reduce such cash costs In the process of the 
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Attam 
partner 

M-12 

11-13 

11-15 

M-17 

M-21 

M-22 

TOTAL 

TABLE 7-1 

H.M. TILAKARATNE (M-8) r S ARRANGmENT OF ATTAI'l LABOR 

IN TRANSPLANTING 

Cultivation Household Attam given to 
area worker M-8 

(acreage) (Male, Female) (man-days) 

0.75 3 1 5 (attam II) 

1.25 1 2 1 (attam I) 

0.50 1 2 1 (attam I) 

0.75 1 1 1 (attam I) 

1.50 3 3 2 (attam II) 

1.00 1 1 1 (attam I) 

11 

Attam returned 
from 11-8 

(man-days) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

• Tilakaratne (M-B)IS household cultivates 2.75 acres of paddy land \oIith 4 male and 
2 female workers in the household. 



cultivation unless large mobilizatIon of labor is needed. As a result. 

he helped them far more than he got in return. As statIstically 

shown in Figure 6-1, small households often tend to help large 

households more than they get In return in the context of the paddy 

cultivatIon process under a higher tolerance of Imbalance in labor 

exchange. 

The above two cases of Tllakaratne and Siriwardane show that 

attam labor tends to be exchanged between large households and 

small or medium households under a higher tolerance of imbalance. 

ThIs tendency can also be seen in other transactions of attam labor 

in Madumana's paddy cultivation. AppendIx II-a shows all the transac

tions of attam labor through Maha paddy cultivation (1981) of Maduma

na. It shows that H.M. Tilakaratne (M-8) exchanged only a few amount 

of attam labor with H.M. Heenbanda (M-7), another large household 

cultivating 3.50 acres with three male and three female workers. but 

in contrast each of these large households often exchanged attam 

labor with small households such as A.G. Siriwardane (M-4) and H.M. 

Klribanda (M-12). Further. similar pattern of labor co-operatIon can 

be seen in nikang help in Madumana's paddy cultIvation. AppendIx 

II-b shows the whole flow of nlkang help in Maha paddy (1981). It 

clearly shows that large households (such as M-7 and M-8) got many 

nikang helps from many small households (especially M-4 and M-12). 

Thus. in Madumana's paddy cultivation. the vIllagers, who have excess 

household labor. generously help those who have not. However. it 

does not mean· that they always do so. As showed below. they are 

in fact not so generous in the process of chena cultivatIon. 
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Exploration for Exchange Labor in 
Chena CuI tIvatlon 

Labor mobilization is requIred at three Stages (felling trees 

and scrub. clearIng plots. harvesting millet) of the chen a cultivatIon 

and these requirements are not technical but psychological. Since 

the decision making process regardIng labor exchange and cornplemen-

tary labor mobilIzation falls into either Type A or B (see Chapter 

IV), larger amount of exchange labor is preferred at these stages of 

the chena cultivation. However. It is not a easy task for the culti-

vators to form a large household network of labor exchange for the 

chena cUltivation. Because of the spatIal dispersion of the chena 

sites In a wide area surrounding the village. that in turn limits the 

communication about their condItions and schedules of the cultivation, 

the cultivators are obliged to form a relatively fixed household 

network of labor exchange withIn the same chena sIte. Consequently. 

such a network normally becomes smaller than that for the paddy 

cultivation. In addition, it is also difficult for them to organize a 

large amount of exchange labor withIn such a network. ThIs is mainly 

due to the large difference of labor work in quantIty and quality 

among the plots in the site. Since the cuI tlvators do not have a 

higher tolerance of imbalance in the chena cultivation. they prefer 

to have attam labor with those plot holders, whose operations seem 

similar to each other in intensity and drudgery. Consequently. as It 

is very dIffIcult for them to find suitable partners within their 

small household network of labor exchange, the actual practice of 

labor exchange appears very infrequent. Those who fail to organize 

exchange labor sufficiently. then corne to rely on nikang help. espe-
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cially nikang (II) from their close kinsmen in either the same or 

differen t si teo Th us, in the process of chen a cultl vatton, the 

prImary demand for exchange labor Is often not satisfied with the 

supply of exchange labor due to the above dIfficulties in explora-

tion for it. To clarify this, I shall examine one of such a case of 

inefficient exploration for exchange labor belowl . 

H.M. Kumarasinghe (M-22) cultivated about 2.50 acres of chena 

plot. He was the only worker in his household since his wife was 

expecting a baby and their child was too small to work in the chena 

site. He managed to complete the stage of felling trees and scrubs 

wIth other nine plot holders in the same site on attam basis. But, he 

unfortunately failed to set fire a large part of his plot so that he 

had to clear it again. Kumarasinghe estimated that it would take 15 

man-days of labor force for the plot to be cleared. He then went 

to explore for exchange labor in his network, containing all the 

members of his chena site, only to find 4 man-days of attam labor 

from two plot holders. This is because most of them except Kumara-

singhe and these two plot holders succeeded In setting fire to their 

1.On the contrary to the analyses in the paddy cultivation. the typology 
of households (i.e. "large" and "small") is not so useful to examine 
labor exchange practice in the chena cultivation. Since a plenty of 
chena sites are available to the villagers in Laggala. cultivators can 
freely expand area of CUltivation as long as their household labor 
capacity allows them to do so. As a result, unlike in the paddy culti
vation. the ratio of household labor capacity for area of cultivation 
becomes more or less equal among those cultivators. It means that each 
member of the households, whether those households cultivate large area 
or not, is equally busy and, to the same extent, occupied with the chena 
work. No distinct flow of exchange labor consequently takes place be
tween "small" and "large" households in the chen a cultivation. This is 
why such a typology is not employed here. 
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plots and did not need any exchange labor for their operation. 

Further. the invIsibility in the chena sIte made it possible for them 

to reject Kumarasinghe's request for attam help (whIch would have 

appeared attam (II» by telling a lie. One day. Kumarasinghe vIsited 

one plot distant from his own within the same chena sIte and asked 

the plot holder to help him on attam basis for the operation on the 

next day. But. he politely rejected Kumarasinge's request. saying 

that he had to go to Pallegama for shopping. Next day. however, I 

happened to come to the village and saw him in his frIend's house 

doing nothing. He reluctantly told me that he had just changed his 

mind. Thus, the invisibility in the chena site tends to loose the 

normative control of mutual aid and makes them easily avoid the 

imbalanced at tam (1) and also attam (II). Since Kumarasinghe could 

not arrange the sufficIent amount of exchange labor. he then went to 

ask his close kinsmen to give him nikang help and finally arranged 2 

man-days of nikang (II) from his massina (WB) and 1 man-day from 

putha (step-brother's son). Through the above exploration for ex

change labor and nikang help, he finally cleared some parts of the 

plot with these few helpers for a few days and the rest of the 

operation by hImself alone for several days under the strong sun

shine. 

ExploratIon for exchange labor Is thus proceeded within the 

same chena sIte and often appears unsuccessful due to the above 

conditions of the chena cultivatIon. As a result, the rest of the 

demand for labor assistance tends to be met by not from their co

villagers but from close kinsmen. These tendencies can statIstIcally 

be seen In Appendix II-c and II-d. AppendIx II-c and II-d show that 
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while attam labor Is frequently exchanged withIn one chena site. 

nikang help Is often given to dIfferent sites where their close 

kInsmen cultIvate the plots. 

The clear dIfference in exploratIon for exchange labor be

tween the two modes of agrIculture In Madumana thus shows a wide 

variabllity of the peasant behavIor in mutual ald. Even wIthin a 

single cultural and normatIve setting. they sometimes appear generous 

and moralistic and other tImes become selfish and competitIve. In 

the next sectlon. I shall descrIbe some cases of exploration for 

exchange labor in Aliyawala. which are more competitive than that in 

the paddy and the chena cultivation of Madumana. 

Exploration for Exchange Labor in Allyawala 

In Allyawala. there are two groups of dIfferent castes. namely. 

the households of berava caste and those of govIgama caste. As 

mentioned In Chapter II and also shown In AppendIx II-e and II-f. 

those of berava caste (I.e. A-lB. A-19 and A-20) maintain very close 

linkages of labor co-operation with themselves as well as those of 

the same caste In the neighboring settlements. As shown in FIgure 6-

3, they have a high tolerance of imbalance in labor exchange. ThIs 

Is largely because they are isolated from those of govlgama caste in 

Aliyawala for labor co-operation so that they are obliged to maintain 

reciprocity in long term among themselves. Consequently. their 

pattern of exploration for exchange labor appears similar to that of 

Madumana's paddy cultivation. On the contrary. those of govlgama 

caste in Allyawala can potentially have labor exchange linkages with 
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those of the same caste in Aliyawala and the neighboring settlements 

so that they can choose certaIn households suitable for labor ex

change out of a wide range of households here. As a result, to

gether with the other work condItions discussed in Chapter VI, explo

ration for exchange labor In Al1yawala appears more competitive and 

strategic without much tolerance of imbalance in labor exchange. 

Since exploration for exchange labor wIth a higher tolerance of 

imbalance has been discussed in the last section, I shall not examine 

exploration for exchange labor among those of berava caste but that 

among those of govigama caste here. 

As discussed in Chapter II, those of govigama caste in Aliyawa

la have come from Madumana except one household from Pallegama. 

Consequently, like those In Madumana, they are related, whether close 

or not, in the genealogical sense (see Appendix I), and they in fact 

call each other with classifactry kInshIp terms. However, as examined 

in Chapter VI, they do not have a high tolerance of imbalance in 

labor exchange due to such factors as hIgh scarcity of labor. hIgh 

drudgery of the paddy work and less normative control in mutual aid. 

In addItion. the wide possIbility In choosing better partners for 

labor exchange among those of govIgama caste, as mentioned before, 

makes exploratIon for exchange labor more competitive and strategic. 

In Allyawala, as these settlers cultivate almost equal area of paddy 

land in Karaugahawela whIch Is two miles from theIr settlement. there 

Is no clear dIfference between "large households" and "small house

hOlds" In terms of labor demand. But. due to dIfferent household 

labor capacity among them, there is a clear distinction between 

"large households" and "small households" in terms of household labor 
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capacIty. Under a lower tolerance of imbalance In labor exchange. It 

is notable that household labor capacity appears crucial to under

stand exploration for exchange labor. Unlike in the paddy cultiva

tion of Madumana. those cultivators under the above cIrcumstance do 

not consider much to what extent the others need exchange labor. 

but who are better cultivators for labor exchange. Consequently. a 

large household (wIth large household labor capacity) tries to form 

Its relatively fixed household network of labor exchange. contaIning 

several other large households. so that thIs household can secure a 

large and reliable amount of exchange labor without visiting many 

households in the locality. On the contrary, those small households 

are often excluded from the above relatIvely strong llnkages of 

labor exchange among large households, and are obliged to have 

small amount of exchange labor with other small households and also 

ask their close kinsmen for nikang help. Thus, although the set

tlers are genealogically related. they explore for exchange labor 

competi t1 vely on behalf of themselves in Aliyawala. SInce these 

competitiveness and tactics in labor exchange have scarcely been 

examined In anthropology. I shall present some cases of competitive 

exploration for exchange labor below. 

LG. Heenbanda (A-IO) cultivates 2.00 acres of paddy land with his 

wife, one son and one daughter. Because of a relatively sufficient 

household labor, Heenbanda can manage to carry out most stages of 

the paddy cultivation except a few stages such as broadcast sowing 

and cutting riCe straw. As shown in Table 7-2, Heenbanda has formed 

a relatively fIxed household network of labor exchange. containing 
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seven households in Aliyawala. Except W.G. Ranasinghe (A-3) cultivat

Ing 1.00 acre of paddy land with his wIfe, the other six households 

cultivate 1.50 - 2.00 acres with at least three or four workers In 

each household. Further, Heenbanda's network does not contaIn such 

small households as H.M. Upali (A-9) and H.M. Sumanapala (A-12) whIch 

have only two workers (I.e. husband and wIfe) In each household. 

ThIs formation of the household network of labor exchange Is obvi

ously derived from the large household's practical motivation not to 

help the others more than they obtain in attam labor exchange. 

AccordIng to Heenbanda, if some household does not return attam 

labor to him, he has to recruIt wage laborers for his operation. 

But, he cannot ask such a household to compensate the imbalance of 

attam labor with the cost of wage he pays, because most members of 

the households In Al1yawalaare his relatives. As a result, he just 

avoids such a household without a large capacity of household labor 

for labor exchange. In fact, Heenbanda's network did not contain I.G. 

Somadasa (A-5), hIs own younger brother cultIvating 1.50 acres with 

hIs wIfe who was expecting a baby, although he sometimes gave some 

nikang help to his brother. Thus, these households in Allyawala 

competitively and tactically form their household network of labor 

exchange to secure their primary demand for labor. 

Table 7-2 also shows Heenbanda (A-IO)'s arrangement of labor 

exchange for hIs broadcast sowIng to 2.00 acres of paddy land. In 

Allyawala, it technically require about 8 man-days of male labor 

force to complete hand levelIng and broadcast sowIng to 2.00 acres 

In one day. Since Heenbanda and his son can work for this operation, 
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Attam 
partner 

A-2 

A~3 

A-II 

A-I 3 

A-15 

A-16 

A-I? 

TOTAL 

TABLE 7-2 

I.G. HEENBANDA (A-lO)'S HOUSEHOLD NET'1l0RK AND ARRANGEMENT OF 

ATTAM LABOR IN BROADCAST SOWING 

Cultivation Household Attam given to Attam returned 
area worker A-IO from A-IO 

(acreage) (Male, Female) (man-days) (man-days) 

1.75 2 1 

1.00 1 1 

1.75 2 1 2 (attam I) 2 

2.00 2 2 1 (attam I) 1 

2.00 3 1 2 (attam I) 2 

1.50 2 1 1 Caj;tam I) 1 

2.00 1 2 

6 6 

• Heenbanda (A-lO)'s household cultivates 2.00 acres of paddy land with two male 
and two female workers in the household. 



6 man-days of exchange labor needed to be recruIted from other 

households. As those cultIvators had about two weeks to complete 

broadcast sowing due to the rule of water management in Karaugaha

wela, Heenbanda's household labor reciprocatIon capacity can be 

estimated as 26 man-days (l.e. 2 (household workers) • (14-l)(days». 

Since the requIred amount of exchange labor (l.e. 6 man-days) Is far 

less than his household labor reciprocatIon capacity, he can be 

supposed to have the sufficient amount of exchange labor without 

much difficulty. In fact. he visited those seven households and quick

ly fIxed 6 man-days of attam (I) with A.G. Siriwardane (A-ll). I.G. 

Punchibanda (A-l3), I.G. Ukkubanda(A-15) and A.G. Kapilaratne (A-I6), and 

later returned the same amount of attam labor to them in the same 

operation. As far as a relatively fixed household network of labor 

exchange maintains a sufficient capacity of exchange labor, it is thus 

easy to mobilIze attam labor for most stages of the cultivation 

except some stages such as transplanting that requires much more 

labor mobilization. 

H.M. Sumanapala (A-12)s' household is one of the small house

holds in Aliyawala. In contrast to I.G. Heenbanda, he suffers from 

his inability to secure sufficient labor mobilIzatIon due to the small 

capacity of his household labor. After shIfting from Madumana to 

this settlement In 1970, he had managed to maintain the relatively 

fixed household network of labor exchange, containing a few large 

households such as I.G. Heenbanda's up to 1978. In those days, he 

had cultivated" 2.00 acres of" paddy land wIth his wife wIthout falling 

to return the debt of attam labor to hIs partners. But In 1979, hIs 
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wife gave birth to theIr first son so that she could not work in the 

field two miles away from their house. It was continued in 1980 since 

she got another baby. Due to thIs, Sumanapala faIled in returning 

attam labor on many occasions and, as a result, his fellow cultiva

tors began to avoid him as an attam partner. Since then, he had been 

shunned from the relatively strong linkages of labor exchange in 

Allyawala. In 1981, although he still cultIvated 2.00 acre wIth his 

wife's occasional help, he suffered much. In cutting rice straw, he 

estimated that 35 man-days of labor force would be necessary to 

complete the operation. As he realized that the neighbors were avoid

ing him in labor exchange, he visited A.G. Punchibanda (A-13) (one of 

his few acquaintances here) only to obtain 1 man-day of attam (II), 

and also H.M. Upali (A-g), his mass Ina to get 2 man-days of attam (II). 

Further, he sent a message to his younger brothers in Madumana for 

nikang (II) help. He could finally secure altogether only 5 man-days 

of labor assistance from outside. As a result, he had to cut rice 

straw with a few helpers for two days and continue to work with his 

wife for another 15 days. However, it does not mean that Sumana

pala's household worked longer than the other households. As far as 

they cultivate the some area of paddy land, they spend almost the 

same amount of household labor. Only difference is that Sumanapala 

and hIs wife worked most of the time In theIr paddy fields, while the 

others dId for a few days in their fields and for the rest of the 

days In the attam partners' fields. However, this dIfference Is very 

important for us to understand the significance of labor exchange 

in relation to the intensity of peasant agricultural production. 

As discussed In Chapter V, the operation of cuttIng rIce straw 
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requires labor mobIlization not for any technical reason but espe

cially for psychological satisfaction of quick completion of the task. 

Sumanapala hence could hardly enjoy such an advantage of labor 

exchange in this operation. This InefficIency In labor exchange, 

together with those in the other stages of cultivation, in turn gave 

Sumanapala various psychological and also physical burden, which 

forced him to consider leasing out some parts of his land. In 1982, 

he in fact cultivated only 1.25 acres of paddy land and leased out 

0.75 acres to one of the households in Nuwara Yaya on ande basIs. 

Like Sumanapala's household, A.G. Pallegama (A-2l)'s household is also 

one of the small ones in Aliyawala. Although he obtaIned 2.00 acres 

of paddy land in 1970, he leased 0.50 acres to the others on an ande 

basis in 1975 when theIr first baby was born. Since then, he, 

although reluctantly, has employed wage laborers to carry out the 

cultIvation without much labor co-operation in the settlement. 

Although the intensity of peasant agricultural production is the 

complex result of many affecting factors such as stratificatIon in 

access to resources and opportunities for off farm employment, 

household labor capacity is also an important factor. In relation to 

labor co-operation, constraining the intensity of agrarIan production. 

The above cases of the small households in Al1yawala clearly showed 

that a small capacity of household labor affects the availability of 

exchange labor and in turn reduces the area of the cultivatIon to 

some extent in the peasant agricultural productIon. In other words, 

the failure In. labor exchange results in the failure in reducing one 

of cost of peasant agriculture (I.e. drudgery). This means that peas

ant cultivators are forced to reduce such a cost by other methods 
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such as reducing their scale of the operation. 

This section thus examined different exploration for exchange 

labor between the large households and the small households of 

govigama caste in Aliyawala. Due to the lower tolerance of imbal-

ance in labor exchange and the wider range of choice to select the 

better attam partners for the practical benef1 ts, these large house

holds explore for exchange labor more competitively and tactfully 

than those in Madumana. so that those small households become iso

lated from them in labor exchange. Then, those small households 

are forced to reduce the IntensIty of their cuI tivatlon and also to 

rely on nikang help and sometImes wage labor. AppendIx II-e shows 

the relatively strong linkages of labor exchange among those large 

households (such as A-IO, A-II. A-13, A-I5 and A-IO) and also the 

relative isolation from them among the other small households (such 

as A-5. A-17 and A-20. Further, Appendix II-f and II-g show that 

these small households obtain many nikang help from outsIde the 

settlements (especially Madumana where theIr close kInsmen resIde) and 

also wage labor on a large scale from the neighborIng settlements. 

ComparIng wIth those In Nuwara Yaya, however, even those large 

households in Al1yawala do not develop their availabilIty of exchange 

labor to the maximum because of their less intention to increase the 

intensity of the agricultural production so as to get more and more 

profIt. The next section then examInes some cases of the most 

competitive and strategic exploration for exchange labor In Nuwara 

Yaya. 
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Exploration for Exchange Labor in Nuwara Yaya 

As mentIoned In Chapter II, most households in Nuwara Yaya 

cultIvate paddy land on a large scale so as to maxImize the profit 

wIthin a peasant mode of labor allocation. SInce they are scarcely 

related in the genealogical sense (see Appendix I), they have a wide 

range of selection in fixing attam partners In the settlement. and 

also can ask for the equIvalent cost of wage labor to those who fall 

to return the debt of attam labor. Consequently. they have a very 

low tolerance of Imbalance in labor exchange and explore for ex

change labor most competitively and strategically. As discussed in 

Chapter IV, there are strong linkages of labor exchange among large 

households of govigama caste, which cultivate not less than three 

acres of paddy land and also have not less than four household 

workers on average. These linkages have been developed by them to 

secure a large amount of labor mobilIzatIon for their CUltivation 

since the mid 1970s. These large households normally satIsfy most of 

their primary demand for exchange labor through these linkages. 

while they individually fulfill the rest of the demand through dif

ferent linkages with small households. These small households, 

although roughly defined. mean those wh1ch CUltivate less than three 

acres of paddy land and have less than four household workers on 

average. As showed in the case of Madumabanda (N-B) in Chapter IV. 

these small households try to satisfy their primary demand for 

exchange labor through organizing exchange labor with several other 

small households and also wI th one or two large households. But. in 

contrast to those large households, these small households do not 
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attract the others for labor exchange due to their small capacIty of 

household labor so that It is very uncertain and accIdental for them 

to secure a sufficient amount of exchange labor. As a result, they 

are often obllged either to reduce the operation or to recruIt wage 

labor. In addl tion, there are interesting interactIons between the 

large and the small households In the course of competitive explora-

tion for exchange labor In Nuwara Yaya. Although attam labor 

exchange generally looks llke a kind of egalitarian labor co-opera-

tion, the large households, which to much extent monopolize their 

household labor for themselves. often dominate the small households, 

especially in terms of the arrangement of the operations. At the 

same time, the small households make a counter move against such 

"monopoly" and "domination". I shall call it "forced labor exchange", 

in which small households come to help those large ones without any 

previous arrangement and consequently force them to join labor 

exchange relations with these small households. This section exam-

ines these competitive exploratIon for exchange labor and such 

interestIng interactions between the large and small households In 

Nuwara Yaya. However, I shall examine only some cases of those of 

govigama caste here and shall not discuss cases of those of the 

-other castes due to the same reason that those of berava caste in 

Aliyawala were not examined in the last section. 

D.M. Seneviratne (N-25) is an old and educated settler and the 

householder of one of the large households in Nuwara Yaya. Before 

shiftIng to this settlement, he was an employer In a wholesale estab-

l1shment In Kandy. HavIng some cash saved in the last job and with 

a large number of household workers (I.e. wIfe, three sons and two 
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daughters), he began to cultivate 2.00 acres of paddy land allotted 

by the government in 1971 and gradually expanded the area of the 

cuI tivation through ande and ukas tenure. In 1981, he cultIvated 2.00 

acres of his allotted land and another 3.00 acres on ande and ukas 

arrangement. Table 7-3 shows Seneviratne's relatively fixed household 

network of labor exchange. His network contains six large house

holds (1.e. those of A.M. Kiribanda (N-18), D.R. Gunatllake (N-21), D.K. 

Heenbanda (N-3l), G.K. Abeyratne (N-32), P.G. Mutubanda (N-38) and A.G. 

Ranbanda in the neighboring settlement) and also a few small house

holds (1.e. D.M. Weerakoon (N-IS) and P.G. Somadasa In the neighboring 

settlement). Since these linkages, especially among the large house

holds, are very strong and well organized on the basis of the 

common pragmatIc purpose for securIng a large amount of exchange 

labor, their exploration for exchange labor appears easy and certain. 

In many occasions, in fact, the members of these large households 

shift from one paddy field to another till all their operations are 

completed, although they maintain a very precise balance of attam 

labor. Such a pattern of efficient labor exchange can be seen in the 

case of Seneviratne's transplanting given below. 

In 1981, he planned to employ transplanting method for 2.00 

acres of his allotted land and broadcast sowIng for another 3.00 

acres. ThIs decision is mainly due to the limitatIon of hIs household 

labor reciprocation capacity, although it is comparatively large in 

Nuwara Yaya. Seneviratne has three female workers who can join 

labor exchange relations with others for transplanting. In Nuwara 
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TABLE 7-3 

DooM. SENEVIRATNE (N-25) I S HOUSEHOLD NETWORK AND ARRANGEMENT 

OF ATTAM LABOR IN TRANSPLANTING 

Attam Cultivation Household Attam given to Attam returned 
partner area worker N-25 from N-25 " 

( acreage) (Male, Female) (man-days) (man-days) 

N-18 3.00 2 2 2 2 

N-2l 3.50 2 2 4- 4-

N-3l 4 .. 50 3 3 6 6 

N-32 6·50 3 4 6 5 

N-38 5 .. 00 2 2 2 2 

A .. G.Rambanda 4·50 3 2 4 4 

N-l5 2 .. 00 2 1 2 2 

P.G.Somadasa 2.50 1 2 4 4 

N-16 2 .. 00 2 1 1 (forced attam) 1 

N-39 2.00 1 1 2 (forced attam) 2 

TOTAL 33 32 

• DooM. Seneviratne (N-25) transplants 2.00 acres of paddy land with three male and 
three female workers in the household. 



Yaya, transplanting must be completed roughly within 15 days due to 

the collective water management in Karaugahawela. Supposing that he 

intends to obtain the maximum amount of exchange labor by complet-

ing the operation in one day, this household labor reciprocatIon 

capacity can be estimated as follows: 

The househOld labor reciprocation capacity 
H • (T-D) 

= 3 • (15-1) 
= 42 (man days) 

(Here, H : 3, T : 15, D : 1). 

It means that he can logically obtain attam labor as much as 42 man-

days to the maximum. Since it requires about 44 man-days of female 

labor for the transplanting of 2.00 acre of paddy land to be com-

pleted, Seneviratne can logically transplant about 2 acres only due 

to the limitation of his household labor reciprocation capacity. In 

the actual situatIon, instead of completing the operation in one day 

Seneviratne decided to carry it out in two days. Because he knew 

that it was difficult for him to obtain 42 attam helpers in one day 

from his network of labor exchange, containing 18 female workers in 

all. And further, he knew that, if completing it in two days and 

exploring for exchange labor to the maxImum, he could obtain 38 man-

days of attam labor and 14 man-days of hIs household labor in two 

days, altogether 52 man-days of labor force, which was more than the 

required amount of labor force (I.e. 44 man-days). He then decided 

to carry out his plan of labor mobilization for transplanting and 

sent his sons to explore for exchange labor in his household net-

Work. As Seneviratne's arrangement of labor exchange is showed in 

Table 7-3, he could arrange 30 man-days of attam labor from all the 

househOlds in his network. It could easily be done because these 
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households had known SenevIratne's time-table of the operation and 

expected his request for exchange labor. Thus, the case of Sene vi

ratne's exploration for exchange labor shows that these strong 

lInkages of labor exchange efficIently secure a large amount of 

exchange labor among these househOlds. 

However, this Is not the case for those small households. For 

Instance, A.M. Heenbanda (N-34) cuI tlvates 2.00 acres of paddy land 

with hIs wife. His relatIvely fixed household network of labor 

exchange contains seven small households in Nuwara Yaya and the 

neighboring settlements. However, since hIs household labor capacity 

is very small, he can hardly develop his network with more capacity 

of exchange labor, so that he, if necessary, often explores for 

exchange labor beyond his present network. In his transplanting, 

after arranging 5 man-days of exchange labor from hIs network on a 

particular date, he further visited D.M. Senevlratne (N-25) and other 

few large households to try to satisfy some of the rest of the labor 

requirement. But, he found that most households whIch he visited, 

had already fixed the tIme-table of theIr work eIther for themselves 

or for their at tam partners. Only D.K. Heenbanda (N-3l) agreed to A.M. 

Heenbanda's request for labor exchange and promised to give 8 man

days of attam help, as long as he could change the date on which he 

had planned to transplant. Considering D.K. Heenbanda's household 

labor capacity, A.M. Heenbanda fInally decided to change the date so 

as to obtain at tam help from D.K. Heenbanda, and rearranged attam 

help which had once beenflxed with some small households In his 

network of labor exchange. In addition to the above case of A.M. 
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Heenbanda. I observed several other simIlar cases in which small 

households were obliged to change theIr orIgInal arrangements of the 

operation as well as those of labor exchange so as to obtaIn some 

of a large amount of exchange labor pool. whIch the labor house

holds monopolize for themselves. Thus. it can be saId that under the 

low tolerance of imbalance especially together with the scarcity of 

labor. a kind of "monopoly" and "domination" around exchange labor 

takes place even with the rule of reciprocal labor exchange, which 

is normally thought of as "sociable" and "egalitarian". 

However. as mentioned briefly before. these small householders 

are not always passive to such "monopoly" and "domination" in labor 

exchange. Some members, especially young ones of the small house

holds often make a counter-move against them In such a way that 

they force those large household to joIn labor exchange relations 

with them by manipulating the rules and situation of labor exchange. 

In the early morning. wIthout any invItation on previous arrangement, 

a few young men from small households come to the paddy field, 

where the operation of the large household Is about to begin. They 

just tell the host cultIvator of the work, "m nikam udaukoranda 

awe" (we have just come to help you), or often say nothing with a 

smile. Then, the host cultivator and other workers realize the 

situation and. although reluctantly, say, "ha honda!" (yes. it's good). 

This is the sign of his agreement to return the debt of labor al

though it Is given by force. In SInhalese peasant culture, volun

tary donatIon of labor such as nikang help Is highly valued. Al

though this "forced attam labor" premises the equIvalent return of 

labor. It appears a kInd of the donation of labor at the moment 
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where one side gIves labor to the other. It 1$ therefore culturally 

embarrassing for anyone, especially for maha minissu (matured persons 

such as householders) to reject such an offer of labor In front of 

many other villagers. Furthermore, since these large households have 

a large household labor capacIty as well as a large demand for 

labor. they can adjust this excess labor to their labor arrangement 

without much difficulty as long as it is relatIvely smalL Thus, 

these young people from the small households succeed In fIxing extra 

attam labor from those large households. As showed in Table 7-3, 

D.M. Seneviratne (N-25) was forced to have labor exchange relations 

with two small households for 3 man-days of attam labor in hIS 

transplanting. In addition, I observed another sixty-one occasions of 

such forced labor exchange, which include 83 man-days of attam 

labor. durIng the cultivation season in Nuwara Yaya. The large 

households often try to avoId these unnecessary contracts of ex

change labor by secretly carrying out the operatIon with a limited 

number of people only to whom the host cultivator tells the time and 

day of the operatIon and asks to come, or by starting the operatIon 

such as reaping at night under the moon light. However J these tactics 

do not always work sInce those from small households can easily fInd 

at least one or two paddy fIelds at work and try to help the work

ers without any InvItatIon during times of peak demand for labor~ 

Those large households thus cannot help it. 

ThIs section examined very competltl've and tactful exploration 

for exchange labor among those of ggvlgama caste Itt Nnwara Yaya. 

On the one hand. maJntalning strong Hnkages of labor exchange, 
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large households almost monopolize their household labor for them

selves and sometimes domInate small households in labor exchange. 

On the other hand. small households are obliged to have linkages of 

labor exchange with a relatively small capacity among the other 

small households and occasionally try to have "forced labor ex

change" with large households. AppendIx II-h shows the very strong 

linkages of labor exchange among those large households (such as N

IB. N-21, N-25, N-31, N-32, N-3B). In 1981 these six households gave to 

one another among themselves attam labor as much as 512 man-days (85 

man-days/household on average) during the season and this is a 

considerably large flow of exchange labor In comparison with that 

among such large households (such as A-lO, A-ll, A-13, A-IS, A-16 and 

A-17) in Aliyawala. In fact, the total flow of attarn labor among them 

in Allyawala during the season is altogether 108 man-days (18 man

days/ household on average), which is about one-fifth of that in 

Nuwala Yaya. Because of such efficient linkages of labor exchange 

among those large households In Nuwara yaya they could carry out 

the cultivation on a large scale (see Table 7-3) almost wIthout re

cruIting nikang help or wage labor, as showed in AppendIx II-i and 

II-j. It can be said by these fact that the successful exploratIon for 

exchange labor together with the hIgh economIc motivation for profit 

can develop and maintain the high intensIty of the agricultural 

production within the peasant mode of labor allocation. Small 

households are obliged to have the relatIvely weak linkages of labor 

exchange with several small and one or two large households, so that 

they often rely on nikang help and wage labor and also "forced 

attam labor". AppendIx II-h. II-I and II- j show the relative Isolation 
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of small households from those strong linkages and also indicate 

theIr high dependency of nikang and wage labor in labor mobIlization 

in comparison to that among the large households. 

Summary and Discussion 

Employing the actor-oriented approach. the last three sections 

examined a wide variety of exploration for exchange labor in terms 

of its organization and intensity In the three agrarian settlements. 

With a brIef summary of the several cases presented here. I shall 

discuss the two key questions of labor exchange. 

The last three sections presented several different cases of 

exploration for exchange labor In the four agricultural processes of 

three agrarian settlements. I shall here classify them Into two types: 

exploration for exchange labor under a hIgh tolerance of imbalance 

in labor exchange; and exploration for exchange labor under a low 

tolerance of imbalance in labor exchange. This classification is 

significant because the degree of tolerance of imbalance in labor 

exchange largely affects the cultivator's strategy in exploration for 

exchange labor so as to increase his availability of exchange labor 

to the maximum. In case of these four agricultural processes in the 

three agrarian settlements, while exploration for exchange labor in 

the paddy cultivation of Madumana falls in the first type. those in 

the other three cultivation processes fall in the second type. In the 

first type. as shown by the cases in the paddy cultivation of Madu

mana, exchange labor is initially sought by those large households 

from the small households that have a relatively large excess labor 

In the households. In such a circumstance as a high tolerance of 
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imbalance, the large households consciously try to have labor ex

change relations with such small households so as to obtaIn a rela

tively large amount of exchange labor, whIch often appears imbal

anced in the form of attam (II) and also more than the large house

holds' labor reciprocation capacity In quantity. Consequently, the 

small households are obliged to accept their request for exchange 

labor in such a circumstance. As a result. relatively large flows of 

exchange labor appear between the large and the small households 

rather than between those of sImilar capacIty of household labor. 

On the contrary, the second type of exploration for exchange labor 

Is proceeded in more or less competitIve and selfish manner, as shown 

In the cases of the three agricultural processes In the three agrar

ian settlements. On the one hand, the large households, although not 

very clear in the chena cultivation of Madumana due to the difficul

ty In exploration for exchange labor, try to have labor exchange 

relations with the other large households so as to monopolize a 

large amount of exchange labor for themselves. On the other hand, 

those small households are oblIged to have them with the other small 

households on a small scale and sometImes "forced labor exchange" 

with the large households. But, due to the less capacIty of their 

network of labor exchange, they often have to recruit nIkang help 

and wage labor to satisfy the rest of the demand for labor. From 

the above brief summary. It can thus be saId that, although accIden

tal wIthin the relatively fixed household network of labor exchange, 

the organIzation of labor exchange Is largely determIned both by the 

relative degree of tolerance of Imbalance In labor exchange and by 

the household labor capacIty for the cultIvatIon area. 
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On the basIs of the above summary on the organization of 

exploration for exchange labor, we can now discuss the two key 

questions of labor exchange, raised in Chapter I. For this purpose, 

I shall first examine one of the two questions, that Is, how demand 

and supply of exchange labor are mediated or interacted at the 

individual level without the function of market mechanism. Second, I 

shall go on to discuss the other question, that Is, how the flow of 

exchange labor is determined in the locality. Regarding the media

tion between demand and supply of exchange labor, as schematically 

showed in the decision making process of labor exchange and comple

mentary labor mobllizatIon In Chapter IV, demand and supply of 

exchange labor are mediated In such a way that the prImary demand. 

which emerges from varIous factors in a given cultIvation process, 

pulls up the supply through exploratIon for exchange labor to satis

fy Itself and, if not, the primary demand is cut back to the maxImum 

supply (I.e. the maximum availability of exchange labor). In the actual 

setting, as dIscussed in the above summary of the concrete cases, 

such a mediation at the indIvidual level wIdely dIffers accordIng to 

the relative degree of tolerance of imbalance In labor exchange and 

also to the IndIvidual household labor capacity for the cultivation 

area. In the first type of exploratIon for exchange labor with a 

high tolerance of Imbalance, the prImary demand for exchange labor 

of large households such as H.M. Tilakaratne (M-8) pull up the supply 

of exchange labor through organIzIng exchange labor wIth those small 

households and It Is often· satIsfied with the supply that Is more 

than theIr households' labor reciprocation capacity. For small 
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households. on the other hand. although theIr prImary demand for 

exchange labor can be met with the supply. mainly from their house

hold labor itself. they are normatIvely obliged to have rather 

unnecessary relations of labor exchange with those large households 

so that they tend to receIve practIcally unnecessary supply of 

exchange labor In return. which sometimes they do not utilize. In 

short. the medIatIon between demand and supply here Is largely 

proceeded by moral enforcement of mutual aid. On the contrary. In 

the second type of exploration for exchange labor, the mediatIon 

between demand and supply of exchange labor is not normatIvely 

proceeded but takes place competitively and strategically. On the 

one hand. the primary demand of large households such as I.G. Heen

banda (A-IO) and D.M. Seneviratne (N-25) pulls up the supply through 

monopolizing their large labor pool for themselves to easily be met 

with the supply as much as their household labor reciprocation 

capacIty. although some unnecessary supply Is occasionally given 

through "forced labor exchange" from small households. On the other 

band, the primary demand of small households such as H.M. Sumanapala 

(A-12) and A.M. Heenbanda (N-34) pulls up the supply through havIng 

labor exchange relations with small households only to be met with 

it to some extent, although some supply is obtained through "forced 

labor exchange" with those large households. As a result. the pri

mary demand of small households tend to be cut back to meet their 

actual supply of exchange labor. In short. the mediation between 

demand and supply here Is proceeded by competitive and strategic 

exploratIon for exchange labor. 

We have thus identified four kInds of the medIational pattern 
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between demand and supply of exchange labor (1.e. the four kinds of 

mediation in the two different types of households in the context of 

two relatIvely different degrees of tolerance of imbalance In labor 

exchange). However, it Is considerably dIfficult for us to precisely 

predict to what extent the primary demand for exchange labor is 

satIsfied with the supply in the actual setting of the peasant agri-

cuI tural settlements. This is largely due to the dIfflcul ty in pre-

dieting not the demand but the supply as the actual result of explo-

ration for exchange labor in a given context. Al though. as shown 

in Chapter IV and V. the primary demand for exchange labor can be 

predicted in a given cuI ti vation process and a given household 

characteristics. the availability of exchange labor appears very 

accidental and unpredIctable unless the household network of labor 

exchange is not just relatively fIxed but strictly organized. But. 

actual peasant society. at least. this Sinhalese peasant society Is 

composed of the simple aggregation of households, each of which is a 

sIngle economic unIt largely independent of the others. Such char-

acterIstlcs of peasant and primitive society in general has been 

discussed by many anthropologists such as Shal1ns (1974) who calls It 

a species of anarchy and state that: 

The domestic mode (of production) anticipates no social or material 
relations between households except that they are alike. It 
offers society only a const! tuted disorganization. a mechanical 
solidarIty get across the grain of a secondary decomposition. The 
social economy is fragmented into a thousand petty exIstences. 
each organIzed to proceed independently of the oth,ers and each 
dedicated to the homebred principle of looking out for itself. 
(1974 : 95). 

Although Shallns (1974) dIscuss such a nature of the domestIc mode of 

productIon In a very general way and the actual socIoeconomIc rela-
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tions in the Sinhalese peasant society seem more complex, his view Is 

still applicable here as far as attam labor exchange is concerned. 

As discussed earlier. in the context of the three Sinhalese settle

ments, except certain cases in the paddy cultivation of Madumana. 

exploratIon for exchange labor Is very loosely organized In the 

relatIvely fixed household network of labor exchange so that the 

resul t of exploration for exchange labor (i.e. the actual supply of 

exchange labor) is very indeterminate and accIdental not only for 

the observers but also for the peasant cultIvators as seen in the 

case of Maddumabanda (N-B) in Chapter IV. However, as it was done 

earlier, It is possible for us to predIct the actual mediation only by 

the rough and relative measurement: "large" and "small". Unless a 

precise measurement is required, it Is therefore possIble for us to 

expand the above dIscussIon on the medIation between demand and 

supply of exchange labor at the individual level to the discussion 

about the flow of exchange labor In the locality as gIven below. 

On the basis of the above dIscussion together wi th the 

several cases presented In the last three sectIons. we can immedIate

ly discuss the second question of labor exchange, that is. how the 

flow of exchange labor Is determined in the locality, although the 

precise quantification is not possIble here. As shown earlier. the 

organization of labor exchange Is largely determined by the relative 

degree of tolerance of imbalance in labor exchange. In order to 

discuss the flow of exchange labor in the locality. I shall here 

construct two dIfferent models of flow of exchange labor among 

dIfferent households in the locality. One of the models will be for 

the locality where a high tolerance of imbalance Is maintaIned and 
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the other model for the locality where a low tolerance of Imbalance 

is main tained. For each model, ] shall categorIze households into 

four groups with relation to size of area of cultivation and house

hold labor capacity. I shall call these four groups of households 

as households A. household type with large household labor and small 

cultIvation area, households B. household type with small household 

labor and small cultivation area, households C. household type with 

small household labor and large cultivation area, and households D. 

household type with large household labor and large cultivation 

area. respectively. Then we can draw the hypothetical flow of 

exchange labor for each model. 

Figure 7-1 shows the flow of exchange labor in the locality 

under a high tolerance of imbalance in labor exchange. As discussed 

earlier, the main organizational principle of exploration for exchange 

labor here is that these households with a large amount of demand 

for exchange labor tend to have labor exchange relation wIth those 

wIth a large amount of extra-household labor. Since households C 

and households D have a large demand for exchange labor, and also 

households A have a large amount of extra-household labor. large 

flows of exchange labor. although often Imbalanced and In the form 

of attam (II), take place between households A on the one hand. and 

households C and households D on the other hand. Further. since 

households B also have some amount of extra-household labor, small 

flows of exchange labor take place between households B on the one 

hand, and households C and households D on the other hand. In 

addition, since households D have a large demand for exchange labor 
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and also have a relatIvely large household labor, a small flow of 

exchange labor. although often balanced, takes place among house

holds D themselves. But. the flow of exchange labor is dormant 

between the other combInations of dIfferent or same group of the 

households. 

On the contrary. Figure 7-2 shows a different pattern of flow 

of exchange labor in the localIty, caused by a different organiza

tional principle in exploration for exchange labor. This is seen 

under a low tolerance of imbalance. The main organizational princi

ple here is that those households with a large household labor as 

well as a large demand for exchange labor tend to have labor 

exchange relations wIth themselves so as to monopolize a large pool 

of exchange labor for themselves, and those households with a small 

household labor and a small demand for exchange labor are oblIged 

to have labor exchange relations wIth themselves. A large flow of 

exchange labor thus takes place among households D in category. and 

a small flow of exchange labor takes place among households B In 

category. In addItion, small flows of exchange labor take place 

between households D and households B in order to meet the rest of 

the demand for exchange labor. Further. sInce households A have a 

large amount of household labor and a small demand for exchange 

labor. a small flow of exchange labor takes place among themselves 

only durIng the tImes of peak labor demand. However. since hOUse

holds C have only a small household labor but a large demand for 

exchange labor. the other groups of households do not want to have 

labor exchange relations wIth them. As a result, the flow of ex-
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change labor Is dormant between households C and the other house

holds. Further. the flow of exchange labor Is dormant between the 

other combInations of these groups of households. 

Thus. through examination of several actual cases of explora

tion for exchange labor In the three agrarian settlements, thIs 

section provIded two models of flow of exchange labor. Although 

the precise qualitative assessment Is not possIble due to the "anar

chy of peasant socIety", these two models clearly show how the flow 

of exchange labor Is determIned In the locality. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

In peasant society. labor exchange is exclusively organized by 

individual household, but neither by preestablished enduring socIal 

organization nor by any function of market mechanism. However. 

serious study on such an exchange has scarcely been attempted due 

to lack of concepts and models to understand such a reciprocal 

economic exchange of the same kind. In this sense. the empirical 

analysis of labor exchange then provides an opportunity for us to 

examine the concepts and models of labor exchange in particular as 

well as those of reciprocal economic exchange of the same kind in 

general. With thIs perspective, I have so far examined the decision 

makIng process regarding labor exchange and complementary labor 

mobilIzation in various contexts and discussed the two key questions 

of labor exchange. In this Chapter, I shall first summarize the 

discussion presented in the previous Chapters in brief and go on to 

argue some significant ethnographic findings here. Referring to the 

theoretical discussion. especially the two key questions in the previ

ous Chapters, I shall finally examine a theory of balanced reciproci

ty and present a model of reciprocal economic exchange of the same 

kind. 

For urban dwellers in Sri Lanka as well as elsewhere, recip-
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rocal labor exchange seems to imply a form of "traditional egalitar

ianism" in rural society. When we see labor exchange superficially, 

we certainly feel an warmhearted egalitarIanism, which can often be 

found in exchange of wine or whisky at a pub. In fact. when labor 

is exchanged, peasants act and even consider themselves as kind

hearted helpers embroidered with various cultural meanings. However, 

this is, though popular, a misconceptIon, as Gunasinghe (1976: 6) 

pointed out the base of attam as egoism. Once we look at labor 

exchange in terms of cultIvators' motivation to strategically secure 

demand for labor mobilization, we do not see such a preestablished 

harmony but rather a process of peasant anarchy. 

There is a distinct motivation of peasants to enjoy benefits 

from labor exchange to reduce the drudgery, the maIn cost of peas

ant agriculture. Focusing on the decision making process regarding 

labor exchange and complementary labor mobilization (which determines 

the culturally IndetermInate part of exchange labor in a given 

context), we dIscussed how household conceives the primary demand 

for exchange labor and also how it succeeds or faUs in securIng the 

optimum supply through competItIve exploration for exchange labor In 

the locality; and we then saw why the peasants prefer exchange 

labor to wage labor and also what kinds of aspects or benefIts they 

enjoy from labor exchange In each stage of the cultivatIon (Chapter 

IV, Chapter V. Chapter VII). In Madumana, which has not come yet 

under the post-war government program for rural development, those 

SUbsistence farmers organIze labor exchange to reduce the drudgery, 

their major cost of agrIcultural production (Chapter II, Chapter VII). 

In Al1yawala and Nuwara Yaya. which have come under the government 
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major irrigation scheme and also Incorporated with a larger capital

ist economy, those paddy cultivators as petty-commodIty producers 

organIze labor exchange on a large scale In order to reduce the 

drudgery and the expense of wage labor and also explo! t, to the 

maximum, thei r household labor, which has no opportunity to be 

employed elsewhere (Chapter II. Chapter VII). 

In these agrarian settlements, although their actual strategy 

differs, the organizational principle is oriented toward securIng 

beneficial and reliable households and avoid unbeneficial and unreli

able ones to tactically organize labor exchange (Chapter IV, Chapter 

VII). In other words. within a single cultural and normative setting, 

"competition", "monopoly" and "domination" take place around recipro

cal labor co-operation (Chapter VII). Of course. they do not always 

act for theIr Interests or benefIts. Like attam (In, they sometimes 

help the others altruIstically. But, this is dependent upon the 

context. For instance, like in paddy and chen a cultivation of Madu

mana, while cuI tlvators generously help the others in some context, 

they become selfish and unal truistic in the other context of labor 

assIstance. They are thus "realisticallY ethical" peasants at least in 

labor co-operation (Chapter III. Chapter IV, Chapter VI). 

As mentioned in Chapter VI. there have been a debate over 

peasant behavior in Asia. whether "moral" or "rational" (for instance, 

Scott 1976; Popkin 1979; Keyes 1983). However. they have not provided 

much empIrIcal (or ethnographic) materials so that thIs debate is 

ideal typical but not empirical. Then. together with ethnographic 

findings. the qualitative model of the decision making process regard-
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ing the generosity and tolerance of Imbalance In labor co-operatIon 

(Chapter VI) empirically provIdes an sIgnIficant alternative vIew of 

"realistically ethIcal" peasants. 

These peasants thus consciously make a decIsIon to practIce 

labor exchange under a gIven ecological. agricultural, and socioeco

nomIc condItIons. Although labor exchange is rooted In hIstory and 

a custom as a pre-capitalist mode of labor organization, it cannot be 

regarded merely as a cultural lag or hangover from a pre-capitalist 

economy. This is because labor exchange takes place as long as the 

main cost of agricultural productIon is the drudgery of his or her 

labor, whether in a pre-capitalist economy or in a peripheral capi

talist economy (like the one in Laggala). Labor exchange is, there

fore. rather an adaptive response made by peasant households to 

their current ecological. economic and social condItions. This fur

ther suggest that labor exchange wIll prevail not only in remote, 

traditional villages but in new colony settlements where wage labor 

is available. I believe that this view provides a more realistic 

notIon of labor exchange than the simple and popular idea that 

labor exchange is replaced by wage labor along with intrusion of 

cash economy to peasant socIety (for instance, Erasmus 1956; Moore 

1975; Karunanayake 1980). 

Apart from the ethnographic findings dIscussed above, I shall 

now locate my model and related notions (especially the two key 

questions) of reciprocal labor exchange in a wider theoretical con

text to clarIfy an unstudIed area of "balanced reciprocity". To do 

this, I shall first identify what has not been studied in the theory 
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of "balanced recIprocity", and present a general model of reciprocal 

economic exchange of the same kind. 

It was Sahlins (1974) who introduced the tripartite divisIon of 

exchange phenomena: generalized, balanced and negatIve reciprocity. 

Here, balanced reciprocity is characterized by precise balance as 

follows: 

the reciprocation is the customary equlvalent 
of the thing received and is without delay 
. . . Balanced reciprocity may be more applied 
to transactions which stipulate returns of 
commensurate worth or utility within a fInIte 

and narrow period. (1974: 145) 

However, the concept of balanced reciprocity seems to cover within 

itself the three different types of exchange phenomena, that is, 

market exchange, reciprocal economic exchange of the different kind 

(e.g. various kInds of barter exchange, share-cropping tenancy and so 

on) and reciprocal economic exchange of the same kind. Out of 

them, market exchange has of course well been studIed in mainstream 

economics, while reciprocal economic exchange of the different kind 

also has been discussed by several anthropologists such as Humphrey 

(l984) and Orlove (1986). On the contrary, reciprocal economic 

exchange of the same kind has scarcely been discussed In economic 

anthropology. Al though there are, as mentioned in Chapter I, many 

ethnographic accounts on reciprocal exchange of labor. tool and 

service in many parts of the agrarian world, few theoretical discus-

sions beyond Sahllns'(l974) general notion of balanced reciprocity can 

be found among them. However, reciprocal economic exchange of the 

same kInd has certain distinct characteristIcs which distinguIsh it 

from market exchange and reciprocal economic exchange of the differ-
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ent kind. In these two forms of exchange behavior, while the 

choice at Individual level depends upon both exchange partners' 

evaluation about whether the difference in value between item given 

and item received is posi ti ve or not. their evaluation of value 

gained in a given exchange is affected by price or varying rate of 

exchange, which is derived from the mediation between demand and 

supply of item exchanged in market. whether it is modern capitalistic 

or tribal-peasant. In contrast, as discussed in the context of labor 

exchange in Chapter I. the choice in reciprocal economic exchange of 

the same kind neither depends upon such a difference in value be

tween item gIven and item received nor upon any varying rate of 

exchange. It is therefore necessary to find concepts and models 

different from those developed for the other two forms of balanced 

reciprocIty in order to fill the blank. that is found in the theory 

of balanced reciprocity. Further, these concepts and models to be 

developed here must explain various aspects of exchange behavior 

beyond Sahllns' (1974) concept of balanced reciprocity, namely, they 

need to explaIn why such an exchange takes place; what Is maximized 

or optimized in it; wIth whom a given actor exchanges item; how much 

of it is exchanged; and what are the consequences of it. In order 

to explore for answers of these theoretical questions, my model of 

reciprocal labor exchange is useful. So. in what follows, let us 

dIscuss a model of reciprocal economic exchange of the same kind to 

explain how it can provide the answers of the questions mentioned 

above. 

To discuss the model and the related concepts of reciprocal 
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exchange of the same kind, which is inItiated by the Individual 

economic motivation but not the social one, the model must Include 

the decision making process regarding reciprocal exchange of the 

same resource. Then followIng the natural decIsIon making approach, 

we can make an elementary decision model as fOllows: 

1st step Narrowing down a large number of 
alternatives for a specific economic 
purpose, Into a feasible subset. 

2nd step ListIng aspects of a subset, selectIng 
one aspect and ordering alternatives 
on it in order to conceIve the prImary 
demand for resource exchanged. 

3rd step ExploratIon for the supply of resource 
exchanged and droppIng unrealistic 
al ternatlves. 

4th step The final choIce of the most optimum 
alternatIve of recIprocal exchange of 
resource and. If necessary, the 
complementary search for another 
alternative. 

The following notions must be" added to the above elementary model 

of the decision making process to clarify it in detail: 

1. Aspects or utili ties of alternatives in reciprocal economic 
exchange of the same kind are derived from mobilization of 
items exchanged on the optimum scale in the optimum period 
through pooling them among exchange partners. 

2. Under such a condition that exploration for items exchanged is 
spontaneously organized by individual actor. the pattern of 
the mediation between demand and supply of items exchanged 
at individual level varIes according to a gIven degree 
of tolerance of Imbalance In exchange. 

3. Under the same condItIon above. flow of Items exchanged takes 
place In two ways. First, in the locality under a high tolerance 
of imbalance, the flow tends to take place between exchange 
actor with a more amount of items exchanged and exchange actor 
wIth a less amount of them. Second. In the locality under a low 
tolerance" of imbalance the flow tends to take place between 
exchange actors themselves who are with a more amount of items 
exchanged. and a relatively minor flow between exchange actors 
who are without such an amount of items exchanged. 
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Here, the first notion makes clear why such an exchange takes place 

and what is maximized in it. The second notIon on the other hand 

clarifies the pattern of the mediation between demand and supply of 

items exchanged at individual level, which takes place at 3rd step in 

the above elementary decisIon model, while the third notion makes 

clear the pattern of flow of items exchanged In the locality as a 

collective result of the decIsion making regarding reciprocal ex

change of the same items. The above elementary decision model, 

together with these three notIons, thus provides a systematic view of 

reciprocal economic exchange of the same kind in general. 

It must be noted here that this model remains a skeleton of 

my model of the decision making process regardIng labor exchange 

and complementary labor mobilIzation in the peasant agriculture, 

unless it is located in a given context and various affecting factors 

are identified through the natural decision making approach together 

with ethnographic endeavor. The model presented here is therefore 

still a tentative model of reciprocal economic exchange of the same 

kind. But, since there are not any models and concepts that can 

adequately explain such exchange behavior in economic anthropology 

or mainstream economics, this model w1l1 at least guide research 

endeavor on any kind of such exchange in future. 
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APPENDIX· II 

FLOW OF ATTAI1, NIKANG AND WAGE LABOR IN 

THE THREE SETTLEMENTS (MARA 1981) 

Appendix II provides the flow charts of attam, 

nikang and wage labor in these three settlements. The 

quantity of flow of the three types of labor between 

two households is shown by two figures within the 

bracket. If the household (M-B) , for instance, gives 

labor assistance of A man-days to the household (M-21) 

and the household (M-B) receives B man-days of labor 

assistance from the household (M-21) during the 

cUltivation season, this flow of labor is indicated in 

the context of Madumana as follows: 

0- ® 
(B, A) 

These quantitative figures shown here are restricted 

to those of intra-settlement transaction of labor. 

Further, these figures of attam exchange labor in Nuwara 

Yaya are not noted here due lack of space. 
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(b) FLOW OF NIKANG HELP IN THE PADDY 
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(c) FLOW OF ATTAM EXCHANGE LABOR IN THE CRENA 

CULTIVATION OF MADUMANA 
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( e) FLOW OF ATTAM EXCHANGE LABOR IN THE P AnDY 
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(f) FLOW OF NIKANG HELP IN THE PADDY 

CULTIVATION OF ALIYAWALA 
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